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Abstract
Opinions are central to almost all human activities by influencing greatly the de-
cision making process. In this thesis, we present the problems of mining issues,
extracting entities and suggestive opinions towards the entities, detecting thought-
ful comments, and extracting stances and ideological expressions from online com-
ments in the sociopolitical domain. This study is essential for opinion mining ap-
plications that are beneficial for policy makers, government sectors and social orga-
nizations. Much work has been done to try to uncover consumer sentiments from
online comments to help businesses improve their products and services. However,
sociopolitical opinion mining poses new challenges due to complex topic and sen-
timent expressions.
We first present the problem of issue extraction from sociopolitical comments
for which we propose an unsupervised approach based on latent variable methods
for identifying and extracting the issues in the comments, and linking comments to
the issues in the associated article. We evaluate our approach on political speeches
and associated comments from social media.
In the sociopolitical domain, users express their sentiments on the entities such
as individuals or organizations. These sentiments are not only in the form of pos-
itive and negative expressions, but also in the form of suggestive opinions towards
the entities. We present a new problem of extracting the entities and associated
suggestive opinions. We propose a two-stage approach based on conditional ran-
dom fields (CRF) and clustering for extracting and normalizing the entities and the
associated suggestive opinions from the users.
A key feature of social media is that it enables anyone to freely express his/her
opinions. As a result of the large amount of online comments, there is an urge for
extracting opinions which are highly valuable. In terms of thoughtful comment ex-
traction, we study the task of extracting valuable comments from social media. We
propose a supervised approach based on natural language processing and linguistics
techniques to identify and extract valuable comments in the sociopolitical domain
from social media.
Users take positions/stances and express opinions towards controversial sociopo-
litical issues. We present the problem of extracting the topics, stances, and ideolog-
ical expressions of users from their comments on ideological debates related to so-
ciopolitical domain. We propose an unsupervised approach based on latent variable
methods and evaluate on Debatepedia for identifying and extracting the positional
words and entities associated with the issues.
In summary, this thesis identifies a number of key problems in mining sociopo-
litical comments and proposes appropriate solutions to these problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the emerging Web 2.0 technologies and Web 2.0 sites such as forums, blogs,
and online social networks, there has been a tremendous amount of interest and
efforts to utilize user-generated content on the Web. One of the major striking dif-
ferences of Web 2.0 from Web 1.0 is the abundance of ordinary people’s opinions on
various topics expressed in social media. The availability of huge volumes of opin-
ionated data has opened room for opinion mining, a field of computational study
that analyzes people’s opinions or sentiments.
In particular, people express their opinions on sociopolitical issues, and these
opinions are very important for policy makers, government sectors and social or-
ganizations. This thesis is about mining users’ comments from social media on
sociopolitical issues. Much work has been done to try to uncover consumer senti-
ments from online reviews, blogs, etc., to help businesses improve their products
and services. In contrast, less attention has been paid to the extraction and summa-
rization of public opinions on social and political issues. The existing work on opin-
ion mining is insufficient for sociopolitical opinion mining due to complex topics
and sentiment expressions in the sociopolitical domain. In this introduction chapter,
we present some background about opinion mining, followed by the motivation that
inspired the research in this thesis and finally our major contributions.
1
1.1 Background
In the real world, individual consumers and domain experts always want to know
the consumers’ or public’s opinions towards products, services, organizations, in-
dividuals, issues, events, topics and their attributes for their decision making pro-
cess [132, 79]. An individual would like to know others’ opinions on a specific
product before purchasing that product. Domain experts utilize the public feed-
back for improving their products or implementing new policy ideas. Hence mining
opinions became central to several decision making systems [87, 82, 22, 125].
Opinion mining is a computational study of people’s opinions, sentiments, eval-
uations, attitudes and emotions [99]. Since early 2000, opinion mining has grown to
be one of the most active research areas in natural language processing (NLP), data
mining, Web mining, and text mining. With the exponential growth of opinionated
documents on the Web, individuals and organizations have been using the content
for their decision making. To process such enormous data, automated systems are
desired. Such automated systems are referred to as opinion mining systems. Opin-
ion mining systems have found their applications in several business and social
domains [82, 22, 25].
To examine the main sub-tasks involved in the opinion mining area, let us study
the product review (consumer business) mining problem that aims at mining re-
views which express positive or negative sentiments towards the products and their
features. To illustrate the problem, let us observe the following review about a
Nikon camera.
“I bought a Nikon 5230 three months ago(1). It is a wonderful camera and I
love it(2). The picture quality is very good(3). The battery life is long(4). However,
I feel it is too heavy(5)”.
We notice the following points about the review. Sentence 2 is about senti-
ment regarding the camera. Sentence 3, 4 and 5 are about camera features, namely
picture, battery and weight respectively. Sentence 2, 3 and 4 express positive senti-
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ments. In contrast, Sentence 5 expresses negative sentiments.
Opinion mining of product reviews consists of the following most important
sub-tasks [61, 45, 65, 100]:
1. Identifying and extracting features in evaluative texts.
2. Determining sentiment polarities on the features of products.
3. Contrastive opinion mining.
4. Opinion quality and spam detection.
5. Opinion Summarization.
The feature extraction task aims at identifying the features of the product from the
reviews [61]. The feature extraction task is also sometimes referred to as aspect ex-
traction [79]. Sentiment classification aims at classifying the documents to positive
or negative opinion [99] where the task is defined on regular opinions. Other types
of opinions are comparative, sarcastic, ironic and spam opinions. We shall explain
these in detail during our literature survey in Chapter 2.
1.2 Motivation
Social and political data are much harder to analyse due to complex topic and senti-
ment expressions [79]. In this section, we show our motivation for opinion mining
of sociopolitical comments and the associated challenges. Mining social comments
is critically important to build applications which aid policy makers, social orga-
nizations or government sectors in decision making1. For example, a politician
might want to know the response of the public on his speech, and which topics of
his speech had a major impact on the public. Mining comments of such a speech
helps in quickly zooming into the most important social and political problems in
a society. An individual might want to know others’ opinions on politicians before
making a voting decision. A congress member would like to see how the public
1http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/gvs03044usen/
GVS03044USEN.PDF
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responded to a new immigration bill before making any amendment decisions. A
ruling government might want to get the citizens’ opinions towards a change in
policy/s. Traditionally, such information has been collected through opinion polls
or surveys. However, this kind of feedback channels requires a large amount of
manpower support [97]. Also only a small fraction of the entire population can be
reached, which may lead to biased information collection.
Online social networks and forums, on the other hand, are now getting increas-
ingly popular and have attracted a large number of users, with many of them ex-
pressing and discussing their opinions on sociopolitical topics through these web-
sites [137]. Users post their opinions on social topics in the form of posts or com-
ments. With the availability of dedicated sites that discuss sociopolitical problems,
collecting comments from the social media is relatively easy. Comments in the so-
ciopolitical domain usually consist of issues, entities and opinions associated with
the entities. We also observe that users’ comments vary greatly in quality and not
all comments are valuable to a domain user. Further, the users in the sociopolitical
domain possess underlying ideological beliefs and they take positions while com-
menting/arguing on the social issues. Mining such data is useful but also a very
challenging task. To illustrate the problem, let us examine the sample comments
from Table 1.1.
C1 You want to really drive innovation, job growth and entrepreneurs?
Make education, health care and retirement less of a burden on the
average family, adopt more socialist policies like Norway (paid for
by higher taxes, especially on the rich), and watch our standard of
living rise at last
C2 The government should lift diplomatic immunity of the ambassador.
C3 ..Oh, so Obama ”compromised” on the tax cuts for the wealth”
C4 Low taxes arent helping the vast middle and working class and aren’t
creating more jobs, its a policy that only benefits the rich.
C5 I am pro-choice simply because I don’t believe that the government
should have control over this. It’s ridiculous. Women should have
control over what happens to their body.
Table 1.1: Sample sociopolitical comments from social media
To introduce the terminology in sociopolitical domain, and to better analyze and
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understand comments such as the ones shown in Table 1.1, we define a few concepts
as follows:
Issues: Issues refer to the social, political and economical problems such as
education, job, abortion, etc. Comment C1 is a response to U.S. President Barack
Obama’s State of the Union Address. In his speech, Obama addressed eight social
and political issues. The author of C1 commented on issues related to education,
economy and innovation. Unlike product reviews which focus on the specific prod-
uct, the social comments target at various issues, and hence it is important to identify
and extract these issues from the social comments.
Entities: Similar to product review mining, where users express opinions on
features or aspects, in a sociopolitical domain, users express opinions on entities.
Entities refer to individuals or organizations associated with an issue. Comment C2
is a response to a major accident in Singapore caused by a Romanian ambassador.
In this comment, the user posted his/her opinion on an entity, the Government, as-
sociated with this issue.
Suggestive Opinions: Suggestive opinions are actions suggested for an entity.
In comment C2, the user expressed his/her suggestive opinion towards the entity, the
Government. The user suggests that the “diplomatic immunity of the ambassador
should be lifted” as a response to the issue. Extracting the entities and the suggestive
opinions is an important subtask of mining sociopolitical comments.
Thoughtful Comments: A valuable/attentive comment is one that provides not
only an opinion but also a justification for the commented issue. Finding atten-
tive comments that provide some reasoning is highly valuable in understanding the
user’s opinion. Comment C3 depicts an opinion towards tax. In this case, the com-
ment doesn’t provide any justification and doesn’t provide any insights to the users
opinion. In contrast, comment C4 which is also on tax, elaborates on the users’
viewpoint towards this issue. Such comments are valuable to the domain experts,
and we treat such comments as thoughtful comments.
Ideological Positions/Stances: Users express their opinions on controversial
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social issues with an underlying ideological belief. They take positions, on ideo-
logical debates to post their arguments. Comment C5 is an argument on abortion
and the user exhibits a supporting/pro position towards it. The users’ positions
are referred to as ideological stances. The sentiment expression in the comment,
pro-choice, depicts the user’s opinion on abortion. We refer to such expressions or
opinion words as ideological expressions.
In brief, the problem of mining sociopolitical comments involves a fine grained
analysis of issues, entities, suggestive-opinions, quality, stances, and ideological
expressions. We aim to automatically extract fine-grained information from so-
ciopolitical comments which is critically important to build the applications related
to opinion mining in the sociopolitical domain.
1.3 Limitations of Existing Studies
With the aforementioned subtasks and new challenges in mining sociopolitical com-
ments, let us now turn to existing opinion mining techniques to see whether they are
sufficient to address these new challenges. We argue that they are not. The reasons
are the following. Traditional opinion mining techniques and sentiment lexicons are
often developed for consumer business such as products and services. Further, the
previous research focussed mainly on product reviews from dedicated review sites.
Comparatively, very few studies focussed on the opinions from blogs and forums
largely due to the complexity of blog posts and annotation challenges [90]. How-
ever for sociopolitical issues, the comments are expressed mainly in blogs, forums,
debate sites, twitter etc.. Moreover, the existing product review mining studies ben-
efit from the assumptions that the product reviews are focussed for a given product
and the features of the product are mostly fixed [80, 60]. For example, in the case
of mobile phones such as Nokia and iPhone, usually the forum/review page will
be dedicated for a specific model on which users can post reviews. Their opinions
are expressed on the associated features such as battery, size, etc. In contrast, in
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the sociopolitical domain, first an article is posted online for which users can post
opinions. In many cases, these sociopolitical articles consist of several issues. For
example, a US President’s political speech covers many social problems like jobs,
healthcare, education, military, etc. Users might comment on one or more of them
as shown in comment C1 and the first challenge is to extract the issues from users’
comments. Current methods don’t cater for such needs and therefore the first chal-
lenge is not only to extract issues, but also to align them with the topics in the
associated article.
Second, the sentiment expressions on products are either polarised or ranked.
Similar to product sentiments, for sociopolitical issues the users provide polarised
or ranked sentiments on the entities related to the issues and the overall sentiment of
a sociopolitical comment can be discovered using the current sentiment techniques.
Nevertheless, the sentiments in sociopolitical comments are much more than sim-
ply polarised or ranked. Overall, on sociopolitical data users express sentiments in
various ways; on entities associated with the issues in the form of polarised expres-
sions, on entities associated with the issues in the form of suggestions, on issues in
the form of stances/stance expressions, and on the aspects of issues in the form of
polarised expressions. While sentiment polarity classification in the sociopolitical
domain can still benefit from existing techniques, we also require new techniques
for other types of sentiments.
In this study we focus on suggestion expressions and stance expressions which
are described in the following paragraphs. To study suggestion sentiments, we are
interested in extracting the suggestive opinions on the entities from the users’ com-
ments. The sentiments expressed towards product features vary from the sentiment
expressed towards the social issues. For example, on products users might comment
that “The call quality is good” or “I like the screen”, where call quality and screen
are the product features [100, 99], and good and like are sentiments. In contrast, for
social issues users comment on the entities (individuals or organizations) associated
with the issue. These comments can be in the form of likes or dislikes or in the
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form of suggestive opinions as shown in comment C2. For example, a user might
comment that “The Government should adopt stricter policies for immigrants”. In
this example, Government is an entity and adopt stricter policies for immigrants is a
suggestive opinion towards the entity. This urges the need for extracting the entities
and the associated suggestive opinions, which is not supported by current opinion
mining techniques.
Third, traditional quality assessment techniques are designed for student essays
or product reviews, and hence are not suitable for social comments due to the dif-
ferent nature of high quality comments in the sociopolitical domain. For example, a
high quality product review is regarded as the one which elaborates on all features
of the product to help the readers [71, 47]. In contrast, a valuable comment on a so-
cial issue is the one that provides the justification or reasoning or insightful ideas to
the issue commented upon [120] as shown in Comment C4. Further, to be useful to
domain experts, the comment doesn’t have to describe all the issues with respect to
the social article. Therefore there is need for capturing the justification component
together with the relevance of the issue to the document, which is not handled by
current quality assessment techniques.
Another unique property of sociopolitical data is that the users take stances on
the issues with an underlying ideological belief. Such stances and the expressions
can be treated as the sentiments of the users on the controversial issues. An ideolog-
ical belief is expressed with opinion words which are specific to the social problem
as shown in Comment C5. For example, a person who is against abortion uses
sentiment expressions such as pro-life, birth control, etc. Current sentiment lexi-
cons comprises of lists of sentiment words that express positive or negative senti-
ments [134] on product features. For example, good, wonderful and amazing are
positive sentiment words and in contrast, bad, poor and terrible are negative senti-
ment words. Although using such lexicons is important for sentiment classification
in product review mining, they still pose some limitations in cases such as: opposite
orientation in different domains, sarcastic sentences, ironies and implicit opinion-
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ated sentences. Therefore, the fourth challenge is that, for sociopolitical data, these
existing lexicons are insufficient to capture the sentiment expressions that are re-
quired for discovering the ideological stances and expressions.
1.4 Objective
Our objective of this thesis is to study fine grained opinion mining that aims to
extract and summarize people’s opinions related to sociopolitical aspects. In this
thesis, we present a comprehensive study of mining issues, entities, suggestive opin-
ions, quality, stances and ideological expressions related to sociopolitical domain.
The study involves four basic tasks:
1. Identify and extract the issues in comments and the associated article.
2. Extract and normalize the entities and suggestive opinions towards the entity.
3. Identify and extract valuable (quality) comments.
4. Identify and extract the ideological positions/stances and ideological expres-
sions towards the issues.
A most important question to be answered prior to reading this thesis is, why
these four studies are important and what other tasks are important in the sociopolit-
ical opinion mining research. First, extracting only issues or only sentiments from
the comments is insufficient to know the pulse of the citizens/commenters. For ex-
ample, extracting only sentiment words might let us know the sentiment polarity of
the user but not on which issue. Hence, we need to extract the issues as well as the
sentiments on those issues. Quality studies help us to filter the noise, which is one
of the major challenges in social media, and to extract the useful comments for the
domain experts to make decisions. Second, most of the opinion mining studies have
focussed on consumer business such as product reviews and very little research has
been done in sociopolitical context. Therefore, there is a need to frame the problem
and the tasks under this umbrella to direct the research in the future on sociopolit-
ical data. Finally, these four studies are not the exhaustive list of tasks under this
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research. In the conclusion chapter, we present a framework that integrates these
tasks for fine grained sociopolitical opinion mining. We further discuss other re-
lated problems that can be integrated into this framework to implement advanced
opinion mining applications.
1.5 Contribution
To summarize, the following contributions have been made in this thesis:
• Issue Extraction: We first study the problem of issue extraction from so-
ciopolitical comments. We propose an unsupervised approach based on latent
variable methods for identifying and extracting the issues in the comments,
and linking comments to the issues in the associated article. For example,
in response to Obama’s State of the Union address, a user might comment
on two issues, healthcare and jobs. Hence it is desired to extract the issues
existing in each comment and align them to the issues in the document. Ex-
tracting issues is the first task in our thesis objective and we study this task in
Chapter 3.
• Entity-Suggestive Opinion Extraction: Second, we present a new problem
of extracting the entities and associated suggestive opinions from sociopolit-
ical comments. For extracting and normalizing the entities and suggestive
opinions from the users, we propose a two-stage approach based on con-
ditional random fields and clustering. Suggestive opinion extraction is the
second task of our objective and we present this study in Chapter 4.
• Thoughtful Comment Extraction: Valuable comments are useful for deci-
sion making and high quality summarization. We then present the task of
detecting thoughtful comments in the sociopolitical domain. We propose a
supervised approach based on computational linguistics techniques to iden-
tify and extract valuable comments in the sociopolitical domain from social
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media. Our third task of the thesis objective is thoughtful comment detection
and we present this work in Chapter 5.
• Ideological Position and Expression Extraction: Finally, we study the
problem of extracting the stances and ideological expressions of users from
their comments on ideological debates related to sociopolitical domain. We
propose an unsupervised approach based on latent variable methods for iden-
tifying and extracting the positional words/ideological expressions and enti-
ties associated with the issues. For this study, we model issues, positional
words, entities, and users’ stances in a principled way using topic models.
For our evaluation, we use arguments in debates as they provide a platform
for users to express their positional opinions/sentiments on the issues debated.
Our final task of the thesis objective is the study on the debates to extract ide-
ological stances and expressions, and we present this study in Chapter 6.
The studies presented in this thesis were originally reported in Gottipati et
al. [51, 52, 50, 49]. The thesis gives a more thorough exposition, relating the prob-
lems and solutions to other work, and presents more experimental results and error
analysis.
1.6 Road Map
This dissertation document is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a
comprehensive literature review of opinion mining research and the research on so-
ciopolitical data. Chapter 3 presents the model, methods and experimental findings
for issue extraction task from sociopolitical comments. Chapter 4 describes the
problem of extracting entity-suggestive opinions from users’ comments, where we
present our method and experimental findings. In Chapter 5, we present our method
and experimental findings for detecting thoughtful comments in the sociopolitical
corpus. Chapter 6, presents the problem of identifying positions and ideological
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expressions from the users arguments on ideological debates. We discuss the moti-
vation, solution model, data set and evaluation results of this study. Finally, in Chap-
ter 7, we conclude our work and point out future directions to explore. Appendix
A gives additional details on the annotation and datasets used for experimentation.
Appendix B gives Gibbs sampling equations for implementing the inference for the
model in Chapter 6 and additional experiment results.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This dissertation draws inspiration from various different tasks which fall under the
umbrella of opinion mining as well as the gaps of data mining in sociopolitical
domain. Here, we provide literature review of both these areas:
1. Opinion mining
2. Sociopolitical data mining
2.1 Opinion Mining
Opinion mining is a well studied research topic for the past ten years mainly focus-
ing on the opinion extraction, sentiment classification, opinion quality, complimen-
tary opinion mining tasks and applications in real world. Opinion mining found its
roots in many real-life applications and several application-oriented research studies
have been published. Product reviews were exploited by [87] to rank products and
merchants. To predict the sales performance, Liu et al. [82] proposed a sentiment
model based on pLSA using blog data. Studies on Twitter, where Bollen et al. [22]
applied the Profile of Mood States (POMS) to Twitter updates on stock market, Tu-
masjan et al. [125] used Twitter political sentiment to predict political results and
O’Connor et al. [97] used tweets sentiments together with public polls to predict
election results are some examples of opinion mining application-oriented research
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on Twitter corpus.
The major tasks and the complimentary tasks studied in opinion mining research
area are depicted in the Figure 2.1. In this section, we study the research progress at
both levels. We first provide a survey of research related to major tasks as they are
the building blocks for opinion mining as well as our thesis focus. We also survey
the research on complimentary tasks which are very close to our thesis focus. For
simplicity, other tasks related to opinion mining such as sarcasm, emotions, fake re-
views, user interactions, sentiment lexicon generation, opinion trend tracking, opin-
ion search, geo-location based opinions, time-based opinions etc., are not shown in
the figure [79]. Readers wishing more details are advised to read books [99, 79] and
latest updates on opinion mining research 1.
Figure 2.1: General overview of Opinion Mining
2.1.1 Opinion Extraction
Opinion extraction aims at automatically finding attitudes or opinions about specific
targets, such as named entities, consumer products or public events [33, 78, 15,
140, 86, 63]. However, according to Hu et al. [60], for many applications opinion
extraction is insufficient, and a fine-grained opinion mining and analysis is highly
effective. Typical tasks in fine-grained opinion mining include feature identification
by Popescu et al. [105], and linking opinions to features by Lin et al. [76].
More sophisticated problems in fine-grained opinion analysis include: opinion
1http://www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub
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holder extraction [69], opinion expression extraction [66, 23] and opinion target
extraction [70, 136]. Opinion polarity classification is also an important subtask but
will be discussed in the next subsection.
General techniques developed to solve the above tasks include supervised meth-
ods such as sequence labeling algorithms [66, 29, 28] and unsupervised methods
such as generative LDA-based models [123, 95].
Supervised Methods: Using maximum entropy ranking algorithm Kim et
al. [69] achieved 64% of accuracy for identifying the holder of opinions. For ex-
pression identification, [23] used linear-chain conditional random field and achieved
expression-level performance within 5% of the human interannotator agreement.
Using conditional random fields, Johansson et al. [66] discovered that joint model
of expression extraction and polarity labeling significantly improves over the se-
quential approach. Combining multiple techniques several researchers proposed
architectures/frameworks for opinion extraction; framework based on semantic role
labeling for opinion extraction by exploiting the sematic structure of sentences [70]
and framework based on tree kernel by exploiting phrase dependency parsing [136]
are some examples.
Unsupervised Methods: Generative topic models have been successfully im-
plemented in opinion extraction tasks such as feature identification [123], entity
topic extraction [95], mining contentious expressions and interactions [92] and spe-
cific aspect-opinion word extraction from labeled data [141]. Using experiments of
perplexity and KL-Divergence Mukherjee et al. [92] showed that the topic models
fit the data better and discover more distinctive topics and contention-agreement ex-
pressions from the debates. Multi grain topic models [123] are used for extracting
the ratable aspects of objects from online user reviews. These models not only ex-
tract ratable aspects, but also cluster them into coherent topics. Modeling interrela-
tionship between words and entities in the text using LDA, Newman et al. [95] man-
aged to extract entities and answered questions as who, where and what. Extending
topic models and combining with maximum entropy method Zhao et al. [141], dis-
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covered aspects and aspect-specific opinion words.
Suggestive Opinion Extraction: Users provide two types of sentiments in their
reviews. Either they might provide their sentiments as positive or negative towards
the product/entity or they might provide suggestions to improve the product. The
first case is handled by sentiment classification study and the second is called sug-
gestive opinion study or actionable knowledge study. Extracting suggestions, also
referred to as actionable information [116] from user generated content is of grow-
ing interest recently. Actionable knowledge research is relatively new and very few
studies attempted to address this problem. Zhang et al. [139] attempted to discover
the diagnostic knowledge. Their work is more focussed towards manufacturing ap-
plications in which the problems are identified to aid the designers in product design
improvements. Simm et al. [116] analyzed actionable knowledge in on-line social
media conversation and the concept of actionability is defined as request or sugges-
tion. Ferrario et al. [41] aims at discovering aspects of actionable knowledge in the
social media. Their objective is more towards investigating the dynamic aspect of
the language the people use to express actionable knowledge. They conducted their
study on Twitter and discovered user language aspects using simple heuristics. In
our thesis, we focus on opinion extraction task in sociopolitical domain. We study
the problem of extracting issues, entities and suggestive opinions from the com-
ments. In particular, our study is close to fine grained opinion analysis focussing on
opinion target extraction and opinion expression extraction tasks.
2.1.2 Sentiment Classification
Subjective text classification [133, 135] leads to opinion mining tasks such as sen-
timent classification. Sentiment classification aims at classifying the data into pos-
itive or negative polarities [100] using supervised methods or unsupervised meth-
ods. Similar to opinion extraction, fine grained sentiment analysis is desired as it is
highly effective to understand the pulse of the consumers at feature level. The task
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of sentiment target detection [60] aims at extracting the sentiment targets in the re-
views using multiple heuristic techniques. Theories of lexical cohesion motivate the
representation used by [34] for sentiment polarity classification of financial news.
Supervised models such as Naı¨ve Bayes, maximum entropy, Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) etc., were applied by [100, 16]. Unsupervised models such as
pattern matching, associated rule mining, lexicon-based methods and topic models
have be applied in [80, 126, 88, 76].
Supervised Methods: Pang et al. examined several supervised machine learn-
ing methods like SVM and Bayes classification for sentiment classification of movie
reviews and showed that classifiers performed poorly on sentences as sentences con-
tains less information [100]. Besplov et al. proposed a method based on supervised
latent n-gram analysis [16] and achieved superior performance in comparison to the
state of the art methods.
Unsupervised Methods: Using rule mining methods and pattern discovery, Liu
et al. developed an application for analysis and visualization of the opinion polarity
comparison [80]. Using syntactic pattern based algorithm based on mutual infor-
mation between document phrases, Turney [126] achieved an accuracy of 66% for
movie reviews for classification. LDA-based topic models have been proposed by
various researchers for extraction and classification of sentiments. Mei et al. [88]
proposed joint sentiment mixture model which models aspects together with pos-
itive and negative sentiments learned with some training data. Multigrain topic
models use global variable for global topics and local variable for discovering as-
pects [123] but without any sentiment detection. Jointly modeling aspects and sen-
timents by Lin et al. [76] doesn’t separate aspects and sentiments effectively. Us-
ing MaxEnt-LDA, Zhao et al. [141] discovered aspects and aspect-specific opinion
words.
In our thesis, we do not work explicitly on sentiment classification problem,
but we use the findings of the above studies for extracting ideological expressions.
Moreover, motivated by the efforts to exploit prior knowledge [76, 141], we ex-
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ploited sentiment lexicons for ideological expression extraction from debates.
2.1.3 Opinion Quality
One of the key features of social media is that it enables anyone to freely express
opinions from any part of the world. This property enables to capture highly valu-
able unbiased opinions. However, it comes with a price. First, not all comments are
of high quality or useful. Second, it allows users/companies to post fake reviews.
This urges a need for detecting valuable comments from the social media. Many
recent studies examined the challenges on the quality of comments. Kim et al. [71]
studied how to predict the helpfulness of product reviews. They found that a helpful
review should describe the features of the products and the pros/cons of the fea-
tures. A more elaborative review that provides the complete details of the product
is more likely to be considered high quality. Another study by Ghose et al. [47]
on review helpfulness looked into factors related to the reviewer, such as reviewer
characteristics and reviewer history.
Work on measuring quality of social media content considers not only the qual-
ity of the content itself but also its authority in the social network through the au-
thor’s authority, its popularity, etc., [59]. Several researchers explored the social
network together with the content of the reviews to predict the review quality. Bian
et al. [17] proposed a mutual reinforcement learning framework to simultaneously
predict content quality and user reputation. In contrast, Lu et al. [83] proposed a
linear regression model with various social contexts for review quality prediction.
They combined textual and social context information to evaluate the quality of in-
dividual reviewers and to assess the quality of the reviews. Similar line of work can
be seen by Chen at al. [27], Liu et al. [82] and Bian et al. [17].
Spam Detection: A complimentary task of opinion mining and close to opinion
quality is the spam detection problem. Posting fake opinions has become one of the
a major issues in social media and the field of spam detection aims at discovering
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fake opinions or opinion spammers. The problem can be seen as a classification
problem with two classes, spam and non-spam. Duplicate reviews were used by
Jindal et al. [65] as spam reviews to detect the fake reviews. Using reviewer behavior
pattern to discover the spammers is exploited by Lim et al. [75]. Mukherjee et
al. [93] studied the problem of detecting groups of spammers using graph model.
In our thesis, we focus on opinion quality task in sociopolitical domain. We
study the problem of extracting thoughtful comments in sociopolitical domain. The
main difference is that in traditional sense, high quality text should be grammat-
ical, coherent and readable. For sociopolitical comments, we focus more on the
insightfulness or thoughtfulness of comments.
2.1.4 Contrastive Opinions and Stances
Some studies have specifically analyzed contrastive viewpoints or stances in gen-
eral discussion text. Ganapathibhotla et al. [45] and Paul et al. [101] developed an
unsupervised method for summarizing contrastive opinions from customer reviews.
Abu-Jabra et al. [2] and Dasigi et al. [32] developed techniques to address the prob-
lem of automatically detecting subgroups of people holding similar stances in a
discussion thread. Somasundran et al. [117] and Anand et al. [10] were interested
in ideological content in debates, relying on discourse structure and leveraging sen-
timent lexicons to recognize stances. [117] and [10] proposed supervised learning
methods for stance classification and tested on debatepedia.org and convinceme.net
respectively. In our thesis, we focus on contrastive opinions in sociopolitical do-
main. The debates on controversial issues exhibit a contrastive opinion behavior,
and we aim to discover topics, entities, positions/stances and ideological expres-
sions from the arguments on the debateable issues.
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2.1.5 Temporal Opinion Mining
Temporal opinion mining is the process of monitoring and detecting possible
changes to specific opinions over a given period of time. The timeline can be pre-
sented by the predominant polarity [73] or as a graph based on sentiment value [44].
Fukuhara et al. [44] considered news and blog articles and produced two sets of
graphs: a topic graph and an emotion graph. The topic version graphed out topics
associated with a certain sentiment. With a specific sentiment, it was possible to
see when certain events were highly associated with that sentiment. Das et al. [31]
developed a prototype system based on conditional random fields to create visual-
izations of opinions over time and track changes, focussing on temporal relations
between events associated with sentiments. Similar to this task is mood tracking.
Mishne et al. [91] developed a system that tracks the mood of blogs hosted by Live-
Journal. The system continuously downloads updates from thousands of blogs. The
mood tracker follows moods in real time and creates graphs based on these time
series. Opinions on sociopolitical issues or entities can change over time and com-
bining the temporal techniques with our work is an interesting study and we leave
it for the future research.
2.1.6 Opinion Summarization
Summarization is a study that attempts to generate a concise and digestible sum-
mary of a large number of opinions [79]. Current research aims at two types of
summarization: aspect-based summarization and non-aspect-based summarization.
Aspect-based summarization divides input texts into aspects, which are also called
features, and generates summaries of each aspect [60, 61, 88]. The non-aspect-
oriented summaries either assume that the opinion text has been pre-segmented
by aspects or simply produce a generalized summary without consideration of as-
pects [84, 46].
Combining the existing opinion summarization techniques and the outputs from
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our work, one can generate sociopolitical opinion summaries. For example, the
output of the entity-suggestive opinion extraction study can be exploited with sum-
marization techniques to generate the summary of comments on an article by the
entities related to the article. Another possibility is that, the output of model used
for debate study can be used to generate summaries of debates by topics, entities and
stances. We leave such sociopolitical opinion summarization as a future research.
2.2 Mining Sociopolitical Data
The Web is an enormous repository of data related to sociopolitical domain in the
form of news articles, blogs, editorial articles, forums, political speeches and so
on. At the same time, with the dramatic rise of text-based social media, millions of
people broadcast their thoughts and opinions on a great variety of topics related to
social and political issues. There has been a large body of research that explored
various research problems related to sociopolitical data and we categorized the most
popular ones in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: General overview of Sociopolitical Data Research
In the sociopolitical domain several studies are dedicated for prediction tasks.
Some studies focussed on discovering political affiliations of informal web-based
contents like news articles [143], political speeches [30] and web documents [38,
37, 39]. Subramanyan et al. proposed statistical modeling approach for predict-
ing election results [97] using tweets. Closer to these studies is subgroup detec-
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tion [3, 56, 21, 124]. For group detection tasks, these studies exploit content and
corpus specific properties such as hashtags, social networks etc. [3] proposed to pro-
file discussants by their attribute towards other targets and use standard clustering
(K-Means) to cluster discussants for sub-group detection. Hassan et al. [56] used
correlation clustering to partition the signed network such that positive intra-group
links and negative inter-group links are dense for sub group detection. In a sepa-
rate piece of work which is not part of this thesis, we studied collaborative filtering
technique for predicting user’s political party affiliation [53].
Users rely on social media for expressing their sentiments on political leaders or
controversial sociopolitical issues. Durant et al. [37] proposed Naı¨ve Bayes classi-
fier coupled with a forward feature selection technique to predict a posting’s senti-
ment. Political datasets such as debates and tweets are explored for classifying user
stances [129, 118]. Somasundaran et al. [118] took a supervised learning approach
by exploiting the discourse structure for stance classification. [77] presented a sta-
tistical model for political discourse that incorporates both topics and ideologies;
they used debates on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Tracking the topics from posts, comments or tweets aids in understanding the
topics/events which are popular over time. Diao et al. [36] studied Twitter for pub-
lic reactions on major events which might also include social or political events.
They proposed solution based on topic models for detecting bursty topics from mi-
croblogs to reveal what events have attracted the most online attention. A task of
aligning the aspects of the event to the public feedback in Twitter classifies the
tweets as episodic or general [62]. Hu et al. [62] proposed a joint statistical model
that models topical influences between an event and the tweets around it to detect the
tweets and associated the topics. Dyut et al. [114, 113] proposed bag of words ap-
proach for reading news articles and comments together by aligning the comments
to the segments of the article.
In our thesis, we focus on sociopolitical domain. In particular, we study the
task of opinion mining of users’ comments on sociopolitical issues focusing on ex-
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traction and classification tasks. Though there has been extensive work on opinion
mining of product reviews, very little is studied on sociopolitical domain for these
problems. Current opinion mining techniques are insufficient as social and political
data are much harder to analyse due to the complex expressions [79].
2.3 Aim of the Thesis
Major tasks of opinion mining research are extensively studied for products and re-
views. Similarly, the complimentary tasks were also studied mostly on the products.
In contrast, we observe that there has been very little research on mining opinions in
sociopolitical domain. Mining sociopolitical opinions is a harder problem due to the
complexity of the data and hence it is the focus of our thesis. We study the task of
sociopolitical opinion mining where we explore users’ comments from social me-
dia. In our thesis, we focus on opinion extraction, opinion quality and ideological
stance classification tasks, which is also very close to contrastive opinion detec-
tion problem in the opinion mining umbrella. In particular, we study the problems
of mining issues, extracting entities and suggestive opinions towards the entities,
detecting thoughtful comments, and extracting ideological stances and expressions
from comments in the sociopolitical domain.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed related works for opinion mining and tasks under its
umbrella. We focussed on the studies which are very closely related to the prob-
lems we study in this thesis. We also provided survey of research in the sociopo-
litical domain which is the focus of our thesis. We shall use some of these studies
for baseline comparisons and evaluate our models and techniques proposed for the
respective research problems.
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Chapter 3
Issue Extraction
In this chapter, we study the problem of extracting issues from the public feed-
back/comments. Analyzing public opinion on social and political issues as well
as government policies is of particular importance to policy makers. Given a seg-
mented sociopolitical article with multiple issues and public comments towards the
article, the problem aims to extract issues in the comments. We propose an unsu-
pervised approach based on latent variable methods for identifying and extracting
the issues in the comments. We evaluate our method quantitatively with a comment
linking task. The task aims to link the comments to the relevant issues in the arti-
cle. We compare our model with state-of-the-art methods and generate promising
results. We study the problem on two different data sets. The empirical results on
both data sets show that the proposed approach is effective in extracting issues in
the comments and linking comments to the issues of the article.
3.1 Introduction
Analyzing public opinion on social and political issues as well as government poli-
cies is of particular importance to policy makers. Traditionally, policy makers rely
on opinion polls and surveys to capture feedback from the public. However, this
kind of feedback channels requires a large amount of manpower support [97]. Also
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only a small fraction of the entire population can be reached, which may lead to
biased information collection. For example, the Singapore government commis-
sioned a telephone survey after the Prime Minister’s National Day Rally Speech in
2010 [111]. Online social networks and forums, on the other hand, are now get-
ting increasingly popular and have attracted a large number of users, with many of
them expressing and discussing their opinions on government policies through these
websites. Collecting and analyzing opinions of these online users can effectively
complement, if not entirely replace, telephone surveys. Indeed, many governments
have started reaching out to the netizens through e-governance portals1.
Analyzing public feedback/comments on social issues is a challenging problem
and involves many subtasks like sentiment extraction, comment quality detection,
opinion target extraction, etc., as shown in Figure 2.1. In this work, we study a
particularly interesting problem of mining online comments to political speeches in
order to gain insight into public feedback by extracting the issues and linking the
feedback to the speech. For the problem we study, we use a political speech and set
of comments from users on this speech as an input to our model. Examples of such
political speeches include Obama’s State of the Union Speech and Singapore Prime
Minister’s National Day Rally Speech. There are several reasons that this task is
important for policy makers. First of all, these speeches usually touch on a wide
range of social issues such as economy, education and immigration, with a focus
on the most sensitive issues that the public is concerned with. Mining comments
of such a speech helps quickly zoom into the most important social and political
problems in a society. Second, a public speech as an actual event, generally attracts
a sudden surge of interest and comments online. It is therefore relatively easy to
gather a large amount of comments within a short period of time. Third, since most
of the relevant comments mention the title of the speech, it is also relatively easy to
gather relevant comments through keyword search.
However, this task still poses a number of challenges. In this chapter, we par-
1www.reach.gov.sg
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ticularly focus on the following two challenges. First, Issue extraction. Second,
Comment linking.
Issue extraction from comments: Users write comments in response to the issues
in the document/speech. We would like to extract the issues in the comments that
are inline with the issues to the speech. A major challenge we face in this case is
that the feedback from users consists of not only the issues but also other concerns
related to the issues. For example, in response to the issue, Economy, the user might
post his concerns on job security. Hence, using only the comments might generate
noisy/incoherent issues. Leveraging the speech is therefore essential to extract the
issues.
Comment linking: Since a speech typically has several issues and a user’s com-
ment usually only touches on a single issue, it is desired to link the user comments
to specific issues. In cases where a comment combines two or more issues, we
would also like to allow this kind of “one-to-many” linking. Linking comments to
the issues aids in summarization tasks. A major challenge we face in this task is
that in comments users tend to use more colloquial terms and abbreviations, which
makes text matching hard. For example, in Singapore, instead of using the official
term “foreign talent” to refer to highly-skilled immigrants, online users often use
the initial “ft”.
Topic models are widely used techniques to generate topics from the large data
corpus into human interpretable topics. Supervised approaches need annotated data
and in this case every speech may need different training data which can be very
expensive. Moreover, issues in sociopolitical domain can be classified as “ABOR-
TION related” or “ECONOMY related” etc., with the probability of generating var-
ious coherent words and thus are similar to topics in topic model algorithms. Hence
for our solution we choose topics models for issue extraction problem. In our case,
the topics are issues and we propose a solution based on topic models to extract is-
sues from comments. To align the comments to the various issues of the speech, we
score the relevance of a comment with respect to each issue. Here we propose to use
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a semi-supervised feedback topic model which is based on the widely used Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models [20]. This semi-supervised approach allows us
to automatically pick up related terms in the comments and therefore alleviate the
vocabulary mismatch problem.
We evaluated our method on two speeches, one by the U.S. President Barack
Obama and the other by Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong. For is-
sues extraction task, our model generated more interpretable issues(topics) com-
pared to standard LDA. For comment linking task, our model performed well for
precision@K, K ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} when compared to LDA and TF-IDF based
bag-of-word methods.
The major contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
1. We proposed a novel opinion mining problem: extracting issues from social
comments and linking comments/feedback to social issues mentioned in a
public speech.
2. We proposed a method based on topic models to extract issues and link com-
ments to the various segments of a speech. The proposed JSC-LDA model,
jointly models speech and comments is an extension of standard LDA model.
In our proposed model, we supervised the topics using the segments of the
speech, and this approach aided in extracting coherent topics from the com-
ments and achieving high precision for comment linking task.
3. We showed in our experiments on two datasets, that our method could out-
perform two baselines for our problem.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we formally
define our problem and give an overview of our solution. We present the solution
details in Section 3.3 where we first describe the standard LDA model, and then
we describe our model which is an extension of LDA. The data sets and annotation
details are described in Section 3.4. Experiments and results are presented in Sec-
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tion 3.5. We present our discussions in Section 3.6 and finally we conclude with
some related work analysis in Section 3.7.
3.2 Problem Definition and Solution Overview
Generally speaking, the goal of our task is to extract issues from the comments
and link comments to the issues mentioned in a speech. For example, if a speech
touches on education and war, which are two completely different issues, we would
like to extract issues and the feedback related to each issue separately. The first task
is similar to extracting coherent topics from documents. The second task is similar
to finding relevant documents given a query.
Figure 3.1: An example speech-comment framework to illustrate the definitions. The
bolded text in the speech refers to the issues. The bolded text in the comments indicate
the words that are semantically coherent to the issue in the speech. The arrows between the
speech and comments indicate the linking task (relevant comments). The colors demonstrate
the existence of multiple topics in speech, comments and links
.
To formally define our problem, we first introduce a few basic concepts. Figure 3.1
shows an example speech-comment framework (PM’s speech from our dataset) to
illustrate these concepts visually.
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Definition 1 (TARGET SPEECH). We refer to the political speech about which the
comments are analyzed as the target speech.
Definition 2 (ISSUE). We assume that the target speech has been pre-segmented
and each segment is about a single sociopolitical issue such as war, education,
immigration etc., which indicates that the number of issues in the speech is given as
an input.
Definition 3 (RELEVANT COMMENT). A comment is said to be relevant with re-
spect to a given issue if the comment is to mainly address the issue. At times a
comment may address more than one issue and therefore can be a relevant com-
ment with respect to multiple issues.
Definition 4 (COMMENT LINKING). Our problem of linking comments is defined
as follows: Given a target speechA, which contains T issues, and a set of comments
on the speech, D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} , our goal is to to derive a ranking of D with
respect to each issue t based on relevance. We treat this task as a comment ranking
problem.
Given an issue t, to rank the comments in D, we use a scoring function.
Rs(t, di), a score that measures the relevance of document, di to issue t.
To define the relevance function, there are several state-of-the-art techniques like
TF-IDF similarity function or the Jaccard similarity function. In our work, we use
statistical topic modeling approach because it has been shown to be effective for a
number of tasks.
3.3 Solution Details
For our solution, we adopt topic modeling techniques to extract issues and score the
comments based on their relevance. We use a semi-supervised approach where we
seed the topics with words from the speech and at the same time fix the issues for
linking.
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In the following sub-sections, we first describe the standard topic model, latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and then our solution model in detail.
3.3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA-style topic models [20] have been successfully applied to various text mining
tasks including summarization, text classification, etc. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is
a generative probabilistic model which can be applied to a corpus of text documents
in the form of bag-of-words. The graphical representation of LDA is shown in
Figure 3.2 The model assumes that we have a collection of D documents. Each
document has Nd words, document-topic distribution, θd and hidden topics, z. Let
us use zd,n to denote latent topic label for nth-word in d-th document, wd,n denote
the n-th word in d-th document. The full generative process is as follows:
1. For each topic t = 1, . . . , T , sample φt from Dirichlet(β)
2. For each document d = 1, . . . , D,
(a) Choose θd from Dirichlet(α)
(b) For each word wd,n in document d
i. Choose a topic zd,n from Multinomial(θd)
ii. Choose a word wd,n from Multinomial(φzd,n)
Figure 3.2: Graphical Model Representation of LDA Model
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Inference and Parameter Estimation: For parameter estimation, we use Gibbs
sampling [55] which is an approximate inference algorithm and a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo algorithm. Gibbs sampler is used to produce a sample from a joint
distribution when only conditional distributions of each variable can be efficiently
computed. In Gibbs sampling, variables are sequentially sampled from their distri-
butions conditioned on all other variables in the model. Such a chain of model states
converges to a sample from the joint distribution. For LDA, using Gibbs sampler,
new values for zd,n are iteratively sampled for each word wd,n from the posterior
probability conditioned on the previous state of the model (i.e., the current values
for all other tokens). The Gibbs sampling equation for new variable assignment is
as follows:
p(zd,n = t|z¬d,n,w; ~α, ~β) (3.1)
∝ p(zd,n = t, z¬d,n|~α)
p(z¬d,n|~α) ×
p(w|zd,n = t, z¬d,n; ~β)
p(w¬d,n|z¬d,n; ~β)
=
α + n(t, z¬d,n)
Tα + n(z¬d,n)
× β + n(t,w¬d,n, z¬d,n)
V β + n(t, z¬d,n)
where n(t, z¬d,n) is the number of times topic t is assigned to the document, d
and without considering the current word and n(t,w¬d,n, z¬d,n) is the number of
times current word is assigned to topic t as observed from w¬d,n and z¬d,n.
The topic-document distribution, θd for a document is given by the following
equation:
θd,t =
α + n(t, zd,n)
Tα + n(zd,n)
(3.2)
where n(t, zd,n) is the number of times topic t is assigned to the document, d and
n(zd,n) is total number of topics assigned.
3.3.2 Our Model
To extract the issues and to determine the relevance of the comment to a given
issue in a speech, we propose an extended LDA model that jointly models the tar-
get speech and the user comments. We call this model Joint Speech Comment-
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (JSC-LDA)2. The graphical representation of JSC-LDA
is shown in Figure 3.3. JSC-LDA assumes that each of the segments of the tar-
get speech corresponds to a unique topic, which is also an issue. From our input,
we have a speech article which is divided into sections based on the issues that the
speaker is addressing. We also observed that for better flow of the speech, the topics
discussed are confined to one segment each. The given input and this observation
drove us to define single topic to each segment. In other words, each issue in the
target speech corresponds to a topic. Let us assume that there are S issues in the
speech. We therefore have also S topics in our model. Hence, we have T = S
number of topics with Ns words in each segment. Let us use zs to denote the index
for the topic of segment s and ws,n to denote the n-th word in segment s.
Figure 3.3: Graphical Model Representation of our Model, JSC-LDA.
Furthermore, the model assumes that we have a collection ofD comments. Each
comment has Rd words, a topic distribution denoted as θd and hidden topics. Let us
use xd,r to denote the topic of the r-th word in document d and ud,r to denote the
r-th word in document d. Finally, one draws a word from a distribution over words
associated with topic t ∈ T . The formal definition of the generative process is as
follows:
1. For each topic t = 1, . . . , T , sample φt from Dirichlet(β)
2In the original paper [51], this model is referred to as SLDA.
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2. For each comment d = 1, . . . , D,
(a) Choose a distribution θd ∼ Dirichlet(α)
(b) For each word ud,r in comment d
i. Choose a topic xd,r ∼Multinomial(θd)
ii. Choose a word ud,r ∼Multinomial(φxd,r)
Inference and Parameter Estimation:
Exact inference of the posterior distribution of the hidden variables is in-
tractable. We will instead approximate this using Gibbs sampling. For JSC-LDA,
using Gibbs sampler, new values for xd,r are iteratively sampled for each token ud,r
from the posterior probability conditioned on the previous state of the model (i.e.,
the current values for all other tokens).
The Gibbs sampling equation for new variable assignment is as follows:
p(xd,r = t|,x¬d,r,w, z,u; ~α, ~β) (3.3)
∝ p(xd,r = t,x¬d,r|~α)
p(x¬d,r|~α) ×
p(u,w|xd,r = t,x¬d,r, z; ~β)
p(u¬d,r,w|x¬d,r, z; ~β)
=
α + n(t,x¬d,r)
Tα + n(x¬d,r)
× β + n(t,w, z,u¬d,r,x¬d,r)
V β + n(t, z,x¬d,r)
n(t,w, z,u¬d,r,x¬d,r) is the number of times current word is assigned to topic t as
observed fromw, z,u¬d,r,x¬d,r. n(t, z,x¬d,r) is the number of times we see topic t
in z and x¬d,r. n(t,x¬d,r) is the number of times t as observed from x¬d,r. n(x¬d,r)
is the total number of topics assigned excluding the current topic assignment.
To estimate topic-document distributions θd for a document, we use the follow-
ing equation:
θd,t =
α + n(t,xd,r)
Tα + n(xd,r)
(3.4)
3.3.3 Relevance Score
Intuitively, the relevance function of the comment to a given issue is given by the
probability of topic t given comment d, where topic t corresponds to the given issue.
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Rs(t, d) = p(t|d) = θd,t (3.5)
The above equation is used to rank the comments for the comment linking task.
3.4 Dataset
We first acquired the following two political speeches:
1. Singapore Prime Minister’s National Day Rally Speech in 2010. (PM’s
speech). We use PM to represent Prime Minister.
2. US President’s State of the Union address in 2011. (Obama’s speech)
We further manually broke down each speech into several segments based on
topical boundaries (Obama’s speech) or sub-headings (PM’s speech). We observed
that in many cases the sub-headings are embedded in political speeches and when
such data is unavailable, the speeches are well organized with clear boundaries to
aid the segmentation. The segments/issues discussed in each speech are listed in
Table 3.1. In case of PM’s speech, the labels were available in the speech and for
Obama’s speech, the issues were manually labeled to aid the reader.
Speech Issues
PM’s Speech Immigration, National Service, Housing, Economy, Conges-
tion, Education, Founding Fathers, Singapore Spirit, Youth
Olympics
Obama’s Speech Economy, Innovation, Education, Rebuild, Taxes, Debts,
Military
Table 3.1: Issues discussed in both data sets.
3.4.1 Data Processing
To collect an unbiased sample of comments for each speech, we use two search
queries (“national day rally speech 2010” and “president state union address 2011”)
and Google API to obtain a list of URLs. We further manually selected those URLs
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from online forums and blogs. After cleaning the data and removing short com-
ments (with no more than two words), we finally obtained 550 comments for the first
speech and 800 comments for the second speech. We randomly choose 150 com-
ments for each data set (1350 pairs of issue-comments for PM’s Speech and 1150
pairs of issue-comments for Obama’s speech) to conduct our quantitative study for
the comment linking task. For PM’s speech, the average number of words across
all comments is around 139 and for Obama’s speech, the average number of words
across all comments is around 66, shorter than comments to PM’s speech.
3.4.2 Annotation
We engaged two human annotators for each speech to judge the comments we had
collected. Our annotators for PM’s speech are Singaporeans who are familiar with
the economy and the social issues of Singapore. At the same time, they are also
familiar with the local language aspects (e.g.“ft” for foreign talent). For Obama’s
speech, we have two annotators, an American and an immigrant, who are familiar
with American economy and social issues. All the judges are above 25 and are
working professionals. To judge the relevance of a comment to an issue, each judge
should refer to the segments of the speech and look for the following:
(a) Is the comment relevant to any issue of the speech? For example, consider the
following comment: “Presidents message missed very subtle points like closing
loop holes so that a more fair Corporate Tax can be created where all Business is
taxed properly..You need to stop Fighting Last Years War. The Law Passed will
not be repealed that War ended like Iraq is ending”. The first sentence shows
that the comment is related to the issue, Taxes.
(b) Is the comment relevant to more than one issue of the speech? In the above
example, the comment is also related to another issue, Military.
We calculated the inter-annotator agreement level using Cohen’s kappa. On
relevance judgement the kappa is 0.717 and 0.754 for PM’s speech and Obama’s
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Issue Top Words
Economy ft, government, good, jobs, job, money, time, pay, working, bad,
oil, country, workers, employers, simple
Immigration foreign, workers, jobs, citizens, foreigners, chinese, talent, econ-
omy, immigrants, understand, world, local, foreigner
National
Service
foreigners, salary, country, govt, people, ns, nsmen, vote, elec-
tion, pay, policies, send, lower, family, private, sporeans, service
Congestion time, job, change, hours, line, work, problem, place, talented,
trains, people, working, foreigners, coming, run, bad
Housing hdb, flats, live, foreigners, people, local, housing, property, long,
high, poor, time, work, clear, afford, fw, stop, population
Education good, students, school, schools, education, programme, poly, uni-
versities, work, government, academic, normal, university, over-
seas
Singapore
Spirit
fts, work, people, happy, things, citizens, boss, kind, proper, lives,
project, spirit, fellow, ge, case, teach, pledge, action
Founding
Fathers
goh, policy, education, dr, future, generation, party, time, world,
building, voice, people, issue, young, hard, quality
Youth
Olympics
pap, talents, living, life, people, world, trash, lies, food, start,
point, times, stress, towkays, maids, businessmen
Table 3.2: Top words from PM’s speech using JSC-LDA model.
speech respectively. We use the annotations from the stricter judge for our experi-
ments. Interested readers kindly refer to Appendix A for more details on annotation
process and sample examples. To encourage comparative work, we have made the
annotation available for download3.
3.5 Experiments
The main objective of this work is to extract issues from the comments. We first
present a qualitative discussion on the issue extraction results. For the comment
linking task, recall that in Section 3.2, we defined this problem as to rank all the
comments with respect to a given issue in the target speech in terms of relevance.
To evaluate our proposed approach, we need to quantify the performance of the
ranking results compared with the human annotations. For our proposed model,
3https://sites.google.com/site/swapnagotipati/datasets
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Issues Top Words
Education good, students, school, education, schools, programme, universi-
ties, work, poly, government
Singapore
Spirit
work, time, young, things, people, place, feel, spirit, happy, lives
Housing hdb, flats, people, long, home, private, housing, issue, live, prop-
erty
Founding
Fathers
country, salary, goh, generation, quality, dr, education, families,
service, times
Immigration foreign, workers, talent, world, economy, immigrants, chinese,
society, countries, important
National
Service
people, ns, pap, change, election, vote, govt, send, talented, cpf
Economy foreigners, jobs, citizens, job, pay, foreign, locals, back, resi-
dents, policy
Congestion government, time, problem, coming, grow, means, fact, working,
job, run
Youth
Olympics
ft, living, talents, fts, life, local, high, family, bad, lower
Table 3.3: Top words from PM’s speech using LDA model. Issues are manually
labeled. The last two rows shows the conflated topics.
we run the Gibbs sampler for 500 iterations using standard settings α = 0.1, β =
0.01 [20].
3.5.1 Issue Extraction Task
In this section we present a qualitative discussion of model’s performance in issue
extraction for both data sets. In topical influence study, we would like to see how
the model aids in discovering the impact of speech on the public. We compare the
feedback behavior of public on each of the topics associated with the speech using
JSC-LDA and LDA models. First, we explain the details of experimental setup for
LDA. We begin the results and analysis with PM’s speech followed by Obama’s
data set.
LDA: For this baseline, we use standard LDA discussed in Section 3.3. We learnt
the hidden parameters in the model using Gibbs sampling [55]. We run the sampler
for 500 iterations using standard settings α = 0.1, β = 0.01 and the number of topics
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T is set to the number of issues in the speech. For preliminary experiments, we
observed that using comments alone in the corpus produces topics with low quality.
Hence we combined the speech segments to the corpus and this helped to generate
coherent (top words are coherently related to each other representing a semantic
concept/topic together) topics. The topics of LDA model are manually labeled by
observing the top words in each topic. We observed that the conflated (top words are
not coherently related to each other and together represents more than one semantic
concept/topic) topics made it difficult to label some topics and we will discuss it in
detail when presenting the results.
PM’s Speech Analysis using JSC-LDA Model: The topics from LDA model
for PM’s speech are shown in Table 3.3. Table 3.3 presents the top probability
words for each topic. The issues are manually labeled by observing the top words
and look for a semantic concept formed by them. We observe that the last two
topics are very difficult for a human to label as these topics, congestion, economy,
and youth olympics are conflated.
The topical results of JSC-LDA model for PM’s speech are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 presents the highest probability words for PM’s speech. The issues are
labeled using the model through the speech segments. The words in black are the
speech words and those words highlighted in blue are the feedback words from
the comments, i.e. words that are not observed from the speech. We observe that
modeling the speech together with the comments is useful for forming high quality
topics where top words indicate the topic concept.
In PM’s speech, for example, given the issue Economy, the feedback word ft
represents foreign talent and the corresponding user’s comment is “The company I
am working now has 70% FT & FW where are all our best people?...”. This shows
that given the issue Economy, foreign talent is one of the users’ top concerns. These
results support the hypothesis that the observed topics of speech in the model aid
in generating coherent topics as well as more interpretable speech and feedback
representations.
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Further, for all the issues, the top words are coherent to the issue in the segment
except for Singapore Spirit and Youth Olympics. We observed that this is due to very
low public response to these topics. In our data set we have 13.33% and 10.67%
comments related to these topic respectively. Table 3.4 shows the distribution of the
comments breakdown by the issue as predicted by JSC-LDA. The table is ranked
by issue influence (number of comments) on the public.
Topical influence: In this study, we would like to see how the model aids in
discovering the impact of speech on the public. This can be answered by studying
the feedback behavior of public on each of the topics associated with the speech.
For PM’s speech, Table 3.4 shows that the issues Immigration, National Service,
Housing and Economy have strong influence on the public. To study this behavior
empirically, we used human judgement, i.e. the relevance annotations as explained
previously, to validate this observation. Figure 3.4 presents the comparison of hu-
man judgement to the JSC-LDA and LDA prediction for PM’s speech.
Figure 3.4: PM’s speech: Ranking of the issues by influence on public (Human Vs
LDA Vs JSC-LDA)
From Figure 3.4, we observe that human judgement is similar to the JSC-LDA
prediction in ranking the issues by public influence. We used Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient to measure the rankings generated by our model and LDA as com-
pared to human ranking. For LDA, ρ=0.08 and for JSC-LDA, ρ=0.85. LDA shows
congestion as one of the top issues and in our analysis we found that youth olympics,
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economy and congestion are conflated. Human judgment shows that Immigration,
Economy and Housing are among the top ranked topics. According to the survey
conducted by the Singapore government [111], the public is more concerned by the
Immigration and Housing and conforms to our results. These results indicate that
JSC-LDA model captures the topical distribution of the comments with promising
results.
Issue # Comments
Immigration 35.33%
National Service 34.00%
Housing 27.33%
Economy 22.67%
Congestion 22.00%
Education 18.67%
Founding Fathers 16.67%
Singapore Spirit 13.33%
Youth Olympics 10.67%
Table 3.4: PM’s speech: Comments statistics on public response breakdown by
issue (JSC-LDA).
Obama’s Speech Analysis using JSC-LDA Model: The topics from LDA
model for Obama’s speech are shown in Table 3.7. Table 3.7 presents the top prob-
ability words for each topic. The issues are manually labeled by observing the top
words and look for a semantic concept formed by them. We observe that the last
three topics are very difficult for a human to label as these topics; debts, taxes and
rebuild are conflated.
The results of JSC-LDA model for Obama’s speech are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 presents the highest probability words for Obama’s speech. The issues
are labeled using the model through the speech segments. The words in black are
the speech words and those words highlighted in blue are the feedback words from
the comments. We have the similar observations as PM’s speech that modeling the
speech together with the comments is useful for forming high quality topics where
top words indicate the topic concept.
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For Obama’s speech, given the issue Taxes, one of the feedback words is food
and the corresponding user’s comment is “The only difference this time is the poor
people will live shorter lives have no access to health care, wont be able to buy
healthy food will have no access to education. The middle class pays the bulk of
social security, the wealthy reach the limit in the first month of every year and don’t
have to contribute any more. Why don’t you eliminate the the limit and create a
more fair tax law.” This shows that given the issue Taxes, food for poor is one of
the user’s concerns. Table 3.5 shows the distribution of the comments breakdown
by the issue as predicted by JSC-LDA. The table is ranked by issue influence on the
public.
Topical influence: For Obama’s corpus, we would like to see how the model
aids in discovering the impact of speech on the public. Similar to previous eval-
uation, we study the feedback behavior of public on each of the topics associated
with Obama’s speech. For Obama’s speech, Table 3.5 shows that the issues Taxes,
Economy and Debts have high influence on the public and to study this behavior
empirically, we further used human judgement to validate this observation.
Figure 3.5 presents the comparison of human judgement to the JSC-LDA model
prediction for Obama’s Speech. We observed that human judgement is similar to
the JSC-LDA and LDA prediction in ranking the issues by public influence. We
used Spearman’s correlation coefficient to measure the rankings generated by our
model and LDA as compared to human ranking. For LDA, ρ=0.71 and for JSC-
LDA, ρ=0.86. For the topic Military, LDA predicted higher influence and in our
analysis we found that the issues such as taxes, debts and rebuild were incoherent.
Summary: Top terms for each issue generated by our model not only shows the
issues but also feedback terms. Such representation of data can aid the system users
for better visualization of issues and the corresponding feedback/sentiments from
the users as shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Obama speech: Ranking of the issues by influence on public (Human
Vs LDA Vs JSC-LDA)
Issue # Comments
Taxes 12.00%
Economy 11.33%
Debts 10.67%
Military 8.00%
Innovation 6.00%
Education 3.33%
Rebuild 2.00%
Table 3.5: Obama’s speech: Comments statistics on public response breakdown by
issue (JSC-LDA).
3.5.2 Experiments on Comment Linking Task
Recall that our second challenge in analysing the feedback/comments is comment
linking. We now evaluate our model on comment linking. Intuitively, the comment
linking task deduces to the ranking problem where for a given topic/segment in
the speech, we rank the comments by the ranking score to evaluate how well our
model links the comments to segments of the speech. To evaluate the performance
of comment linking task, we use the ground truth from our annotation task and the
ranked list from Equation (3.5) to evaluate the results. We use precision@K as a
metric for evaluation where we set K to 5, 10, 15 and 20.
We now study the ranking performance of JSC-LDA on both data sets against
two baselines. We compare the ranking performance of JSC-DLA and baselines in
linking comment to the issues in the speech. First, we explain the details of experi-
mental setup for baselines and JSC-LDA. We then present the qualitative evaluation
of all three models.
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Issues Top Words
Economy jobs, private, real, change, technology, future, world, china, big,
research, idea, innovation, good, work, pretty, changed, security
Innovation energy, ryan, oil, voted, money, science, stop, work, government,
clean, stimulus, problems, lot, million, communities, paul, head,
gop
Education education, people, spend, schools, good, family, math, school,
college, top, achievement, man, born, responsible, politics, race,
high
Rebuild job, good, people, hope, solutions, sound, simple, time, unem-
ployment, buy, political, economy, investment, student, goods,
highspeed
Taxes jobs, law, middle, business, back, democrats, food, create, care,
health, taxes, rich, companies, move, act, support, small, repub-
licans, corporate
Debts spending, tax, cut, deficit, cuts, republicans, government, care,
defense, dollars, cutting, medicare, means, billion, health, fed-
eral, trillion
Military people, great, united, start, open, troops, afghan, country, free,
democrats, care, past, vote, iraq, war, tonight, part, government,
love, states
Table 3.6: Top words from Obama’s speech using JSC-LDA model.
We explain the two baselines as follows:
LDA: For this baseline, we use standard LDA discussed in Section 3.3 to compute
the relevance score of each comment to each issue of the speech. We learnt the
hidden parameters in the model using Gibbs sampling [55]. We run the sampler for
500 iterations using standard settings α = 0.1, β = 0.01 and the number of topics
T is set to the number of issues in the speech. For preliminary experiments, we
observed that using comments alone in the corpus produces topics with low quality.
Hence we combined the speech segments to the corpus and this helped to generate
coherent topics. After Gibbs sampling, we can estimate the topic distribution for a
comment d as θd,t. The relevance function of the comment to a given issue is given
by Equation (3.2). The topics of LDA model are manually labeled by observing the
top words in each topic. We observed that the conflated topics made it difficult to
label some topics and we will discuss it in detail in the results analysis discussions.
BOW: The second baseline uses a bag-of-word representation with TF-IDF weight-
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Issues Top Words
Economy jobs, world, work, future, technology, tonight, energy, research,
companies, ago
Innovation work, people, business, innovation, money, big, economy, dream,
working, plan
Education education, country, high, school, spend, stop, race, science, child,
back
Military people, time, good, states, war, private, men, man, troops, afghan
Debts spending, tax, deficit, government, care, cut, congress, health,
cuts, defense
Taxes president, union, party, ryan, job, taxes, state, voted, thing, mid-
dle
Rebuild republicans, law, job, class, back, words, programs, presidents,
stimulus, politics
Table 3.7: Top words from Obama’s speech using LDA model. Issues are manually
labeled. The last three rows shows the conflated topics.
ing for the speech segments and the comments, and measures the relevance of a
comment (relevance score) to a segment using cosine similarity. We refer to this
second baseline as BOW.
JSC-LDA: For our proposed model, we run the Gibbs sampler for 500 iterations
using standard settings α = 0.1, β = 0.01. We calculated relevance score Rs(t, di)
using Equation (3.5).
PM’s Speech: Average precision@K across all issues is calculated and the results
are shown in Table 3.8 for PM’s speech.
Model p@5 p@10 p@15 p@20
BOW 0.1333 0.1556 0.1400 0.1222
LDA 0.2222 0.2222 0.2071 0.1889
JSC-LDA 0.3444 0.3183 0.2886 0.2889
Table 3.8: PM’s speech: Average precision@K across all issues.
We observe that topic models perform significantly better than BOW (under a
Wilcoxon signed rank test p < 0.05). This can be anticipated as topics models
tend to categorize similar words in the latent space and handles vocabulary issues.
JSC-LDA has higher precision@K for all K in {5, 10, 15, 20} compared to both the
models- bolded figures in the Table 3.8. JSC-LDA has better performance than LDA
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due to the supervision of the issues (under a Wilcoxon signed rank test p < 0.05).
Further, the model generates high relevance score for exact match of the words in
the speech topic to comment. LDA model performed better than BOW model as
topic models are capable of capturing the linguistic notions such as synonymy and
polysemy [20]. Further, Figure 3.6 shows the performance of each model break-
down by the issues from PM’s speech.
Figure 3.6: PM’s speech: Precision@10 break down at issues level.
From Figure 3.6, the precision@K for JSC-LDA model outperformed the other
models for most of the issues in the speech. For some of the topics, there are very
few comments and all the models have given very low performance. For example,
on Singapore Spirit, the comments were very few, 13% and all models have p@10
less than 0.1. The issue Immigration has the highest performance for all models.
This also indicates that Immigration is one of the top concerns from the public.
Analysis: In our analysis, to understand the advantages of JSC-LDA, we study the
comments that are scored high by JSC-LDA but low by BOW and LDA. For PM’s
speech, we observed several cases where LDA and JSC-LDA scores are high for
comments with colloquial language and abbreviations. Topic models are capable of
finding the relationships in the data and dealing with abbreviations or misspellings.
For example, in the case of the issue National Service, users tend to use informal
words like nsmen and nsman. BOW model scores are ranked lower for such com-
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ments, whereas LDA and JSC-LDA scored high for such comments. In the case of
LDA, the topics on economy, congestion and youth olympics were conflated and
degraded the performance of LDA compared to JSC-lDA. Table 3.10 shows some
sample comments that are linked correctly and scored high using JSC-LDA model
but scored low by BOW and LDA models.
Obamas’s Speech: Similarly, for Obama’s speech we use the ranked list
from Equation (3.5) to evaluate the results against the ground truth. Average
precision@K across all issues is calculated and the results are shown in Table 3.9
for Obama’s speech.
Model p@5 p@10 p@15 p@20
BOW 0.2571 0.2429 0.2333 0.2000
LDA 0.2571 0.2429 0.2429 0.1929
JSC-LDA 0.2571 0.2571 0.2667 0.2357
Table 3.9: Obama’s speech: Average precision@K across all issues.
From the results, notice that the results are mostly the same for all the mod-
els and JSC-LDA still performed better. Under Wilcoxon test, the results are not
statistically significant. This can be due to smaller and focused comments, and all
models have performed almost similarly in linking the comments to the issues in
article. Hence a better design of the experiments can be formulated with larger
datasets. JSC-LDA has higher precision@K (bolded) for all K in {5, 10, 15, 20}
compared to the other two models. In our analysis, we observed that unlike for
PM’s speech where commenters tend to use different words such as abbreviations
in comments, comments on Obama’s speech mostly use the words directly from the
speech. This behavior shows that the users language aspects impact the comment
linking process. It is interesting to study how the linguistics (language aspects) of
users impact the relevance score calculation. We leave it to the future studies. Fur-
thermore, Figure 3.7 shows the performance of each model breakdown by the issues
from Obama’s speech.
Figure 3.7 shows that precision@10 for JSC-LDA model performed the best for
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Figure 3.7: Obama’s speech: Precision@10 for each issue.
most of the issues in the speech. Similar to previous results, BOW model sometimes
performed better than topic models. The issue Debts has the highest performance
for all the models. This suggests that Debts is one of the top concerns from the
public.
Analysis: Similar to PM’s speech, we analysed the results to understand the advan-
tages of JSC-LDA, by studying the comments that are scored high by JSC-LDA but
low by BOW and LDA. For Obama’s speech, the observations are very similar to
the PM’s speech. However, the comments share the same vocabulary as the speech
and are shorter than comments on the PM’s speech and benefited BOW. In case of
LDA, topics for the issues, taxes, debts and rebuild were incoherent, resulting in its
lower performance than JSC-LDA. Similarly, Table 3.11 shows some sample com-
ments that are linked correctly and scored high using JSC-LDA model but scored
low by BOW and LDA models.
Summary: Our model performed better than other baselines for comment linking.
All models have performed well on Obama’s speech compared to PM’s speech. We
observe that the comments which share vocabulary similar to the article are easier to
handle even by simple techniques like BOW, but for comments with abbreviations,
wide feedback vocabulary and spelling problems, topic models have better perfor-
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mance over the simple text matching technique as they are capable to discover the
unobserved relationships in the data. Our model performed better than LDA, as it
has been designed to incorporate the segments of the speech in a principled manner
to generate coherent topics.
Issue Comment
Housing I am living in the west area 80% of people I see around my area
are mostly foreign it is really that bad here. I doesn’t feel that I
am living in HDBflat in Singapore much more like foreign hostel.
All thanks to those people who love to rent out ..
Economy I am an engineer ... the shrinking manufacturing industry coupled
with the policy of letting in cheap engineers because they are
SKILLED AND TALENTED! Guess i should not have listen to
them in uni when they advertise about needing more engineers.
Oh well time to learn how to deal cards at the IRs .. oh wait ....
should i listen to them again?..
National
Service
$9000 for NSMen is like taking away 2.5 years off your personal
freedom + 13 years active reservist ( not sure but like maybe 40
days a year x 10). So maybe like 3.5 years in total.
Table 3.10: Sample comments on PM’s speech scored high by JSC-LDA model but
scored low by BOW and LDA
3.6 Discussions
Our experiments demonstrate the benefit of modeling speech together with the com-
ments in issue extraction. While the results are very promising for issues extraction
and comment linking tasks, one threat to validity in interpreting results corresponds
to generalizing our results. We evaluated our model on two different speeches.
We admit that this is a small set. However, to minimize the impacts, we choose
the speeches from two different countries where there is huge linguistic gap be-
tween the citizens of these two countries - for Obama’s speech, the commenters are
mostly the native English speakers. At the same time, we ensured larger dataset
for the comment pairs for each corpus to conduct model evaluations (1350 pairs of
issue-comments for PM’s Speech and 1150 pairs of issue-comments for Obama’s
speech). Though we used unsupervised approach for our solution, we admit that
comparing our solution with a supervised model would give us an idea on how the
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fundamental supervised approaches perform. Another threat is interpreting the top-
ics discovered by the baseline and our solution. In our analysis, we used a simple
visualization to interpret the resulted topics using the top words in each topic [20].
A principled method of interpreting the topics is suggested by Chang et al [26] and
requires more resources to evaluate.
Our work can be extended in several directions. First, since not all comments are
of high quality and useful to the domain users, it is interesting to study the problem
of extracting high quality comments. Second, segmenting the comments based on
the issues discussed would be desirable to understand correlated issues. Third, it
should be worth extending this work to understand the polarization of the comment
to generate the overall sentiment of the public on the topic. The challenge here is
that the sentiment of the comment is not expressed by standard sentiment words,
but is often implied with opinion expressions related to the sociopolitical context.
Capturing hierarchial issues is an interesting subtask of this problem. For example,
given a main issue, women, the examples of sub issues are women rights, religion,
health etc,. To capture such hierarchial interpretation of the data, JSC-LDA can
be extended to join the topics together in a hierarchy by using the nested Chinese
restaurant process [18]. Finally, our model currently doesn’t capture the phrasal
content from the comments. This task can be achieved by extending the model using
n-grams or with key phrase extraction supervision mechanisms. Moreover, it should
be very interesting to study the abstractive summarization problem to generate a
summary of the feedback.
3.7 Related Work
The problem we study is new and therefore there is no existing work addressing the
same problem. There are, however, a few lines of work that are closely related to
our problem.
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Issue Comment
Debts besides defense, Obama’s move indicates a willingness to cut
discretionary-spending. Democrats have repeatedly tried to re-
duce tax expenditures. In the 9/11 responders health care bill,
the funding mechanism was removing the loophole that allowed
companies to offshore money and avoid taxes. ..
Education As for education, achievement in K-12 science tracks math
achievement closely, and US K-12 math achievement is lagging.
This is where modern education fails. Math achievement is very
much a case of ”practice makes perfect”, but this is neither inter-
esting nor fun, and current K-12 dogma tries to make all learning
”fun”.
Innovation We can have the benefits of technology as well as agrarianism.
Why not In-fill the neighborhoods and repurpose all this wasted
urban space for things that actually serve the community’s basic
human needs of food, water, shelter, and education.
Table 3.11: Sample comments on Obama’s speech scored high by JSC-LDA model
but scored low by BOW and LDA.
Opinion Mining: Opinion mining research is currently active in mining opin-
ions related to social, economical and political aspects. Some work has focused on
understanding what voters are thinking [94], while others [44] analyze the public
sentiment on social events. Most of this research is based on data from news or
blogs [48].
Comments Linking: A task of aligning the aspects of the event to the public
feedback in Twitter classifies the tweets as episodic or general [62]. The assumption
made in their work is that, every segment in the speech is a mixture of topics, while
we treat each segment as a single topic and align comments to the segment. They
focus on detecting topics but in our work, we align the comments to the segment of
the articles. There has been some recent work on linking comments to the different
segments of a news article or social speeches [114, 113]. Our work is also very close
to reading news articles and comments together [114, 113]. Their task is to align
the comments to the segments of the article. In their study, they found that using the
original bag-of-word representation produces the best results compared to LDA and
semi-supervised probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) based on pLSA [58].
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In our work, we are not only linking the comments but also extracting the issues
from the comments. Inspired by previous works where topics are extracted from
unstructured texts [62], we propose a method based on statistical modeling and the
evaluations show that our method performs better than bag-of-words technique.
3.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a study of extracting issues and linking social com-
ments to the topics discussed in a document/speech. It aims to extract issues from
the social comments in response to an article and link comments to the relevant is-
sues in the article. We proposed a topic modeling approach to solve the problem.
We experimented our proposed solution on two data sets and compared against two
baselines: bag of words and standard topic model, LDA. Experiment results show
that our proposed model performed better in terms of precision@K compared to
both baseline models.
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Chapter 4
Entity and Suggestive Opinion
Extraction
The previous chapter helps identify major issues, but lacks in extracting fine-grained
opinions such as the entities and the sentiments towards the entities in a comment.
In the sociopolitical domain, users express their sentiments towards individuals or
organizations who are related to a social event. We refer to such individuals or
organizations as entities. The users express their sentiments not only in the form
of positive and negative expressions, but also in the form of suggestive opinions
towards the entities. Such suggestive opinion comments are useful for domain ex-
perts. Expressions that contain a request or a suggestion that can be acted upon
are referred to as actionable content [41]. In this chapter, we study the problem
of extracting entities, and suggestive opinions towards the entities from the users’
comments in the sociopolitical domain. The problem aims at extracting and normal-
izing the entity-action pairs. In this work, we use the terms action and suggestive
opinion (suggestion) interchangeably. We propose a two-stage approach based on
conditional random fields and clustering technique for extracting and normalizing
the entities and the associated suggestive opinions from the users.
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4.1 Introduction
Extracting actionable knowledge from online social media has attracted a growing
interest from both academia and the industry. Users’ intention to write comments
on non-product issues like social, economical and political problems is to express
positive sentiments or negative sentiments or suggestions towards the issue. In this
chapter, we focus on comments that contain sentiment expressions in the form of
suggestions. Following the work by Whittle et al. [131] and Ferrario et al. [41], we
define actionable comments as expressions that contain the requests or suggestions
that can be acted upon. While motivating our task based on the previous work, we
further extend the definition of an actionable comment as an expression with an
entity such as person or organization and a suggestion that can be acted upon. For
example, in the comment, “the government should tighten immigration rules,” “the
government” is an entity and “tighten immigration rules” is an action (suggestive
opinion) expression.
Detecting actionable comments is an important subtask for various problems.
First, actionable knowledge detection opens a new perspective to opinion mining
such that it taps into the aspect of suggestion generation process currently missed
by traditional content analysis approaches. Second, this task aids in finding the
public’s suggestive sentiment towards the entity by exploiting the individual value
of an opinion and aids domain experts [41]. Third, when users intend to get the
gist of the comments, this task aids in generating such well structured entity-based
summaries on suggestive opinions as shown in Table 4.1.
Finding a piece of actionable knowledge in social media typically involves ex-
tensive human inspection, which is labor-intensive and time-consuming. In this
work, we focus on automatically extracting such knowledge from social media. At
first glance, the task looks like a typical information extraction problem, where en-
tity and action expressions are to be extracted from comment sentences. However,
in addition to entity-action pair extraction, the task also involves normalization of
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these expressions. Social media users tend to refer to the same entity with various
forms and this triggers the need for entity normalization. Similarly, similar actions
are rephrased and this triggers the need for action normalization to eliminate the
redundancy. Therefore, part of our task is to normalize both entity mentions and
action expressions.
To illustrate the nature of the task, let us examine the following examples:
E1 “The government should lift diplomatic immunity of the ambassador.”
E2 “Govt must inform the romanian government of what happened immediately.”
E3 “SG government needs to cooperate closely with romania in persecuting this
case.”
E4 “Hope the government help the victims by at least paying the legal fees.”
E5 “I believe that goverment will help the victims for legal expenses. ”
The above comments are in response to the news about a car accident in Singa-
pore that involved a Romanian diplomat and hence raised immense public concern.
First, all the above sentences consist of actions and the corresponding entities who
should take/act upon the actions. Second, users tend to express the actions in var-
ious sentence structures, and hence extracting entities and actions is desired and
challenging as well. Third, we observe that entities in all the above sentences re-
fer to the same entity, Government, but expressed in various canonical forms. This
drives the need for normalizing the entities. Finally, similar actions are expressed
differently as shown in the last two sentences, E4 and E5, which drives the need
for normalizing the actions. The normalization should handle the redundancy of ac-
tions. We treat all the above expressions as actionable comments, and here we study
how to extract and normalize entities and actions from users’ comments. Table 4.1
gives an example output of our task. The last two sentences E4 and E5 are redun-
dant and hence only one sentence is used in the output and the other is discarded.
We shall explain in detail how the redundancy is handled and the representative
sentence is chosen in our solution section 4.4.
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Entity Action
government lift diplomatic immunity of the ambassador.
government inform the romanian government of what happened imme-
diately.
government cooperate closely with romania in persecuting this case
government help victims by at least paying the legal fees.
Table 4.1: Sample output of actionable comments extraction and normalization task.
The two main challenges that we address in this task are entity-action pair ex-
traction and their normalization. We take a principled approach to tackle these
challenges. We define the first part of the task as an information extraction problem
and use sequence tagging techniques to solve the task. Using syntactic, seman-
tic, positional and dependency features, we train a linear-chain conditional random
fields [74] to identify the entity-action pairs. The second part of the problem is
treated as a clustering task. We adopt clustering techniques [64] combined with
external knowledge to tackle this problem. Our idea is to expand the entities with
additional features and to cluster them using hierarchial clustering. After clustering
the same entities in to a single group, we can normalize them by the representative
of the cluster as explained in the Section 4.4. We expand an entity using the Google
search engine snippets together with the dependency tree semantic-similarity sieves
adopted from the Stanford coreference resolution algorithm [109]. For action nor-
malization, one can approach this problem using similarity matching techniques to
find redundancies.
Our study has the following contributions:
1. Based on actionable knowledge studies, we define a novel problem of entity-
suggestive opinion pair extraction and normalization from user generated con-
tent. We study the problem on the dataset we obtained from users’ comments
on news articles.
2. We propose a principled approach to motivate and design the solution to de-
tect actionable comments with entities and actions. We use the standard con-
ditional random fields (CRF) techniques for extraction and clustering tech-
niques for normalization.
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3. We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the techniques proposed
in our study. We further compare the model with standard techniques like pat-
tern matching. Experimental results show that the CRF model and agglomer-
ative clustering model performs well. The system identifies exactly matched
entities with 75.1% F-score and exactly matched actions with 76.43% F-
score. Complete link measure outperforms single link measure for all articles
in normalizing task with an average precision of 81.15%.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we assesses the
English language usage for motivating and designing the solution by characterizing
how actionable comments are expressed in text. Section 4.3 describes the task defi-
nition. In Section 4.4, we describe the solution for extraction and normalization of
the actionable comments. In Section 4.5 and Section 4.6, we describe the dataset
and experimental results. We present our discussions in Section 4.7 and finally we
conclude with some related work analysis in Section 4.8.
4.2 The Nature of Actionable Comments
How are actionable comments expressed in English sentences? In this section, we
study the language aspects of actionable comments at sentence level and at phrase
level. As mentioned, this study is important for motivating and designing our solu-
tion. At the sentence level, we show that many actionable comments are consistently
expressed using a compact set of keywords, and quantify their frequency based on
a sample of 500 sentences selected at random from a news forum. This observation
helps us understand the statistics of actionable comments and explain the need for
the data pre-processing to aid our entity-action extraction solution. At the phrase
level, our observations justify the motivation of framing this problem as extraction
and normalization task.
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4.2.1 Sentence Level Study
First, to understand how frequently a user writes an actionable comment, we ran-
domly selected 500 sentences from AsiaOne.com1, a news forum site. These sen-
tences are from users’ comments and each comment contains one or more sentences.
These sentences are not used for our experiments. We manually labeled these sen-
tences as actionable comments or non-actionable comments. Our first observation
is that 68 sentences, which is 13.6% of the sentences, are actionable comments.
This is a very small set of candidates and hence justifies the need for detecting
actionable comments. Second, to understand how to filter the comments that are
non-actionable using some patterns, we further analyzed actionable comments us-
ing a different set of 458 actionable comments at sentence level and our second
observation is that, 88.3% of the actionable comments use the keywords listed in
Table 4.2. These findings are very similar to [41], in which the authors observed
that actionable knowledge in Twitter is expressed using a set of keywords such as
should, need, take and better. Table 4.2 also shows the frequency of keywords in the
actionable comments from the dataset we used for our experiments. The most com-
mon patterns which are frequently used by the users are, noun phrase + keyword +
verb phrase and keyword + noun phrase + verb phrase.
We also observed that the remaining comments do not show any strong pattern
or keyword nature or they might appear very rarely in the corpus. For example,
consider the comment “Its time the SPF open up the case and be transparent to the
public on the punishment faced by the abusers.” Its time represents a keyword, but
this appears only once in 458 sentences. Based on Lexipedia synonym structure2,
we also added the following keywords to enhance the list: require, better, why
cant, how about, expect, please and why not. The full keyword list can be used for
candidate selection process and aids in the following extraction step.
Using the above keywords we now study the accuracy of identifying the action-
1www.asiaone.com
2www.lexipedia.com/english/"keyword"
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Keyword Frequency Keyword Frequency
should 54.24% hope 8.47%
may be 5.08% have to 5.08%
to be 3.39% suggest 3.39%
need to 3.39% must 3.39%
believe 3.39% advise 3.39%
suppose to 1.69% request 1.69%
ought 1.69% needs to 1.69%
Table 4.2: Keywords and their relative frequencies in actionable comments (458)
from the dataset used for our experiments.
able comments. We randomly extracted 550 sentences with the actionable keywords
defined in Table 4.2 and traced for actionable comments. We identified that 458,
which is 83.4% of the comments, are actionable and others are non-actionable com-
ments. These observations justify the need for filtering the user comments using the
keywords and generating the candidate set of sentences. The relative frequencies
shown in the Table 4.2 are from the actionable comments of this dataset which has
been used for our experiments. For our solution, we rely on data pre-processing by
leveraging on these language dynamics.
4.2.2 Phrase Level Study
Intuitively, given an actionable comment, the entities can be treated as noun phrases
and actions as verb phrases. To illustrate the nature of the problem at the phrase
level, consider the examples below:
C1 Police must follow up immediately as you have a duty in this criminal act.
C2 The diplomat should be banned by the government.
C3 Govt should tighten immigration rules.
C4 They should learn to understand Singapore’s culture.
C5 Hope goverment can come out some law to protect owners as well.
C6 The government should bring in laws to protect the owners.
We observe the following challenges in extracting actionable comments:
Entity extraction: Users can express suggestions in either active or passive
voice. Therefore, the subject of the sentence is not always the entity we want to
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extract. In C1, Police is the agent (entity) of the action and is expressed in active
voice. In C2, government is the agent (entity) of the action but is expressed in
passive voice. The first challenge is to identify the correct entity in an actionable
comment.
Normalization: People may refer to the same entity using different expressions.
For example, the Singapore government may be referred to as “govt” as in C3 or
by “government,” “Singapore Govt,” “SG government,” etc. Ideally we should nor-
malize these different expressions. C4 shows an example actionable opinion where
“they” refers to foreigners and implies that pronouns should be normalized as well.
We manually read the full comment to disambiguate the entities for the above ex-
amples. The second challenge is to normalize the entity mentions to their canonical
form.
Redundancy: Very similar actions can be expressed differently. For example,
C5 and C6 above suggest the same actions but different expressions are used. This
motivates the normalization of actions to aid the reduction of redundancy. The third
challenge is to normalize similar actions to aid in redundancy elimination.
Overall, the first challenge motivates us to detect entity-action pairs as an infor-
mation extraction task and the last two challenges motivate normalizing the entity-
action pairs as a normalization task. We design our solution based on some standard
techniques. We apply sequence tagging techniques to solve the extraction task and
leverage on the above observations to define the feature set. We take a clustering
approach to solve the normalization task. In the next sections, we describe our task
and solution formally.
4.3 Task Definition
The goal of our task is to extract and normalize actionable comments from user
generated content in response to a news article. The actionable comments will be
represented as an entity-action pair. To formally define our problem, we first intro-
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duce some basic concepts.
Entity Mention: We assume that the news article is about an issue that has gener-
ated wide interest in public. Entity mentions are the people or organizations men-
tioned in the users’ comments. For example, “people in the crime scene,” “authori-
ties,” “they,” “victims’ families,” etc., are the entity mentions.
Action Expression: When users read a news article, they comment with an inten-
tion to suggest what should be done. We refer to the suggested action as an action
expression. For example, “ban the maid,” “bring in new laws,” etc., are the action
mentions.
Normalized Entity: In free language, an entity is mentioned in various ways. A
normalized entity is the actual entity that an entity mention refers to. For example,
“President,” “Obama,” “he,” “Barack,” “Barack Obama,” etc., may all refer to the
current U.S. president Barack Obama. The process of selecting of representative for
normalized entity is explained in the Section 4.4.
Normalized Action: We assume that users tend to suggest similar actions in vari-
ous ways. For example, “protect the owners” and “owners are to be protected” refer
to same action “owners’ protection,” which is the normalized action. The process
of selecting of representative for normalized action is explained in the Section 4.4.
Actionable Comment: An actionable comment is an entity-specific suggestion that
consists of an entity and action pair. For example, {government, protect the own-
ers} and {govt, owners are to be protected} are actionable comments.
Normalized Actionable Comment: A normalized actionable comment can be de-
fined as an actionable comment that contains the normalized entity and normalized
action. In the above example, {government, protect the owners} is a normalized
actionable comment.
Our problem of detecting normalized actionable comment is defined as follows:
Given a news articleA and corresponding candidate commentsC = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}
extracted using the keywords, our goal is to detect pairs of {nei, nai} where nei is
a normalized entity and nai is a normalized action.
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We tackle this task in two steps: In the first step we detect entity mentions and
action expressions from the comments, and in the second step we normalize the
entities and actions. For the first step, we use conditional random fields (CRF) and
for the second step, we use clustering techniques combined with part of the Stanford
coreference algorithm [109]. The details of the solution are given in the next section.
4.4 Solution
In this section, we first describe our solution for entity-action extraction using CRF
model that can be trained to learn how actionable comments are expressed in En-
glish. We then describe our normalization model based on the clustering techniques
for entity and action normalization.
4.4.1 Entity-action Extraction
The entity-action extraction problem can be treated as a sequence labeling task.
Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) denote a comment sentence where each xi is a single
token. We need to assign a sequence of labels or tags y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) to x.
We define our tag set as {BE, IE, BA, IA, O}, following the commonly used BIO
notation [110], where E stands for entity and A stands for action. The detailed
description of CRF technique can be found in [74]. Our task can be reduced to
finding the best label sequence yˆ among all possible label sequences for x.
Linear-chain CRF model
For our sequence tagging problem, we create a liner-chain CRF based on an undi-
rected graphical model in which the conditional probability of a label sequence y
given the observations x is
p(y|x,Λ) = exp (
∑
i
∑
k λkfk(yi−1, yi, x))
Z(x,Λ)
, (4.1)
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where Λ is the set of model parameters, fk is an arbitrary feature function defined
over two consecutive labels and the whole observation sequence, k is the index of a
feature, λk denotes weight assigned for the corresponding feature, and
Z(x,Λ) =
∑
y′
exp
(∑
i
∑
k
λkfk(y
′
i−1, y
′
i, x)
)
, (4.2)
is the normalization constant for each x.
Given a set of training instances xj, y∗j , i.e. a set of sentences paired with their
correct labels, we can learn a best model parameters Λˆ as follows,
Λˆ = arg min
Λ
(
−
∑
j
log p(y∗j |xj,Λ) + β
∑
k
λ2k)
)
, (4.3)
where β
∑
k λ
2
k is a regularization term.
Features
We now describe the features used in the linear-chain CRF model. To develop fea-
tures, we consider three main properties of actionable comments. First, the entities
of the actionable pairs are mostly nouns or pronouns. Second, the entities display
the positional properties with respect to the keywords. For example, given the key-
word “should,” entities generally precede the keyword as in “The police should
check on all agencies regularly.” Third, the entities should be grammatically re-
lated to the actions. For example, a verb in the action phrase is related to the subject
which is an entity of the actionable comment. Consider the following comment:
“The government should ban the maid from entering the country.” The nominal
subject for the verb “ban” is “government.”
With these properties in mind, we define the following set of features for each
word xi in an input candidate sentence.
Parts-of-speech features: To capture the first property, we classify each word
xi into one of the POS tags using the Stanford POS tagger3. We combine this feature
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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with the POS features of neighboring words in [-2, +2] window.
Positional features: To capture the second property, we find the position of each
word, xi with respect to the keyword in the given sentence. The feature is repre-
sented as positive numbers for words preceding the keyword and negative numbers
for words succeeding the keyword in the sentence. We do the same for neighboring
words in [-2, +2] window. For example, in the sentence “This diplomat should be
banned by the Government,” the position of “diplomat” is 1 since it is one word be-
fore the keyword should, whereas the position of “banned” is -2 as it appears after
the keyword.
Dependency tree features: To capture the third property, for each word xi,
we check if it is nominal subject in the sentence and represent it by nsubj. When
the actionable comment is phrased in a passive voice as in “Diplomat should be
banned by the Government,” the entity “Government” is an agent in the sentence.
The dependency tree features can be extracted using Stanford dependencies tool4.
We use all the dependency features for our experiments.
The output of this task is S = {ei, ai}, a set of entity-action pairs. The next task
is to normalize S which is described below.
4.4.2 Entity-action Normalization
Given S = {ei, ai}, a set of entity-action pairs, the goal is to generate NS =
{nei, nai}, a set of normalized entity-action pairs.
Entity Normalization
Entity normalization can be defined as a task that identifies a canonical unambigu-
ous referent for entities. This task aims at grouping or clustering the various forms
of entities. One of the techniques suitable to solve this problem is clustering. We use
hierarchial clustering technique together with expanding the entity with the features
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-dependencies.shtml
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from Google and Semantic-Similarity Sieves adopted from Stanford coreference al-
gorithm [109]. We first explain the clustering model, then the features and also an
approach to choosing the representative entity for the group of entity mentions.
1. Agglomerative clustering: This is a hierarchical clustering method which
works bottom-up [98]. The distance between two clusters can be computed by using
several measures. Two measures are widely used: single link and complete link.
Single link measure is given by:
dmin(Ci, Cj) = minei∈Ci,ej∈Cjd(ei, ej) (4.4)
Complete link measure is given by:
dmax(Ci, Cj) = maxei∈Ci,ej∈Cjd(ei, ej) (4.5)
where d is the distance function such as Tf-IDF or Jaccard, Ci is the i-th cluster,
Cj is the jth cluster, ei is the entity member of Ci and ej is the entity member of
Cj .
To measure the distance between two entity members, we expand each entity
mention with features developed as explained next.
2. Features: Two types of features are used to expand an entity mention: first
from Google and second from the parse tree structure.
a. Alias features: This sieve addresses name aliases, which are detected as
follows: Given an entity mention, it is first expanded with the title of the news article
and this query is fed to the Google API. Table 4.5 shows the titles of the articles used
for our experiments. Google outputs the ranked matching outputs. One option is
to use the entire snippet as the features. Another option is to use partial snippet.
Google returns snippets that has bolded aliases as shown in Table 4.3. We can use
them as the alias features for a given entity mention. For example, the alias features
for “Ionescu + title” are Dr.Ionescu, Silvia Ionescu, Romanian Diplomat Ionescu,
etc. This sieve also aids in solving the spell problems. For example, for the query
“goverment + title”, Google returns one of the alias features, Government. In our
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experiments we use top 10 Google snippets.
Entity Mention Sample Google Snippet
Ionescu Romanian diplomat Ionescu was the driver in fatal hit-
and-run ... of Romanian embassy car which was involved
in ...
MFA Romanian Diplomat Escapes Singapore After Double Hit
and Run ... The Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MFA) claimed ...
Table 4.3: Sample snippets from Google.
b. Semantic-similarity features: We execute the following steps from the re-
laxation algorithm from Stanford coreference resolution tool: (a) remove the text
following the mention head word; (b) select the lowest noun phrase (NP) in the
parse tree that includes the mention head word; (c) use the longest proper noun
(NNP*) sequence that ends with the head word; (d) select the head word. For ex-
ample, the entity mention “The President Bill Clinton” is changed to “president Bill
Clinton” then “Bill Clinton” and finally “Clinton.” These individual features are
added to the feature set of a given entity mention.
For un-named entities:(a) select the parse tree of the entity; (d) remove the de-
terminants (DT) associated; (b) remove the modifiers (amod) or remove noun com-
pound modifiers (nn); (c) finally select the head. For example, the entity mention
“The old man” is changed to “old man” and then “man.” Table 4.4 shows the fea-
ture set generated using alias and semantic-similarity method for an entity mention
“SMRT CEO Ms Saw.” The terms shown are from both the features and the over-
lapped terms are used only once.
SMRT CEO Ms Saw, CEO Ms Saw, Ms Saw, Saw, SMRT’s, Ms,
SMRT Security, MRT Breach, SMRT’s CEO, security breaches, Van-
dals, Saw’s Security Breach, SMRT CEO Saw, CEO, Mrs, SMRT depot
Table 4.4: Feature set for entity mention, “SMRT CEO Ms Saw”.
3. Representative entity: Usually a centroid represents the label for a given
cluster and it is calculated by taking the average of the vector representations of the
members in the cluster. Since we need an entity or member from the cluster itself to
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represent the cluster, one approach is to find an entity mention that has the maximum
similarity to all the other entity mentions. Hence the representative of a cluster, ne
is chosen to be the entity mention who has the largest average similarity distance
(Jaccard similarity) from the other entity mentions in the cluster. For example, in
the above case, “CEO” is the representative entity.
Action Normalization
The main objective of normalizing the actions is to remove the redundant actions.
This task can be treated as a clustering problem, where we group similar actions to-
gether and choose one representative action from the group. We choose hierarchial
clustering same as above to normalize the actions associated with the same nor-
malized entity. The feature set for this task is simply bag-of-words with stop word
removal. The representative action is also chosen similar to the approach taken for
finding the representative entity.
4.5 Dataset
Since the task of actionable comment extraction is new, we gathered and annotated
our own dataset for evaluation. Our dataset consists of 5 contentious news articles
and the corresponding comments from Asiaone.com, an online forum. Table 4.5
shows the topics/titles of the 5 articles and the corresponding numbers of user com-
ments.
Article Title #Comments
A1 Graffiti vandal breaches security at MRT depot 622
A2 Jack Neo’s press conference 664
A3 Maid abuses child, caught on video 285
A4 Romanian Embassy Diplomatic Car Hit & Run 822
A5 Wrongly caned prisoner’s letter to family with-
held by prison
379
Table 4.5: Topics of articles and the corresponding number of user comments.
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4.5.1 Pre-processing
Recall the need for the candidate selection and candidate extraction method ex-
plained in Section 2. For the dataset preparation, we use the keywords listed in
Table 4.2 to extract the candidate sentences from all the comments where each com-
ment may have more than one sentences. We randomly use 110 candidate sentences
from each article and in total 550 candidates for experiments to evaluate our method.
We explain the details of annotation in our experiments in Section 4.6. As such, to
encourage comparative work, we have made the resulting annotation available for
download5.
4.6 Experiments
We design our experiments to answer the following questions:
(Q1) How does the CRF technique perform in identifying actionable comments?
We can answer this question by treating this as a classification task and measure the
performance against ground truth using F-score.
(Q2) How does the CRF technique perform in extracting the entities and actions
from the actionable comments? We can answer this question by comparing it with
some baseline techniques and compare the accuracy between the models against the
ground truth.
(Q3) Between single link and complete link, which technique is more suitable
for this problem? We can answer this question by evaluating the results of entity
normalization against ground truth using Purity, Entropy and F-score.
(Q4) How does the clustering-based solution perform in normalizing the entity-
action pairs? We can answer this question by measuring the precision against human
judgement.
5https://sites.google.com/site/swapnagotipati/datasets
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4.6.1 Experiments on Entity-action Extraction
To evaluate the entity-action extraction, we prepare the ground truth using the
dataset described in Section 4.5. We first answer (Q1), how well the model per-
forms in identifying actionable comments. We then evaluate the entity and action
extraction from the actionable comments to answer (Q2). We experimented with
various combinations of features for CRF model and combined feature set gives the
best results. We perform 10-fold cross validation for all our experiments.
Annotation
To prepare the ground truth, we engaged two annotators to label 550 candidate
sentences for suggestion, entity and action. One of the annotators is a graduate
student and another is a working professional. Both are above 25 years old, not
the authors and are familiar with Singapore social and political affairs. For this
annotation task, the annotator should do the following:
1. Check if the sentence is a suggestion from the commenter. If no, label the
comment as 0.
2. Look for the person(s) or organization(s) who should execute the suggestion,
and label the entity with BE (beginning of an entity) and IE (inside an entity).
3. Look out for the action that should be performed by the entity, and label it as
an action: BA (beginning of an action), IA (inside an action). The others are
labeled as O (other).
4. If both entity and action are found, sentence is a valid suggestion. Label it as
1. Otherwise, label it as 0.
We calculated the inter-annotator agreement level using Cohen’s kappa. Co-
hen’s kappa on actionable comments is 0.7679, which displays a strong agreement
between the annotators. We use the annotations from the stricter annotator for our
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experiments. Interested readers kindly refer to Appendix A for more details on an-
notation process and sample examples. The statistics of actionable comments for
each article are shown in Table 4.6.
Article Actionable Comments
A1 80.52%
A2 89.21%
A3 83.19%
A4 79.63%
A5 84.48%
Table 4.6: Statistics of actionable comments in our testbed.
Actionable Knowledge Detection Results
Recall that detecting actionable comments can be treated as a classification task. Es-
sentially, if CRF successfully extracts both an entity and an action from a comment,
then this comment is classified as an actionable comment. Our model achieved
precision of 88.26%, recall of 93.12% and F-score of 90.63% in classifying ac-
tionable comments and that answers our Q1. In our analysis, we observed that the
model failed in detecting the actionable comments when the sentences have poor
grammatical structure. For example, “Dont need to call the helpline..”, has a poor
grammatical structure. It is not an actionable comment but is mistakenly identified
as one by our CRF, where Dont is the entity and call the helpline is the action.
Baseline
In Section 4.2, we described that the actionable comments are expressed in English
language using a compact set of keywords. This might trigger us to use the pattern-
matching technique to extract the action-entity pairs. Hence we use this pattern
matching technique as a baseline and compare with our approach. For our base-
line model, we further added some basic rules on adjectives, nouns and pronouns
for entity mention detection, and verb phrases for action mention detection. It is
likely possible to engineer more sophisticated models such as rule-based or graph-
model methods for this task, but the goal of our work is to see how well we can
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extract actionable comments using standard state-of-the-art information extraction
techniques. Our goal is not to compare rule-based vs. statistical methods for this
task.
Entity Extraction Results
For entity extraction, we evaluate the performance using two different criteria: over-
lap match and exact match. Overlap match is a more relaxed criterion: if the entity
mention overlaps with the true entity (i.e. at least one token is common), it is con-
sidered correct. The results are shown in Table 4.7. From the table, we notice
that the baseline, which is the pattern matching technique, has high recall for exact
match. In this task, the precision together with recall determines the effectiveness
of the model. The baseline outperformed the CRF model on the overlap F-score and
this is due to the relax mode of the overlap. However, for the exact match CRF has
high F-score of 75.09% which is relatively 6.67% higher than the baseline. CRF
has performed significantly better than baseline under a Wilcoxon signed rank test
p < 0.05. We observed that for cases like “the sgreans”, which actually refers to
“The Singaporeans”, the baseline captures “the” as an entity and performs high for
overlap measure and CRF captures nothing. For sentences such as “It is right for
the CEO to step down on her own accord”, baseline fails to capture the entity “the
CEO”. On the other hand, CRF captures both entity and action correctly. This
answers our (Q2) for entity extraction evaluation.
Exact Match Overlap Match
Metrics Baseline CRF Baseline CRF
Recall 0.8799 0.8352 0.9032 0.9306
Precision 0.5866 0.6849 0.9597 0.8578
F-score 0.7039 0.7509 0.9306 0.8927
Table 4.7: Entity Extraction Results
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Action Extraction Results
For action extraction, we evaluate the performance using two different criteria: head
match and exact match. Head match is used because most actions start with a verb.
Head match is a more relaxed criterion: if the action mention begins with the head of
the true action, it is considered correct. The results of our experiments are shown in
Table 4.8. From the table, we notice that the baseline, which is the pattern matching
technique, has high recall for both exact match and head match. However, for both
exact match and head match CRF has high F-score of 76.43% and 82.7%, respec-
tively, which is relatively 11.9% and 0.03% higher than the baseline. The results are
significant under a Wilcoxon signed rank test p < 0.05. Head match has generally
high performance for both due to the property that an action is expressed as a verb.
This answers our (Q2) for action extraction evaluation.
Exact Match Head Match
Metrics Baseline CRF Baseline CRF
Recall 0.8947 0.8944 0.9200 0.9169
Precision 0.5519 0.6741 0.7468 0.7544
F-score 0.6827 0.7643 0.8244 0.8270
Table 4.8: Action Extraction Results
4.6.2 Experiments on Entity-action Normalization
Recall that our second task is to normalize the entity-action pairs which has been
framed as a clustering problem. We now study how our proposed approach gener-
ates the normalized clusters of entity-action pairs. In Section 4.2.1, we mentioned
that cluster distance can be computed by using single link or complete link. First,
we compare the performance of these two measures on entity normalization task to
answer (Q3). We then use the results of this study to normalize actionable comments
and then measure the performance of normalized entity-action pairs to answer (Q4).
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Single Link Vs Complete Link
Annotation: To answer Q3, we build the ground truth using entities from all the
articles and compare the complete vs single link techniques. The human annotator
is given a set of entities from each article and asked to first group the similar entities
together and then assign a label to each group. This annotated set is used to measure
the performance of complete link vs single link in normalizing the entities.
Results: For grouping entities using the solution described in Section 4.2.1, we
set K empirically using inter-cluster distance and cluster the entities. We use three
different measures: Purity, Entropy [142] and F-score to evaluate our results. The
results of Purity and Entropy are shown in Table 4.9.
Purity Entropy
Article Single Link Complete link Single Link Complete Link
A1 0.96 0.9 0.39 0.43
A2 1 0.86 0.23 0.3
A3 0.89 0.79 0.34 0.38
A4 0.82 0.79 0.48 0.53
A5 0.94 0.91 0.25 0.28
Table 4.9: Purity and Entropy results comparison between single link and complete
link
The Purity and Entropy results show that the single link measure has better
performance when compared to the complete link. High Purity is easy to achieve
when each entity mention gets its own cluster. We observed that for single link
measure, most of the entity mentions take up their own cluster and at the same time,
number of clusters in single link and complete link are not the same. This may cause
Purity and Entropy to be biased and thus they are not ideal metrics for evaluating
this task. Hence we prefer to use F-score which balances both precision and recall to
evaluate this task. As shown in Table 4.10, even though the precision for single link
is high, complete link out performs significantly single link on recall and F-score
(under Wilcoxon signed rank test p < 0.05) and answers our Q3.
For example, “the ceo” and “ceo, smrt ceo ms saw” are grouped into single
cluster using complete link. Where as, for single link cluster, “smrt ceo ms saw” is
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Single Link Complete Link
Article Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
A1 0.5161 0.5039 0.5100 0.8462 0.6929 0.7619
A2 1.0000 0.3333 0.5000 0.7143 0.5238 0.6044
A3 0.7368 0.3218 0.4480 0.5664 0.7356 0.6400
A4 0.6258 0.4567 0.5280 0.5328 0.6689 0.5931
A5 0.9661 0.4560 0.6196 0.7282 0.6000 0.6579
Table 4.10: F-score results comparison between single link and complete link
a false negative. Hence Purity is high for single link but F-score is low.
Entity-Action Normalization Results
Annotation: We first normalize entities and actions using complete link measure
based on the previous experiments. To measure the performance of the normalized
entity-action data and answer our Q4, we asked an annotator to validate the normal-
ized entity-action pairs. Only if both entity and action are normalized (entity should
be in canonical form and action should be non-redundant), the pair is labeled as
valid, else it is an invalid pair. If we obtain (e1, a1), (e2, a2), and a1 and a2 refer to
the same action, we label one of them as invalid.
Results: We use precision to evaluate the performance. The results of the entity-
action normalization are shown in the Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Entity-action normalization results
From Figure 4.1 we notice that on all articles, the precision is high for complete
link measure. This can be justified due to high F-score from complete link measure.
In our analysis, we observed that for single link, the entities like he, they are not
normalized into the correct clusters resulting in the lower precision which is one
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of the drawbacks of single link where clusters are forced together due to single
elements being close to each other, even though many of the elements in each cluster
may be very distant to each other. Complete link measure significantly outperforms
single link measure for all articles in normalizing task with an average precision of
81.15% (under Wilcoxon signed rank test p < 0.05) and that answers our Q4. We
further analyzed the results for complete link and observed that the model fails if
the feature set is not distinctive. For example, given article A4 and the normalized
entity Ionescu, the actionable comments have entity mentions like asshole, dog, etc.,
which could not be normalized due to non-distinctive feature set.
4.7 Discussion
For the entity-action extraction task, we described patterns in the comments for
discovering the actionable comments. In our study, we used conditional random
fields (CRFs) to solve this sequence labeling problem. We admit that other methods
such as rule-based algorithms or hidden markov models are also useful to solve this
task. However, our focus in this study is to define a new problem, suggestive opinion
extraction task, and to show that using principled machine learning techniques, one
can solve this important problem.
Extracting actionable comment is very challenging problem and though our
model performed with promising results for extraction and normalization, we ob-
served some invalid or false positives such as “Compensation details should be
disclosed since it involves the people money otherwise the government can con-
veniently hide the damage from its mistake from the people” or “Justice have to be
administered fairly and accurately”. In the above cases entities are abstract and do
not refer to any individual or organization. To minimize the impact of such false
positives, it is important to summarize the actionable comments with a threshold
on number of entity-actions pairs. For example, we can set the threshold to two
to capture non-abstract entities by filtering out the entities who have less than two
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entity-action pairs.
We also observed the plural forms of entities that refer to the same entity; Au-
thority/Authorities, Ministry/Ministers. To handle the plural forms, the lexical fea-
tures of terms can be implemented in the clustering model. For our solution, we
proposed agglomerative clustering, as one of the benefits of this technique is that
the number of clusters need not be specified upfront and thus helped us to focus
more on the overall problem and its evaluations. The model results can be improved
by strengthening the evaluations with measures such as B-cubed precision [9]. For
parameter settings, we used the test data and not a development dataset. Though this
might impact the results, we believe that the impact is minimal. For cross validation,
we ensure that we test on random sets of articles.
4.8 Related Work
Mining comments for opinions and knowledge extraction has been of growing in-
terest. Our work can be compared to such problems.
Opinion Mining: Most sophisticated problems in fine-grained opinion analy-
sis include: opinion holder extraction [69] and opinion target extraction [70]. Our
task is very close to [85], where their task aims at extraction of the named enti-
ties(targets) in the articles. Similarly, we extract entities (named as well as un-
named) in opinion comments. In addition to the entity extraction, actions to be
acted upon are extracted as well.
Actionable content: [139] attempted to discover the diagnostic knowledge and
defined diagnostic data mining as, “a task to understand the data and/or to find
causes of problems and actionable knowledge in order to solve the problems”. Their
work is more focussed towards manufacturing applications in which the problems
are identified to aid the designers in the product design improvements. [116] anal-
ysed actionable knowledge in on-line social media conversation and the concept
of actionability is defined as request or suggestion. [41] work aims at discovering
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aspects of actionable knowledge in the social media. Their objective is more to-
wards investigating the dynamic aspect of the language the people use to express
actionable knowledge. They conducted their study on Twitter and discovered user
language aspects. We too focus on the actionable knowledge and our task is to
extract the actionable knowledge. In addition, we also aim to extract the entities
associated with the action content. Moreover, solving the challenge of entity-action
normalization is important in this task due to ambiguous references and redundant
user generated content. To the best of our knowledge, our problem of extracting and
normalizing entity-action pairs from users’ comments is not studied.
Techniques: Our task can be projected as information extraction and normal-
ization problems. In terms of models and techniques, we use pattern-based tech-
niques [96] as our baseline and standard linear-chain CRF [74] as our proposed
approach, both which are widely popular among many information extraction prob-
lems. Normalization techniques that use external knowledge combined with coref-
erence resolution algorithms [109] are proven to be successful in disambiguating
the entity mentions. Moreover, the state-of-the-art clustering techniques proved to
be successful in grouping the similar entity mentions together [14]. In our study we
use agglomerative clustering model [98] to normalize the entities and actions.
4.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel problem in the line of opinion mining of so-
ciopolitical comments. Extracting and normalizing entity and suggestive pairs is a
complimentary feature of opinion mining process. We proposed a principled ap-
proach using CRF model and clustering techniques. Our comprehensive experi-
ments show that the CRF has better performance in entity-action extraction. The
model detects exactly matched entities with 75.1% F-score and exactly matched ac-
tions with 76.43% F-score. Clustering with complete-link measure performs well in
the entity-action normalization with an average precision of 81.15% for all articles.
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Chapter 5
Valuable Comment Extraction
The previous two chapters are close to opinion extraction tasks where we stud-
ied the problems of issues extraction and entity-suggestions extraction from social
comments. In this chapter we tackle the problem of opinion quality in sociopolit-
ical comments. Online user comments contain valuable user opinions. Comments
vary greatly in quality and detecting high quality comments is a subtask of opin-
ion mining and summarization research. Finding attentive comments that provide
some reasoning is highly valuable in understanding the users opinion particularly in
sociopolitical opinion mining and aids policy makers, social organizations or gov-
ernment sectors in decision making. In this chapter, we study the problem of detect-
ing thoughtful comments in the sociopolitical domain. We empirically study vari-
ous textual features, discourse relations and relevance features to predict thoughtful
comments. We propose supervised approach for classifying the comments and test
on two datasets related to sociopolitical domain.
5.1 Introduction
In recent years sentiment analysis and opinion mining has been extensively studied
in natural language processing [99], largely because of the availability of a huge
amount of opinionated text in online product reviews, blogs, social networking sites,
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forums, etc. When we go beyond review mining and consider the general problem
of opinion mining from social media, many other subtasks and challenges arise.
One of them is how to assess the quality of online comments and select high quality
ones for further analysis and summarization.
Social media enables anyone to freely express the opinions and that urges a
need for extracting opinions which are highly valuable. Consider the problem of
mining the comments found in online social media towards a political speech such
as Obama’s State of the Union address. By restricting the search space to politi-
cally active blogs and forums and by using queries such as “State of the Union,”
likely we are able to retrieve users’ comments to the speech. However, not every
comment contains valuable insight into the public’s opinions regarding the sociopo-
litical issues addressed in the speech. Comments such as “innovate and innovation
appeared 10 times” and “To him..investment = more deficit spending” are subjective
but lack thoughtful explanations to support their claims. In comparison, comments
like “You want to really drive innovation, job growth and entrepreneurs? Make ed-
ucation, health care and retirement less of a burden on the average family, adopt
more socialist policies like Norway (paid for by higher taxes, especially on the rich),
and watch our standard of living rise at last!” provide much more insightful rea-
soning that government policy makers may find highly valuable in understanding
the general public’s sentiment. [120] used thoughtful comments to study the human
social behavior in online commenting.
Following Sukumaran et al. [120] we define thoughtfulness as insightful ideas
and reasoning with relevance to the issues discussed in the article. So, detection
of the comments with reasoning or justification is the focus of our task. Thought-
fulness is assessed only for relevant comments. This problem of finding thoughtful
comments from social media is what we study in this work. Formally, a thoughtful
comment is relevant to the target document and has a justification or an argument to
the issue(s) in the target document [120]. It is particularly important for sociopolit-
ical opinion mining because of the complexity of sociopolitical issues. Sukumaran
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et.al [120] proposed degree of thoughtfulness in their study, but in our work we deal
with binary data and degree can be a complimentary task for our work.
Intuitively, finding thoughtful comments is related to measuring text quality.
There has been a large body of previous work on text quality prediction, but the
methods are usually applied to student essays [11] and news articles [122], (TREC
novelty track 2003 and 2004). In social media mining, there have also been a num-
ber of studies on finding high quality reviews (e.g. [71, 4]), but the focus in not on
finding thoughtful comments, which requires us to look for reasoning in text. Pre-
sumably, a thoughtful comment should be logically well organized and coherent.
We therefore hypothesize that discourse relations such as comparison, expansion
and contingency [107] will play an important role in finding thoughtful comments.
A well organized comment is not always thoughtful. Comments such as, “He is
a great speaker as he writes the speech by himself and also delivers it very confi-
dently” are justified but are not relevant to the issues discussed in the article. Hence
we hypothesize that relevance factors play an important role in detecting thoughtful
comments.
Inspired by [102] for similar problem, we adopt a supervised learning approach
and consider a diverse set of factors ranging from lexical usage to discourse rela-
tions, all derived from the textual content of comments. Many of the factors we
consider are based on the study by Pitler et al. [102]. In addition, we also consider a
relevance feature because of the nature of our problem. We construct two data sets
to evaluate the various factors, one based on Singapore Prime Minister’s National
Day Rally speech1 and the other on the US President’s State of the Union address2.
Empirical evaluation reveals that discourse relations and relevance scores to-
gether with the standard textual features aid in better prediction of thoughtful com-
ments. We achieve a prediction score of 79.37% and 73.47% in terms of F-measure
on the two data sets, respectively. We further tested our model across data collec-
1http://www.pmo.gov.sg/
2http://www.whitehouse.gov/
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tions. Our test result shows that the model with combined textual, discourse and
relevance features still performs better than textual features alone.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we formally
define our problem and give an overview of our solution. We present the various
features we consider in Section 5.3. The data set details are presented in Section 5.5.
Evaluation and results are presented in Section 5.6. We present our discussions in
Section 5.7 and finally we conclude with some related work analysis in Section 5.8.
5.2 Problem Definition and Overview of Solution
We assume the following general definition of the task of finding thoughtful com-
ments: Given a comment cmade with respect to a target document d, we would like
to determine whether c is a thoughtful comment. We will explain in Section 5.5 how
we instruct the human annotators to label thoughtful comments. Generally speak-
ing, a thoughtful comment is relevant to the target document and has a justification
or an argument to the issue(s) in the target document [120] .
While the task defined above is certainly not trivial, and theoretically speaking
one would need a deep understanding of both the target document and the com-
ment as well as relevant world knowledge to be able to judge whether a comment is
thoughtful. Here we take an empirical approach and test whether features defined at
lexical, syntactic, discourse levels and relevance factors have correlations with the
thoughtfulness of comments and whether they can be used to achieve decent pre-
diction accuracy. A large portion of the linguistic features we consider are inspired
by existing work on measuring text quality. Indeed, at first glance our problem may
appear to be the same as measuring text quality. News articles and student essays
are formal and usually lengthier, whereas online comments are usually much shorter
and less formal. In traditional sense, high-quality text should be grammatical, co-
herent and readable. Our problem seems to be text quality assessment which is
defined as above, but we are not looking for grammatical correctness and readabil-
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ity. Instead we look for insightful reasoning with relevance to the article, as mostly
user comments are not formal in social media.
We adopt a supervised learning approach to our problem. Specifically, we as-
sume that we have a set of N training examples {(di, ci, yi)}Ni=1, where di is a target
document, ci is a comment on di, and yi is a binary label indicating whether ci is
a thoughtful comment with respect to di. With a set of feature functions, we can
represent (di, ci) by a feature vector x(di, ci) (which we refer to as xi). We can then
use standard classification algorithms to learn a classifier from {(xi, yi)}Ni=1. This
classifier can be used to predict y for any unseen pair of d and c. In the following
sections, we will explain in detail the features we consider and the classification
algorithm we use.
5.3 Features
There have been many studies on measuring text quality and many features have
been proposed to capture text quality. As mentioned previously our methodology is
based on existing work on this topic. In particular, we follow the work by Pitler et
al. [102]. They conducted a systematic study on text quality using various linguistic
features and Wall Street Journal articles. Based on the major findings of their study,
we take the following features as our starting point.
5.3.1 Structural Features
Structural features are generated from the comment structure. Pitler et al. [102]
tested various structural features including the average number of characters per
word, the average number of words per sentence, the maximum number of words
per sentence, and article length. According to their findings, article length was the
only significant factor with good correlation with text quality. Hence, we define our
first feature F1 as the number of words in the comment.
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5.3.2 Lexical Features
Lexical features aim to capture the lexical usage of a piece of text compared to
some reference corpus. [102] used a lexical feature based on unigram language
models, which provide a principled way to statistically model text. Specifically, it
is assumed that there is a reference corpus that represents high quality text, e.g. a
corpus of Wall Street Journal articles. A unigram language model, denoted as θr,
can be estimated from this reference corpus. The lexical feature is defined as the
log likelihood of the comment based on θr, calculated as:∑
w
n(w, c) logP (w|θr), (5.1)
where P (w|θr) is the probability of word type w according to θr, and n(w, c) is
the number of times word type w appears in comment c. We call this feature F2.
5.3.3 Syntactic Features
Pitler et al. [102] examined various syntactic features including the average parse
tree height, the average number of noun phrases per sentence, the average number
of verb phrases per sentence and the average number of subordinate clauses per
sentence. They found that the average number of verb phrases per sentence was a
useful feature with high correlation with text quality. So, the third feature F3 we use
for our study is the average number of verbs per comment.
We also experimented with other syntactic features like average number of noun
phrases and noun to verb ratio calculated from the user’s comments. We found
that the average number of verbs per comment had the highest correlation with
comment quality, and therefore we do not consider these other syntactic features in
our experiments.
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5.3.4 Discourse Features
The previous study by Pitler et al. [102] found that discourse relations were also
correlated with text quality. Discourse relations aim to capture textual structures
such as comparison, elaboration, cause-effect explanations and examples. They are
considered key for the ability to properly interpret or produce discourse. For the
problem of finding thoughtful comments, we hypothesize that discourse relations
may play an even larger role because a logical argument will likely rely on coher-
ently connecting textual units through discourse relations.
Discourse relations are divided into four major semantic classes [107]:
Expansion covers those relations where the second argument expands the discourse
of the first argument or move its narrative forward.
Comparison relations highlight prominent differences between the two arguments
of a relation.
Contingency is marked when one of the situations described in an argument
causally influences the other argument.
Temporal relations are marked when the situations described in the arguments are
related temporally, either synchronously or sequentially.
It has been found that a large portion of discourse relations can be detected
through connectives, i.e. cue words and phrases [103]. We use a list of such con-
nectives compiled by Prasad et al. [107] and study the statistics of our corpus to
discover the discourse relations. Table 5.1 shows that the statistics of discourse
relations in our dataset.
DR Class Singapore US
COMPARISON 44.50% 45.87%
EXPANSION 16.75% 15.47%
CONTINGENCY 38.75% 38.66%
TEMPORAL 5.70% 5.72%
Table 5.1: Discourse relations statistics in our corpus
Table 5.1 shows that the frequency of temporal relations is low in our corpus. It
is not surprising because for many online comments the arguments are not tempo-
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ral. Hence, we ignore the temporal class for the rest of our work, and restrict our
attention to only the other three major classes, namely, expansion, comparison and
contingency. At the same time, many relations are explicit and can be discovered
using the connectives/words as used in other applications [112].
The full list of the phrases for each class are shown in Table 5.2. This list is
collated from [107]. We observed that some words are ambiguous: ‘if’, ‘and’,
‘but’, ‘as’ etc. In our study, such words are counted only once while combining the
classes for the feature generation. For each class, if we see the same word multiple
times in a sentence it is only counted once.
In the earlier work by Pitler et al. [102], the Penn Discourse Treebank was used
for computing the discourse features. For us, we take a simpler approach and count
the number of discourse relations in a comment3. This becomes the F4 in our ex-
periments.
5.3.5 Relevance Features
One of the important differences between our problem and standard text quality
assessment is that the quality of a comment also relies on its relevance to the tar-
get of the comment. In our problem definition, the target is also a piece of text.
For example, consider comments made to Obama’s State of the Union speech. A
comment such as “We are very lucky to live in the USA. I always have and always
will support our president” is not directly related to any issue addressed by Obama
in his speech, and therefore is not considered to be a thoughtful comment. Hence
for thoughtful comment prediction, we also consider a relevance feature in addition
to text quality features. There are several ways to measure relevance, and here we
choose KL-divergence score, a principled measure for relevance commonly used in
information retrieval tasks.
The KL-divergence score between a comment c and a target document d is de-
fined as the KL-divergence between the unigram language models θc and θd esti-
3Note that we only use the explicit discourse relations in this study.
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Class Phrases
COMPARISON although, as though, but, by comparison, even if, even though,
however, nevertheless, on the other hand, still, then, though,
while, yet, and, meanwhile, in turn, next, ultimately, meantime,
also, as if, even as, even still, even then, regardless, when, by con-
trast, conversely, if, in contrast, instead, nor, or, rather, whereas,
while, yet, even after, by contrast, nevertheless, besides, much as,
as much as, whereas, neither, nonetheless, even when, on the one
hand indeed, finally, in fact, separately, in the end, on the contrary,
while
EXPANSION accordingly, additionally, after, also, although, and, as, as it, as
if besides, but, by comparison, finally, first, for example, for one
thing, however, in addition, in fact, in other words, in particular,
in response, in sum, in the end, in turn, incidentally, indeed, in-
stead, likewise, meanwhile, nevertheless, on the one hand, on the
whole, overall, plus, separately, much as, whereas, ultimately, as
though, rather, at the same time, or, then, if, in turn, furthermore,
in short, turns out, while, yet, that is, so, what’s more as a matter
of fact, further, in return, moreover, similarly, specifically,
CONTINGENCY and, when, typically, as long as, especially if, even if, even when,
if, so, when if only, lest,once, only if, only when, particularly if, at
least partly because, especially as, especially because, especially
since, in large part because, just because, largely because, merely
because, not because, not only because, particularly as, particu-
larly because, particularly since, partly because, because, simply
because, since, then, after, one day after, reportedly after, conse-
quently, mainly because, for, thus, apparently, in the end, in turn,
primarily because, largely as a result, as, because, therefore, only
because, particularly, when, so that, thereby, presumably, hence,
as a result, if and when, unless, until, in part because, now that,
perhaps because, only after, accordingly,
Table 5.2: Discourse relations
mated from c and d, respectively:
Div(θc||θd) =
∑
w∈V
p(w|θc) log p(w|θc)
p(w|θd) , (5.2)
where V is the vocabulary.
KL-divergence using only nouns: We hypothesize that the topical relevance be-
tween a comment and its target relies more on the overlap of nouns in the two pieces
of text. Hence, we consider another KL-divergence measure using only nouns in c
and d. Specifically, we use the unigram language models that are defined over nouns
only. Let θNc and θ
N
d denote the two language models. We have
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Div(θNc ||θNd ) =
∑
w∈V
p(w|θNc ) log
p(w|θNc )
p(w|θNd )
. (5.3)
We define the fifth feature that uses only nouns, F5=-Div(θNc ||θNd ) and the sixth
feature which is based on all words, F6=-Div(θc||θd).
KL-divergence between comment and average comment: Lu et al. [83] pro-
posed conformity features in which the comment c is compared with other com-
ments by looking at the KL-divergence between the unigram model of the comment
c, and unigram model of an “average” comment that contains the text of all com-
ments for an article. We did a preliminary analysis to study the impact of confor-
mity on the quality. We found that this KL-divergence score has low correlation
with comment quality on our data sets and therefore we do not consider it in the rest
of this work.
5.4 Logistic Regression
So far we have introduced six features, which are summarized in Table 5.3.
Feature Set Description
F1 Comment length
F2 Comment likelihood
F3 Average number of verbs
F4 Number of discourse relations
F5 KL-divergence score using nouns only
F6 KL-divergence score using all words
Table 5.3: Full feature set for comment representation
Once features are defined, we can use a classification algorithm to learn a model
from the training data and apply the model to unseen data for thoughtful comment
prediction. To classify the comments, we need a classifier that can combine multiple
features and we chose logistic regression as it is capable of not only combining
features but also map the scores to a probability distribution.
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As we have pointed out earlier, a comment c together with its target document d
can be represented by a feature vector x. A logistic regression classifier models the
probability of observing a discrete label y for a given x as follows:
p(y|x;w) = 1
Z(x,w)
exp(wTy x), (5.4)
where
Z(x,w) =
∑
y∈Y
exp(wTy x).
Herew is a weight matrix andwy is the weight vector corresponding to class y, and
Y is the set of class labels.
Given training data {xi, yi}Ni=1, we learn a weight matrix by minimizing the
following objective function:
wˆ = arg min
w
[
λ‖w‖2 − 1
N
N∑
i=1
log p(yi|xi;w)
]
, (5.5)
where ‖w‖2 = ∑y∈Y ‖wy‖2 and λ is a regularization parameter that is empirically
set.
5.5 Dataset
5.5.1 Data Collection
Our objective is to study how the thoughtfulness of a comment is reflected in the
various linguistic factors including discourse relations and relevance factors to the
article. As we have mentioned earlier, measuring the thoughtfulness of a comment
is especially important for sociopolitical opinion mining. We therefore collected
two data sets in this domain for our evaluation. We first acquired the following two
political speeches:
1. Article 1 : Singapore PM’s National Day Rally Speech. 4
4http://www.pmo.gov.sg/
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2. Article 2 : US Presidents’ State Union Address. 5
We further manually broke down each speech into several segments based on topical
boundaries. For PM’s speech, sub-headings are embedded in political speeches and
when such data is unavailable (Obama’s speech), the speech is well organized with
clear boundaries to aid the segmentation. The topics of each speech are listed in
Table 5.4.
Speech Topics
Singapore Economy, Immigration, Congestion, Housing, Education,
National Service (NS), Singapore Spirit, Founding Fathers,
Youth Olympics
US Economy, Innovation & Research, Education, Rebuild,
Taxes, Debts, Military
Table 5.4: Topics in the two speeches.
To collect an unbiased sample of comments for each speech, we use two search
queries (“national day rally speech 2010” and “president state union address 2011”)
and Google API to obtain a list of top 50 URLs. We further manually selected URLs
from online forums and blogs. We cleaned the data by removing short comments
with no more than two words.
For F2, the lexical feature, we need a suitable reference corpus. For the Sin-
gapore data set, we collected 1200 news articles from AisaOne.com to form our
reference corpus. For the US data set, we used a set of 1358 New York Times
articles to form the reference corpus.
We show some sample comments in Table 5.5 for both datasets.
5.5.2 Annotation
We engaged two human annotators to judge the comments we had collected. Our
annotators for PM’s speech are Singaporeans who are familiar with the economy
and the social issues of Singapore. For Obama’s speech, we have two annotators,
5http://www.whitehouse.gov/
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Topic Quality User Comment
Innovation
Thoughtless I love these plans on energy, but alas,
the energy secretary appears to be asleep.
Thoughtful You want to really drive innovation, job growth and
entrepreneurs? Make education, health care and retirement less
of a burden on the average family, adopt more socialist policies
like Norway
Taxes
Thoughtless ..Oh, so Obama ”compromised” on the tax cuts for the wealthy
Thoughtful Low taxes aren’t helping the vast middle and working
class and aren’t creating more jobs, it’s a policy that only
benefits the rich.
Housing
Thoughtless By the way did anybody count the no of flags on a HDB flat.
believe me 95% of the time u will take less than 10 sec to do it
Thoughtful I am glad that to hear more HDB houses to be built. But do I
got a taste of this pie? What about those who are genuine to
upgrade their existing 3 room flat but not 1st timer?..
National
Service
Thoughtless i’m still waiting before the budget and erection.
otherwise i’ll vote oppo. 9k is ?
Thoughtful Just 9000 for NSman. Those foreign scholar in NUS NTU got
tution non-subsidize fee alone is 20000 one year. That even
exclude lodging and return ticket fully paid by PAP.
Table 5.5: Sample comments: First two topics are from US and last two are from Singapore
an American and an immigrant who are also familiar with American economy and
social issues. All the judges are above 25 and are working professionals. The
annotators were asked to judge (1) whether a comment was relevant to each segment
of its corresponding speech, and if so, (2) whether the comment was a thoughtful
one. In other words, we treat each segment of a speech as a target document. For
each pair of a comment c and a target document (i.e., a speech segment) d, we
obtained two binary labels: a label z that indicates whether c is relevant to d, and a
label y that indicates whether c is a thoughtful comment with respect to d.
To judge whether a comment was thoughtful, the annotators were asked to use
the following criteria:
1. Is the comment a mere repetition or a rephrase of the speech text? For exam-
ple, “PM says that we should stay open for the foreigners” is a repetition of
the text from the article in passive voice. Such comments are relevant to the
article, but not insightful.
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2. Does the comment contain opinions of the commenter? For example, “Elimi-
nating the deficit-Im sure this makes Mitch happy” is about the topic “Spend-
ing and Taxes” but without any insightful opinion. Such comments are rele-
vant but not insightful.
3. Does the commenter provide argument to support her opinion? For example,
“All this deficit crap reminds me of when Reagan ran for president ; how
the deficit was terrible etc, etc, and after he got elected he ran up the biggest
deficit ever. This was mostly due to spending on the military and tax cuts for
the rich. This was even after he slashed domestic spending. If the US would
wake up to the fact that we can’t afford the wars, we might be able to move
forward.” Such comments are relevant as well as insightful.
In total, the human judges annotated 1350 pairs of issue-comments for PM
speech and 1150 pairs of issue-comments for Obama Speech. Since the annotation
is still subjective, we calculated the inter-annotator agreement level using Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient. Cohen’s kappa on quality is 0.8965 for all comments. On rele-
vance the kappa is 0.7355 for all comments. We use the judgment from the judge
who is stricter as our ground truth. The statistics of the labeled data are shown in Ta-
ble 5.6. Interested readers kindly refer to Appendix A for more details on annotation
process and sample examples.
Comment type Singapore US
Thoughtless 63.35% 68.25%
Thoughtful 36.65% 31.75%
Table 5.6: Comment statistics for both articles
5.6 Experiments
To check whether the features we have defined correlate with the thoughtfulness
of comments based on human judgement, we first compute the Pearson correlation
coefficients for all the features summarized in Table 5.3. The results are shown in
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Table 5.7. We observe that all features are positively correlated with the thoughtful-
ness of comments.
Feature Singapore US
F1 0.3744 0.3594
F2 0.3782 0.3755
F3 0.3639 0.3911
F4 0.3913 0.3554
F5 0.1606 0.2437
F6 0.1191 0.2146
Table 5.7: Pearson correlation coefficients between the features and the thoughtful-
ness of comments.
In the remaining of this section, we show our experimental results that answer
the following questions:
RQ1: Does the KL-divergence relevance score based on nouns work better than
the KL-divergence score based on all words?
RQ2: Which discourse relations have bigger impact on the performance?
RQ3: Which combination of various features gives the best prediction of
thoughtfulness?
For all the experiments below, we use the standard precision, recall and F-score
as our performance measures.
5.6.1 Relevance Model
To answer our RQ1, we first tested the performance on finding relevant comments
on the Singapore dataset for both KL methods discussed in Section 5.3.5. For this
evaluation, we used only the labels z from the human judgment, i.e. the relevance
judgment. We tested both relevance models: KL-divergence using all words and
KL-divergence using only nouns. The results are shown in Table 5.8. We used the
F-measure to evaluate the results. If score is greater than τ > -2.2 (set empirically),
the comment is relevant to the topic. We observe that using nouns to compute the
KL-divergence score works better. So, for the succeeding experiments we use F5
which is the feature based on KL-divergence score between a comment and a target
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speech segment using nouns only.
Feature Model F-1
F5 KL-divergence using nouns only 0.634
F6 KL-divergence using all words 0.611
Table 5.8: Comparison between the two KL-divergence scores on the Singapore
dataset.
5.6.2 Discourse Relations
To answer our RQ2, we studied the influence of various discourse relations on the
F-measure of the comment thoughtfulness using the logistic regression model. For
this evaluation, we used the labels y from the human judgment, i.e. the thoughtful
comment. Table 5.9 shows the comparison of all three classes of discourse relations
(Comparison, Expansion and Contingency) on comment quality. We notice that
for both data sets, when comparison relations are used, the accuracy is the highest
for both data sets. For the subsequent experiments, we use only the comparison
relations to form our discourse feature, i.e. F4 is set to be the number of comparison
relations in a comment.
DR-Level Singapore US
All 0.6186 0.6464
Comparison 0.6313 0.6538
Expansion 0.5824 0.6111
Contingency 0.6213 0.6309
Table 5.9: Comparison of different classes of discourse relations using F-measure.
5.6.3 Thoughtful Comment Study
To answer RQ3, we conducted a detailed analysis on all the feature combinations
we summarized in Table 5.3. We tested the thoughtfulness of the comments for a
given article using the logistic regression model. The results of our experiments
are shown in Table 5.10 for Singapore and in Table 5.11 for US. In both the tables,
the feature combination with the best performance is shown with the bolded scores
on the evaluation measures. For all our experiments we performed 5-fold cross
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validation and with all the combinations of the features. For better analysis, we
show only the most important combinations in the results.
Feature Set Recall Precision F-1
F1+F2+F3 0.7097 0.7586 0.7333
F1+F2+F4 0.8065 0.7143 0.7576
F1+F3+F4 0.8387 0.6667 0.7429
F2+F3+F4 0.8065 0.6944 0.7463
F1+F2+F3+F4 0.7742 0.7273 0.7500
F1+F2+F3+F5 0.7419 0.7667 0.7541
F1+F2+F4+F5 0.8065 0.7813 0.7937
F1+F3+F4+F4 0.7419 0.7931 0.7667
F2+F3+F4+F5 0.7742 0.7500 0.7619
F1+F2+F3+F4+F5 0.7742 0.8000 0.7869
Table 5.10: Prediction results of thoughtful comments for Singapore using various
feature combinations.
For the Singapore data set, using linguistic features alone (F1+F2+F3) leads to a
F-score of 73.33%. Our hypothesis is that discourse relations play important role in
detecting thoughtful comments. (F1+F2+F3+F4) is a standard baseline for predict-
ing quality [102]. The results confirm that using discourse relations together with
linguistic features yields (F1+F2+F3+F4) a 75% F-score. This due to the language
aspects of the comment where the users’ justification is expressed by the phrases
from the Table 5.2. However, the model performs slightly better without syntactic
features (F1+F2+F4)) with 75.76%, which is a 0.76% increase over combined fea-
tures and 2.43% higher than the linguistic features. In our analysis, we observed
that grammatical correctness lacks in the thoughtful comments and this explains
why syntactic features do not play major role in the classification task. Our second
hypothesis is that relevance factors play an important role in detecting thoughtful
comments. The results confirm that using relevance scores together with linguis-
tic features and discourse relations (F1+F2+F3+F4+F5) leads to 78.69% F-score,
which is a 3.69% increase compared to linguistic together with discourse relations.
Here again, we notice that the model has better performance without syntactic fea-
tures (F1+F2+F4+F5) with F-score of 79.37%, which is a 4.37% increase compared
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to linguistic together with discourse relations and 6.04% higher than linguistic fea-
tures alone.
Feature Set Recall Precision F-1
F1+F2+F3 0.6522 0.6818 0.6667
F1+F2+F4 0.7826 0.6429 0.7059
F1+F3+F4 0.7391 0.6296 0.6800
F2+F3+F4 0.7391 0.5862 0.6538
F1+F2+F3+F4 0.7826 0.6207 0.6923
F1+F2+F3+F5 0.7391 0.6296 0.6800
F1+F2+F4+F5 0.7826 0.6923 0.7347
F1+F3+F4+F4 0.7826 0.6429 0.7059
F2+F3+F4+F5 0.7391 0.6538 0.6939
F1+F2+F3+F4+F5 0.7826 0.6667 0.7200
Table 5.11: Prediction results of thoughtful comments for US using various feature
combinations.
For experiments on US data set, using linguistic features (F1+F2+F3) alone
leads to the F-measure of 66.67%. Discourse relations together with linguistic fea-
tures (F1+F2+F3+F4) yields 69.23% F-measure which is a 2.56% increase over
features without discourse relations. Here, we also notice that the model performs
slightly better without syntactic features (F1+F2+F4) with F-score of 70.59% which
is 1.36% increase over combined features. Using relevance scores together with lin-
guistic features and discourse relations (F1+F2+F3+F4+F5) leads to 72% F-measure
which is 2.77% increase compared to linguistic together with discourse relations.
We also notice that the model has better performance with out syntactic features
(F1+F2+F4+F5) with F-score of 73.47, which is 4.24% increase compared to lin-
guistic together with discourse relations - answers our RQ3.
During our analysis, we observed that the US data is less verbose compare to
Singapore data. Another thing we also noticed is that the US data users focus more
on the speech delivery rather than the actual speech issues. At the same time, they
tend to discuss mostly one issue in each comment where as, Singapore users tend
to combine many issues in their comments. So, even if one issue is justified in
the comment, the comment is treated as thoughtful comment. This explains the
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performance differences in the two data sets. It will be interesting to study more
fine grained opinion analysis at the comment level and we leave it for future work.
5.6.4 Cross Collection Experiments
We further perform cross data collection experiments to test the performance of
our model. We tested Singapore using USs’ 5-feature model and vice versa. To
compare the cross data collection results with original results, we depict Table 5.12
which shows the F-measure prediction on thoughtful comments. Singapore per-
formed with a quality prediction F-measure lowered by 4.49%, whereas the US
performance decreased by 5.11% compared to actual model.
train
Singapore US
test Singapore 0.7937 0.7488US 0.6836 0.7347
Table 5.12: Cross data collection comparison. F-Measure for thoughtful com-
ments.
5.6.5 Parameter Sensitivity
The regularization parameter λ in Equation (5.5) is set empirically. We study the
optimal value and tuned it by regular cross validation. Figure 5.1 shows our ex-
periments for both Singapore and US datasets. We get optimum results when we
set λ to 0.1 or 1. We choose 0.1 for both datasets as it generates higher prediction
performance in general.
5.7 Discussion
Features used in our study are very fundamental and the results can be improved
with better feature engineering. In particular the syntactic (verbs) and discourse
(explicit) features used in our evaluation can be further studied to improve the re-
sults. In case of syntactic features, though our preliminary results show low corre-
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Figure 5.1: Regularization parameter sensitivity study
lations for other POS features, studying them in detail with various combinations
is an interesting complimentary study to our problem. Similarly, implicit discourse
features also play an important role in discovering the thoughtful comments. Such
extensive feature engineering aids in improving the results and we leave it to the fu-
ture studies. In this chapter, we focus on motivating a new problem in sociopolitical
domain and solve it with a principled approach.
Results from our cross collection experiments are not surprising as it is normal
for the model to perform with a lower accuracy when trained on different dataset
and tested on the other dataset. We believe that the accuracy can be improved by
considering a tweak in lexical features. Currently, we use only specific reference
corpus for Singapore and US respectively. Combining the reference corpus may aid
in improving the cross collection experiments. Currently, we use KL divergence to
compute the similarity but users tend to use abbreviations for some words and this
impacts the performance of KL-divergence scores. It is interesting to implement
other similarity techniques based on topic modeling and enhance the relevance per-
formance. Extending the problem to identify the sentiment orientation is another
useful subtask of opinion mining which is another future direction. In the future,
we would like to extend our work to application base, and investigate the usage of
thoughtful opinions in opinion summarization.
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5.8 Related Work
Our work is related to a large body of literature on measuring text quality in NLP,
but our problem has some essential differences. The main difference is that in tra-
ditional sense, high-quality text should be grammatical, coherent and readable. For
online comments, we focus more on the insightfulness or thoughtfulness of com-
ments.
Opinion Mining: Our work is also related to opinion retrieval [140, 63, 86],
which aims at automatically finding attitudes or opinions about specific targets,
such as named entities, consumer products or public events. In most existing work
on opinion retrieval, only relevance and subjectivity are considered, whereas we
propose that quality in terms of thoughtfulness is also an important factor.
Product Reviews: Many recent studies examined the challenges on the quality
of comments. [71] studied how to predict the helpfulness of product reviews. They
found that a helpful review should describe the features of the products and the
pros/cons of the features. A more elaborative review that provides the complete
details of the product is more likely to be considered high quality. Our problem
is more general and the comments are not necessarily about products. Moreover,
comments on sociopolitical articles need not elaborate on all the issues in the article.
Therefore products and their features are not relevant to our problem. Another study
by [47] on review helpfulness looked into factors related to the reviewer, such as
reviewer characteristics and reviewer history. In our work, we focus on features
observed from the text only. Other social factors such as a commenter’s profile or
past behavior are complementary to our method.
High quality content study is also important for question answering services.
[4] proposed a classification framework of estimating answer quality. They studied
content-based features and usage-based features derived from question answering
communities.
Social Context: Work on measuring quality of social media content considers
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not only the quality of the content itself but also its authority in the social network
through the author’s authority, its popularity, etc. [59]. Several researchers explored
the social network together with the content of the reviews to predict the review
quality. [17] proposed a mutual reinforcement learning framework to simultane-
ously predict content quality and user reputation, whereas [83] proposed a linear
regression model with various social contexts for review quality prediction. They
combined textual and social context information to evaluate the quality of individual
reviewers and to assess the quality of the reviews. We do not consider these factors
as we want to focus on textual cues first. These additional features can be factored
in as an independent step. Similar line of work can be seen by [27, 81, 17].
Our work is similar to [8] where they introduced argument analysis together with
opinion. In their task, properties of a person or product (honesty, rigor, friendliness,
etc.) are treated as arguments. The task is oriented towards aggregating features
related to the product and supporting arguments to detect polarity. The task we ad-
dress in this paper is quite different from their work in two main aspects. Firstly, for
sociopolitical issues, the policy makers look for insightful reasoning text to under-
stand the public sentiment in which case, properties are insufficient. Secondly, we
study the attentiveness of the comments but not the polarity. Polarity orientation is
a separate task which can be studied individually.
5.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we studied the problem of extracting attentive comments that pro-
vide some reasoning which is highly valuable in understanding the user’s opinion in
sociopolitical opinion mining. We perform an empirical study using syntactic, vo-
cabulary, discourse and relevance features for prediction and combination of all is
substantially better than the baseline surface features. Moreover, through our cross
data collection experiments, we show that prediction using our approach achieves
competitive performance.
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Chapter 6
Ideological Positions and Expressions
Extraction
In the previous three chapters we studied two major tasks of opinion mining in
sociopolitical domain; Extraction and Quality. In this chapter, we study the problem
of controversy (contrastive opinions) in social comments, a complimentary task of
opinion mining. Debates on controversial sociopolitical issues provide room for the
netizens to take positions and post opinions towards those issues. In this chapter,
we study a problem of extracting the stances and ideological expressions of users
from their comments on ideological debates related to sociopolitical domain. We
propose an unsupervised approach based on latent variable methods for identifying
and extracting the positional words and entities associated with the issues. For this
study, we model issues, positional words/ideological expressions, entities and the
stances of the users in a principled way using topic models. For our evaluation, we
use arguments in debates from Debatepedia1 as they provide a platform for users to
express their positional opinions on the issues debated.
1http://dbp.idebate.org
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6.1 Introduction
Debatepedia is an online, community-authored encyclopedia of debates. Many of
these debates are centered around contemporary political and social issues, and they
link together various arguments expressed by different people in a structured and
organized manner. Users take positions on these debates with an underlying ideo-
logical beliefs. Mining stances and the ideological expressions is an interesting task
that can be useful for political domain experts in campaigning, advertising and rec-
ommending systems. To achieve this goal, we seek to discover a low-dimensional,
human-interpretable representation of the space of sociopolitical debates. To this
end, we conduct a model-driven exploration of Debatepedia, an online, community-
authored encyclopedia of debates. Debatepedia’s debates focus on sociopolitical
issues, and they link together various arguments expressed by different people in
a structured and organized manner. In the domain of political discourse, one fre-
quently finds opinionated texts such as editorials and blog posts, the interpretation
of which may be best carried out in the context of major debates of the day. Debate-
pedia gives structure to the debate space, organizing 1,300 debates with questions
and more than 33,000 arguments into sides (“yes” or “no”). These arguments link
externally to opinionated texts.
We draw inspiration from Lin et al [77] and Ahmed et al [6], who used gener-
ative models to infer topics—distributions over words—and other word-associated
variables representing perspectives or ideologies. We view topics as lexicons, and
propose that grounding a topic model with evidence beyond bags of words can
lead to more lexicon-like representations. Specifically, our generative topic model
grounds topics using the hierarchical organization of arguments within Debatepe-
dia. Further, we use named entity recognition as a preprocessing step, an existing
sentiment lexicon to construct an informed prior, and we incorporate a latent, dis-
crete position variable that cuts across debates.2 There are no existing solutions that
2This variable might serve to cluster debate sides according to “abstract beliefs commonly shared
by a group of people,” sometimes called ideologies [127].
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model issues, positional words/ideological expressions, entities and the stances of
the users. The resultant model can be used for various tasks such as stance detec-
tion, article-argument attachment. In our solution we modeled all the components
of a debate in a principled way using topic models.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we describe
the dataset, its structure and the properties of the debates. We present our solution
model in Section 6.3. Finally, we present our experiments and results in Section 6.4.
We present our discussions in Section 6.5 and finally we conclude with some related
work analysis in Section 6.6.
6.2 Data
Debatepedia, like Wikipedia, is constructed by volunteer contributors and has a sys-
tem of community moderation. Many of the debate issues covered are controversial
and salient in current public discourse. Because it is primarily expressed as text, it
is a corpus of debate topics, but it is organized hierarchically, with multiple issues
in each debate topic, questions within each issue, and arguments on two sides of
each question. An important element of the corpus is the widespread quotation and
linking to external articles on the Web, including news stories, blog postings, wiki
pages, and social media forums; here we use these external articles in evaluation.
Table 6.1 shows excerpts from a debate page3 from Debatepedia. Each debate
contains “questions,” which reflect the different aspects of a debate. In this par-
ticular debate, there are 13 questions (2 shown), ranging from economic benefits to
enforceability to social impacts. For each question, there are two distinct sides, each
with its own set of supporting arguments. Many of these arguments also contains
links to online articles where the quotes are extracted from (articles are not shown
in Table 6.1). For example, in the second argument on the “No” side, there is an
3http://dbp.idebate.org/en/index.php/Debate:_Gun_control
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Debate: Gun control; should laws be passed to limit gun ownership further?
Question: Self-defense – Is self-defense a good reason for gun ownership?
Side: Yes Side: No
Argument: A citizen has a “right” to
guns as a means to self-defense: Many
groups argue that a citizen should have
the “right” to defend themselves, and
that a gun is frequently the . . .
Argument: The protection of property
is not a good justification for yielding
a lethal weapon. While people have a
right to their property, this should not
justify wielding a lethal . . .
Argument: Gun restrictions and bans
disadvantage citizens against armed
criminals. Citizens that are not allowed
to carry guns are disadvantaged against
lawless criminals that . . .
Argument: Robert F. Drinan, Former
Democratic US Congressman, “Gun
Control: The Good Outweighs the
Evil”, 1976 – “These graphic examples
of individual instances of . . .
Question: Economic benefits – Is gun control economically beneficial?
Side: Yes Side: No
Argument: Lax gun control laws are
economically costly. The Coalition for
Gun Control claims that, “in Canada,
the costs of firearms death and injury
alone have been estimated at . . .
Argument: Gun sports have economic
benefits. Field sports bring money into
poor rural economies and provide a
motivation for landowners to value en-
vironmental protection.
Table 6.1: An example of a Debatepedia debate on the topic “Gun control.”
inline link to the article written by Congressman Drinan.4
Within a debate topic, the sides cut across different questions, aligning argu-
ments together. In general, the questions are phrased so that a consistent “pro” and
“con” structure is apparent throughout each debate, aligned to a high-level ques-
tion (i.e., the “Yes” sides of all the questions are consistent with the same side of
the larger debate). The example of Table 6.1 deviates from this pattern, with the
self-defense “Yes” arguing “no” to the high-level debate question—Should laws be
passed to limit gun ownership further?—and the economic “Yes” arguing “yes” to
the high-level question. Table 6.2 presents statistics of our corpus.
Debates 1,303
Arguments 33,556
Articles linked by exactly one argument 3,352
Tokens 1,710,814
Types (excluding NE mentions) 59,601
Person named entity mentions 9,496
Table 6.2: Debatepedia corpus statistics. Types and tokens include unigrams, bi-
grams and person named entities.
4http://www.saf.org/LawReviews/Drinan1.html
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6.2.1 Preprocessing
We scraped the Debatepedia website and extracted the debate, question, argument
and side structure of the debate topics. We crawled the external Web articles that
were linked from the Debatepedia arguments. For the Web articles, we extracted
the main text content (ignoring boilerplate elements such as navigation and adver-
tisments) using Boilerpipe [72].5 We tokenized the text and filtered stopwords.6 We
considered both unigrams and bigrams in our model, keeping all unigrams and re-
moving bigram types that appeared less than 5 times in the corpus. Although our
modeling approach ultimately treats texts as bags of terms (unigrams and bigrams),
one important preprocessing step was taken to further improve the interpretability
of the inferred representation: recognizing named entity mentions of persons. We
identified these mentions of persons using Stanford NER [42] and treated each per-
son mention as a single token.
6.3 Model
Our model defines a probability distribution over terms7 that are observed in the
corpus. Each term occurs in a context defined by the tuple 〈d, q, s, a〉 (respectively,
a debate, a question within the debate, a side within the debate, and an argument).
At each level of the hierarchy is a different latent variable:
• Each question q within debate d is associated with a distribution over topics,
denoted θd,q.
• Each side s of the debate d is associated with a position, denoted id,s and we
posit a global distribution ι that cuts across different questions and arguments.
In our experiments, there are two positions, and the two sides of a debate are
constrained to associate with opposing positions. As illustrated by Table 6.1,
5http://code.google.com/p/boilerpipe
6www.ranks.nl/resources/stopwords.html
7Recall that our model includes bigrams. We treat each unigram and bigram token (after filtering
discussed in Section 6.2.1) as a separate term.
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Figure 6.1: Plate diagram. K is the number of positions, and T is number of topics.
The shaded variables are observed and dashed variables are marginalized. α,β,γ
and all η are fixed hyperparameters (§6.3.1).
this assumption is not always correct, though it tends to hold most of the time.
• Each term wd,q,s,a,n (n is the position index of the term within an argument)
is associated with one of five functional term types, denoted yd,q,s,a,n. This
variable is latent, except when it takes the value “entity” (e) for terms marked
as named entity mentions. When it is not an entity, it takes one of the other
four values: “general position” (i), “topic-specific position” (o), “topic” (t),
or “background” (b). Thus, every term w is drawn from one of these 5 types
of bags, and y acts as a switching variable to select the type of bag.
• For some term types (the ones where y ∈ {o, t}), each term wd,q,s,a,n is asso-
ciated with one of T discrete topics, as indexed by zd,q,s,a,n.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the plate diagram for the graphical model underlying our
approach. The generative story is given in Figure 6.2.
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1. ∀ topics t, draw topic-term distribution φtt ∼ Dirichlet(ηt) and topic-entity distribution
φet ∼ Dirichlet(ηe).
2. ∀ positions i, draw position-term distribution φii ∼ Dirichlet(ηi).
3. ∀ topics t, ∀ positions i, draw topic-position term distribution φoi,t ∼ Dirichlet(ηo).
4. Draw background term distribution φb ∼ Dirichlet(ηb).
5. Draw functional term type distribution µ ∼ Dirichlet(γ).
6. Draw position distribution ι ∼ Dirichlet(β).
7. ∀ debates d:
a. Draw id,1, id,2 ∼ Multinomial(ι), assigning each of the two sides to a position.
b. ∀ questions q in d:
i. Draw topic mixture proportions θd,q ∼ Dirichlet(α).
ii. ∀ arguments a under question q and term positions n in a:
A. Draw topic label zd,q,s,a ∼ Multinomial(θd,q).
B. Draw functional term type yd,q,s,a ∼ Multinomial(µ).
C. Draw term wd,q,s,a ∼ Multinomial (φyd,q,s,a | id,1, id,2, zd,q,s,a).
Figure 6.2: Generative story for our model of Debatepedia.
6.3.1 Priors
Typical probabilistic topic models assume a symmetric Dirichlet prior over its term
distributions or apply empirical Bayesian techniques to estimate the hyperparam-
eters. Motivated by past efforts to exploit prior knowledge [141, 76], we use the
OpinionFinder sentiment lexicon [134]8 to construct ηi and ηo. Specifically, terms
w in the lexicon were given parameters ηiw = η
o
w = 0.01, and other terms were given
ηiw = η
o
w = 0.001, capturing our prior belief that opinion-expressing terms are likely
to be used in expressing positions. 5,451 types were given a “boost” through this
prior.
Information retrieval has long exploited the observation that a term’s document
frequency (i.e., the number of documents a term occurs in) is inversely related its
usefulness in retrieval [67]. We encode this in ηb, the prior over the background
term distribution, by setting each value to the logarithm of the term’s argument
frequency. The other priors were set to be symmetric: ηe = 0.01 (entity topics),
ηt = 0.001 (topics), α = 50/T = 1.25 (topic mixture coefficients), β = 0.01
(positions), and γ = 0.01 (functional term types). Preliminary tests showed that
final topics are relatively insensitive to the values of the hyperparameters.
8http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/subj_lexicon/
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6.3.2 Inference and Parameter Estimation
Exact inference of the posterior distribution of the model is intractable. Instead,
we approximate it using a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method known as Gibbs
sampling. As we used conjugate priors for our distributions, we can easily integrate
out the dotted variables in Figure 6.1. To sample id,s for each debate d, side s,
we need to consider those position words and general position words inside. The
notable deviations from typical uses of collapsed Gibbs sampling are: (i) we jointly
sample id,1 and id,2 to respect the constraint that they differ; and (ii) we fix the priors,
in some cases to be asymmetric, as discussed in Section 6.3.1. We perform Gibbs
sampling for 2,000 iterations over the dataset, discarding the first 500 iterations for
burn-in, and averaging over every 10th iteration thereafter to get the MAP estimates
for our term distributions. Kindly refer to Appendix B for the details of Gibbs
sampling.
6.4 Experiments
We estimated our model on the Debatepedia debates (not including hyperlinked ar-
ticles). We used T = 40 topics and K = 2 positions. Recall that the aim of this work
is to infer a low-dimensional representation of debate text. We estimated our model
on the Debatepedia debates (not including hyperlinked articles), and conducted sev-
eral evaluations of the model, each considering a different aspect of the goal. We
exploit external articles hyperlinked from Debatepedia described in Section 6.2 as
supporting texts for arguments, treating each one’s association to an argument as
variable to be predicted. Firstly, we evaluate our model on the article associating
task. Secondly, we evaluate our model on the position prediction task. The average
length of all arguments is around 109 words and the external articles is around 1617
words. More specifically, the average number of words in arguments are 108 and
110 for positions, one and two respectively. Then, we compare our model’s posi-
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tional assignment of arguments to human annotated clusterings. Finally, we present
qualitative discussion. As such, to encourage comparative work, we have made the
resulting corpus and judgments available for download9.
We reiterate that our aim is to use Debatepedia to infer a low-dimensional, in-
terpretable representation of the domain, not to match an existing golds tandard
annotation for a particular task. We therefore consider a suite of evaluations of
different facets of the representation inferred by our method.
6.4.1 Quantitative Evaluation
Topics
As described in Section 6.2, our corpus includes 3,352 articles hyperlinked by De-
batepedia arguments.10 Our model can be used to infer the posterior over topics
associated with such an article, and we compare that distribution to that of the De-
batepedia article that links to it. Calculating the similarity of these distributions, we
get an estimate of how closely our model can associate text related to a debate with
the specific argument that linked to it. We compare with LDA [20], which ignores
sentiment, and the joint sentiment topic (JST) model [76], an unsupervised model
that jointly captures sentiment and topic.11 KL-Divergence is one directional and
hence in this study, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence to measure the similarity
between two distributions. Using Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS), we find that our
approach embeds these pairs significantly closer than LDA and JST (also trained
with 40 topics), under a Wilcoxon signed rank test (p < 0.001). Figure 6.3 shows
the histogram of divergences between our model, JST, and LDA.
Associating external articles. More challenging, of course, is selecting the argu-
ment to which an external article should be associated. We used the Jensen-Shannon
9https://sites.google.com/site/swapnagotipati/datasets
10We consider only those articles linked by a single Debatepedia argument.
11JST multiplies topics out by the set of sentiment labels, assigning each token to both a topic and
a sentment. We use the OpinionFinder lexicon in JST’s prior in the same way it is used in our model.
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Figure 6.3: The distribution over Jensen-Shannon divergences between a hyper-
linked article and the corresponding Debatepedia argument, n = 3, 352.
divergence between topic distributions of articles and arguments to rank the latter,
for each article. The mean reciprocal rank scores [128] for LDA, JST, and our
model were 0.1272, 0.1421, and 0.1507, respectively; the difference is significant
(Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.001). We found the same pattern for MRR@k,
k ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25,∞}, as shown in Figure 6.4.
It is likely possible to engineer more accurate models for attaching articles to
arguments, but the attachment task is our aim only insofar as it contributes to an
overall assessment of an inferred representation’s quality.
Positions
Positional distance by topic. We next consider the JS divergences of position
term distributions by topic; for each topic t, we consider the divergence between
inferred values for φo1,t and φ
o
2,t. Figure 6.5 shows these measurements sorted from
most to least different; these might be taken as evidence for which issue areas’ ar-
guments are more lexically distinguishable by side, perhaps indicating less common
ground in discourse or (more speculatively) greater controversy. For example, our
model suggests that debates relating to topics like presidential politics, foreign pol-
icy, teachers, abortion, religion, and Israel/Palestine are more heated (within the
Debatepedia community at the time the debates took place) than those about the
minimum wage, Iran as a nuclear threat, or immigration.
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Figure 6.4: Mean reciprocal ranks for the association task.
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comment, minimum, wage, poverty, capitalism
nuclear, weapons, iran, states, threat
party, vote, republican, political, voters
energy, gas, power, fuel, wind
tax, economic, trade, cost, percent
immigration, cameras, police, immigrants, crime
people, dont, time, lot, make
food, consumers, products, calorie, information
death, crime, punishment, penalty, justice
marijuana, drug, drugs, alcohol, age
marriage, gay, mars, space, moon
rights, law, people, individual, amendment
south, kosovo, independence, state, republic
human, rights, animals, life, animal
children, child, sex, parents, sexual
school, schools, students, education, public
china, tibet, chinese, people, tibetan
global, emissions, climate, carbon, warming
international, court, war, crimes, icc
english, language, violence, people, video
orleans, euthanasia, city, suicide, priests
speech, corporations, corporate, public, money
health, care, insurance, public, private
circumcision, men, sexual, circumcised, foreskin
information, torture, science, evidence, wikipedia
companies, market, industry, business, bailout
law, workers, union, rights, legal
college, cloning, game, football, incest
times, york, ban, june, january
countries, eu, european, international, states
oil, water, production, ethanol, environmental
military, war, iraq, forces, march
economy, financial, spending, economic, government
government, social, governments, state, programs
israel, gaza, hamas, israeli, palestinian
women, religious, abortion, god, life
teachers, pay, test, left, merit
peace, state, west, united, action
united, states, president, administration, foreign
president, washington, obama, american, america
Figure 6.5: Jensen-Shannon divergences between topic-specific positional term dis-
tributions, for each topic. Topics are labeled by their most frequent terms from φt.
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Predicting positions for arguments. We tested our model’s ability to infer the
positions of arguments. In this experiment (only), we held out 3,000 arguments
during parameter estimation. The held-out arguments were selected so that every
debate side maintained at least one argument whose inferred side could serve as
the correct answer for the held-out argument. We then inferred i for each held-out
argument from debate d and side s, given the parameters, and compared it with
the value of id,s inferred during parameter estimation. The model achieved 86%
accuracy (Table 6.3 shows the confusion matrix). Note that JST does not provide a
baseline for comparison, since it does not capture debate sides.
i = 1 i = 2
i∗ = 1 1,272 216
i∗ = 2 199 1,313
Table 6.3: Confusion matrix for position prediction on held-out arguments.
Predicting positions for external articles. We can also use the model to predict
the position adopted in an external text. For articles linked from within Debatepedia,
we have a gold standard: from which side of a debate was it linked? After using the
model to infer a position variable for such a text, we can check whether the inferred
position variable matches that of the argument that links to it. Table 6.4 shows that
our model does not successfully complete this task, assigning about 60% of both
kinds of articles i = 1.
i = 1 i = 2
i∗ = 1 1,042 623
i∗ = 2 1,043 644
Table 6.4: Confusion matrix for position prediction on hyperlinked articles.
Genre. We manually labeled 500 of these articles into six genre categories. We
had two annotators for this task (Cohen’s κ = 0.856). These categories, in in-
creasing order of average Jensen-Shannon divergence, are: blogs, editorials, wiki
pages, news, other, and government. Figure 6.6 shows the results. While the only
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A1 (11) A2 (5) A3 (16)
Model (2) 3.21 2.58 3.45
A1 (11) 2.15 2.15
A2 (5) 2.63
Table 6.5: Variation of information scores for each pairing of annotators and model.
difference between the first and last groups are surprising by chance, we are encour-
aged by our model’s suggestion that blogs and editorials may be more “Debatepedia
argument-like” than news and government articles.
Note that our model is learned only from text within Debatepedia; it does not
observe the text of external linked articles. Future work might incorporate this text
as additional evidence in order to capture effects on language stemming from the
interaction of position and genre.
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Figure 6.6: Position prediction on 500 hyperlinked articles by genre.
Comparison to Human Judgments of Positions
We compared our model’s inferred positions to human judgments. For each of the
11 topics in Table 6.8, we selected two associated debates with more arguments than
average (24.99). The debates were provided to each of three human annotators,12
who were instructed to group the 44 sides of the debates. The instructions stated:
Our goal is to see what you think about how the different sides of different
debates can be lined up. You might find it convenient to think of these in terms
of political philosophies, contemporary political party platforms, or something
12All were native English-speaking American graduate students not otherwise involved in this
research. Each is known by the authors to have basic literacy with issues and debates in American
politics.
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“Israel-
Palestine”
“Same-sex
marriage”
“Drugs” “Healthcare” “Death
penalty”
“Abortion”
i1
pre emptive same sex hands free single payer anti death pro choice
israeli pales-
tinian
long term performance
enhancing
so called non violent pro life
open and
shut
second class in depth self sustain-
ing
african
american
non muslim
i2
two state opposite sex long term government
run
semi auto-
matic
would be
long term well inten-
tioned
high speed government
approved
high profile full time
self destruc-
tive
day time short term high risk hate crime late term
a. Our model: topic-specific position bigrams associated with six selected topics.
–
war large illegal support death power
assault possibility abuse force penalty limit
disproportionateproblems high threat murder civil
+
peace civil disease care power care
independence rights nature universal clean suicide
self-
determination
affirmative potential uninsured waste death
b. JST: sentiments associated with six selected topics manually aligned to our model’s topics.
Table 6.6: Terms associated with selected topics. The labels and alignments be-
tween the two models’ topics were assigned manually. (a.) Our model: topic-
specific position bigrams which are ranked by comparing the log odds conditioned
on the position and topic: log φoi1,t,w − log φoi2,t,w. We show the top three terms for
each position (b.) JST: we show the top three terms for each sentiment (negative
and positive).
else. Any of these is fine; we want you to tell us the grouping you find most
reasonable.
Kindly refer to Appendix A for more details on the annotation of debates and
some examples. All three annotators (hereafter denoted A1, A2, and A3) used fairly
involved labeling schemes; the annotators used 37, 30, and 16 unique labels, respec-
tively.13 A1 used keyword lists to label items; we coarsened his labels manually by
removing or merging less common keywords (resulting in: Republican, Democrat,
science/environment, nanny, political reform, fiscal liberal, fiscal conservative, lib-
ertarian, Israel, Palestine, and one unlabeled side). A2 provided a coarse annotation
along with each fine-grained one (liberal, conservative, ?, and two unlabeled sides).
We used 100 samples from our Gibbs sampler to estimate posteriors for each id,s;
13In a small number of cases, an annotator declined to label a side. Each unlabeled item received
its own cluster.
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Topic i = 1 i = 2
None (φi) vice president, c sections, twenty four,
cross pressures, pre dates, anti ballistic,
cost effectiveness, anti landmine, court
appointed, child poverty
cross examination, under runs, hand
outs, half million, non christians, break
down, counter argument, seventy five,
co workers, run up
“Israel-
Palestine”
pre emptive, israeli palestinian, open
and shut, first time, hamas controlled,
democratically elected
two state, long term, self destructive,
secretary general, right wing, all out,
near daily, short term
“Same-sex
marriage”
same sex, long term, second class,
blankenhorn rauch, wrong headed, self
denial, left handed
opposite sex, well intentioned, day time,
planet wide, day night, child rearing,
low earth, one way, one third
“Drugs” hands free, performance enhancing, in
depth, hand held, best kept, non phar-
maceutical, anti marijuana
long term, high speed, short term, peer
reviewed, alcohol related, mind alter-
ing, inner city, long lasting
“Healthcare” single payer, so called, self sustaining,
public private, for profit, long run, high
cost, multi payer
government run, government approved,
high risk, two tier, government ap-
pointed, low cost, set up
“Death
penalty”
anti death, non violent, african amer-
ican, self help, cut and cover, heavy
handed, dp equivalent
semi automatic, high profile, hate crime,
assault weapons, military style, high
dollar, self protective
“Abortion” pro choice, pro life, non muslim, well
educated, anti abortion, much needed,
church state, birth control
would be, full time, late term, judeo
christian, life style, day to day, non
christian, child bearing
Table 6.7: General position (first row) and topic-specific position bigrams associ-
ated with six selected topics. Kindly refer to Appendix B for more results.
these were always 99% or more in agreement, so we mapped each debate side into
its single most probable cluster. Recall that the two sides of each debate must be in
different clusters.
Table 6.5 shows the variation of information measure [89] for each pairing
among the three annotators and our model. The model agrees with A2’s coarse
clustering most closely, and in fact is closer to A2’s clustering than A2 is to A3’s; it
also agrees with A2’s coarse clustering better than A2’s coarse and fine clusterings
agree (3.36, not shown in the table). This is promising, but we do not have confi-
dence that the positional dimension is being captured especially well in this model;
for those debate-sides labeled liberal or conservative by A2, the best match of our
two positions was still only in agreement only about 60% of the time, and agree-
ment with each human annotator is within the interval of what would be expected if
each debate’s sides were assigned uniformly at random to positions.14
14This was determined using a Monte Carlo simulation with 1,000 samples.
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Topic Terms Person entity mentions
“Israel-
Palestine”
israel, gaza, hamas, israeli,
palestinian
Benjamin Netanyahu, Al Jazeera, Mavi Marmara,
Nicholas Kristoff, Steven R. David
“Same-sex
marriage”
marriage, gay, mars, space,
moon
Buzz Aldrin, Andrew Sullivan, Moon Base, Scott
Bidstrup, Ted Olson
“Drugs” marijuana, drug, drugs, alco-
hol, age
Four Loko, Evo Morales, Toni Meyer, Sean Flynn,
Robert Hahn
“Healthcare” health, care, insurance, pub-
lic, private
Kent Conrad, Paul Hsieh, Paul Krugman, Ezra
Klein, Jacob Hacker
“Death
penalty”
death, crime, punishment,
penalty, justice
Adam Bedau, Thomas R. Eddlem, Jeff Jacoby,
John Baer, Peter Bronson
“Abortion” women, religious, abortion,
god, life
Ronald Reagan, John Paul II, Sara Malkani,
Mother Teresa, Marcella Alsan
Table 6.8: For 6 selected topics (labels assigned manually), top terms (φt) and
person entities (φe). Bigrams were included but did not rank in the top five for
these topics. The model has conflated debates relating to same-sex marriage with
the space program. Kindly refer to Appendix B for more results.
6.4.2 Qualitative Analysis
Of the T = 40 topics our model inferred, we subjectively judged 37 to be coherent;
a glimpse of each is given in Figure 6.5. We review some of the key results here
and refer the interested reader to Appendix B for additional results and analysis. We
manually selected six of the most interpretable topics for further evaluation in this
section.
As a generative modeling approach, our model was designed for the purpose
of reducing the dimensionality of the sociopolitical debate space, as evidenced by
Debatepedia. It is like other topic models in this regard, but we believe that some
effects of our design choices are noteworthy. Table 6.6 compares the positional
bigrams of our model to the sentiments inferred by JST. We observe the benefit of
our model in identifying terms associated with positions on social issues, while JST
selects more general sentiment terms.
Table 6.7 shows bigrams most strongly associated with general position distribu-
tions φi and selected topic-position distributions φo.15 We see the potential benefit
of multiword expressions. Although we have used frequent bigrams as a poor man’s
approximation to multiword expression analysis, we find the topic-specific positions
15For more topics, please refer to the supplementary notes in Appendix B.
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terms to be subjectively evocative. While somewhat internally coherent, we do not
observe consistent alignment across topics, and the general distributions φi are not
suggestive.
The separation of personal name mentions into their own distributions, shown
for some topics in Table 6.8, gives a distinctive characterization of topics based on
relevant personalities. Subjectively, the top individuals are relevant to the subject
matter associated with each topic (though the topics are not always pure; same-sex
marriage and the space program are merged, for example).
6.5 Discussion
Within debates and within topics, the model uses the position variable to distin-
guish sides well. For external text, the model performs well on articles such as
blogs and editorials but on others the positional categories do not seem meaningful,
perhaps due to the less argumentative nature of other kinds of articles. Noting the
vast literature focusing on ideological positions expressed in text, we believe this
failure suggests (i) that broad-based positions that hold across many topics may re-
quire richer textual representations (see, e.g., the “syntactic priming” of Greene and
Resnik ), [54] or (ii) that an alternative representation of positions, such as the spa-
tial models favored by political scientists [104], may be more discoverable. Aside
from those issues, a stronger theory of positions may be required. Such a theory
could be encoded in a more informative prior or weaker independence assumptions
across debates. Finally, exploiting explicitly ideological texts alongside the moder-
ated arguments of Debatepedia might also help to identify textual associations with
general positions [115]. We leave these directions to future work.
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6.6 Related Work
Insofar as debates are subjective, our study is related to opinion mining. Subjective
text classification [133] leads to opinion mining tasks such as opinion extraction
[33], positive and negative polarity classification [100], sentiment target detection
[61, 45], and feature-opinion extraction [136]. The above studies are conducted
mostly on product reviews, a domain with a simpler opinion landscape and more
concrete rationales for those opinions, compared to sociopolitical debates.
Generative topic models have been successfully implemented in opinion min-
ing tasks such as feature identification [123], entity-topic extraction [95], mining
contentious expressions and interactions [92] and specific aspect-opinion word ex-
traction from labeled data [141]. Most relevant to this research is work on feature-
sentiment extraction [76, 88]. [88] built on PLSI, which is problematic for gener-
alizing beyond the training sample. The JST model of [76] is an LDA-based topic
model in which each word token is assigned both a sentiment and a topic; they ex-
ploited a sentiment lexicon in the prior distribution. Our model is closely related,
but introduces a switching variable that assigns some tokens to positions, some to
topics, and some to both. Unlike Lin and He’s sentiments, our model’s positions are
associated with the two sides of a debate, and we incorporate topics at the level of
questions within debates.
Some studies have specifically analyzed contrastive viewpoints or stances in
general discussion text. [5] used graph mining based method to classify authors in
to opposite camps for a given topic. [101] developed an unsupervised method for
summarizing contrastive opinions from customer reviews. [2] and [32] developed
techniques to address the problem of automatically detecting subgroups of people
holding similar stances in a discussion thread.
Several prior studies have considered debates. [24] developed a system based
on argumentation theory which recognizes the entailment and contradiction rela-
tionships between two texts. [12] used a debate corpus, Debatepedia as a seed for
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extracting person-opinion-topic tuples from news and other web documents and in
later work classified the quotations to specific topics and polarity using language
models [13]. [117] and [10] were interested in ideological content in debates, rely-
ing on discourse structure and leveraging sentiment lexicons to recognize stances.
[117] used Debatepeida corpus for evaluating their approach for stance detection.
Closer to the methodology we describe, [77] presented a statistical model for
political discourse that incorporates both topics and ideologies; they used debates on
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. [43] showed that it is possible to isolate a subset of
terms from media content that are informative of a news organization’s bias towards
a particular issue. [6] introduced multi-level latent Dirichlet allocation, and [40]
introduced sparse additive generative models, both conceived as extensions to well-
established probabilistic modeling techniques [20]; these were applied to debates
and political blog datasets. Our approach builds on these models (especially the
switching variables of Ahmed and Xing). We go farther in jointly modeling text
across many debates evidenced by the structure of Debatepedia, thus grounding our
models more solidly in familiar sociopolitical issues, and in making extensive use
of existing NLP resources.
6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we studied the problem of extracting the stances and ideological ex-
pressions of users from their comments on ideological debates related to sociopo-
litical domain. We proposed an unsupervised approach based on latent variable
methods for identifying and extracting the ideological expressions/positional words
and entities associated with the issues. Using Debatepedia, we inferred topics and
position term lexicons in the domain of sociopolitical debates. Our approach brings
together tools from information extraction and sentiment analysis into a latent-
variable topic model and exploits the hierarchical structure of the dataset. Our qual-
itative and quantitative evaluations show the model’s strengths and weaknesses.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this chapter, we summarize the findings of this thesis, present an integrated frame-
work for sociopolitical opinion mining applications, and point out some future re-
search directions.
7.1 Summary
Online social networks and forums are now getting increasingly popular and have
attracted a large number of users, with many of them expressing and discussing their
opinions on sociopolitical topics through these websites. Mining social comments
is critically important to build applications which aid policy makers, social organi-
zations or government sectors in their decision making process. Social and political
data are much harder to analyse due to complex topics and sentiment expressions. A
comment in the sociopolitical domain is usually a collection of issues, entities and
opinions associated with the entities. Therefore, there is great need in techniques
that can mine the comments for discovering low-dimensional, human-interpretable
representation of the space of sociopolitical comments.
In this thesis, we studied the tasks of mining issues, extracting entities and sug-
gestive opinions towards the entities, detecting thoughtful comments and extracting
ideological stances and expressions in the sociopolitical domain. We first stud-
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ied the problem of issue extraction from sociopolitical comments in Chapter 3 for
which, we proposed an unsupervised approach based on latent variable methods
for identifying and extracting issues in the comments and linking comments to the
issues in the associated article [51].
Second, we studied a new problem of extracting the entities and associated sug-
gestive opinions [49] in Chapter 4. In the sociopolitical domain, users express their
sentiments on the entities such as individuals or organizations. These sentiments
are not only in the form of positive and negative expressions but also in the form of
suggestive opinions towards the entities.
Since social media enables anyone to freely express the opinions, there is an
urge for extracting opinions which are highly valuable. Third, we studied the prob-
lem related to quality data extraction from social media in Chapter 5. In terms of
thoughtful comment extraction task, we studied the problem of extracting valuable
comments from social media [50].
Debates on controversial sociopolitical issues provide room for the netizens to
take positions and post opinions towards those issues. Finally, we studied the prob-
lem of extracting the topics, stances and ideological expressions of users from their
comments on ideological debates related to sociopolitical domain [52] in Chapter 6.
7.2 Conceptual Sociopolitical Opinion Mining
Framework
One of the purposes of this thesis is to develop and gain an understanding of the
concepts, functions and uses of sociopolitical opinion mining for decision making
applications in a broader sense. It is also natural to question the integration aspects
of the four tasks described in this thesis to know how these tasks work together
for a common goal. To answer this we propose a conceptual framework for so-
ciopolitical opinion mining. However, this thesis does not attempt to evaluate an
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end-to-end system. It is our hope that this framework will inspire further research
at the intersection of sociopolitical data and opinion mining, and will produce more
applications in the industry. In this section, we first present a conceptual frame-
work of sociopolitical opinion mining, and then discuss the general challenges and
possible extensions of this framework.
7.2.1 Conceptual Framework
A general methodology/framework for sociopolitical opinion mining is given in Fig-
ure 7.1. Systems implemented based on the framework would help to acquire new
knowledge through operations and analytics, and aid in decision making process
for the domain experts. The aim of this integrated framework is to automatically
detect and summarize the public opinions towards sociopolitical problems. As the
figure shows, starting from e-citizens’ opinions in social media, we should first re-
trieve relevant posts using appropriate retrieval methods. With the retrieved posts,
next we can perform extraction to identify issues and entities that are opinion tar-
gets. Once these targets are identified, other techniques such as opinion extraction
and classification can be used to identify and characterize the opinions expressed
by e-citizens on these opinion targets. These opinions may include polarized senti-
ments, suggestions, stances, etc. Finally, to make the extracted information easy to
digest by the end users, a summarization component can be applied to organize the
extracted information into structured, human-readable form such as textual sum-
maries and graphs. These summaries can be consumed by the end users such as
government bodies and eventually help them make decisions. Note that this does
not end the process, because as new policies are executed, the process will repeat
itself as shown in the figure.
Comment Retrieval: Considering that people voice out their opinions in social
media, we need methods that gather the citizens’ feedback from social media sites,
e.g., blogs, forums, etc. Posts represent blog posts, forum posts, threads or even
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual Sociopolitical Opinion Mining Framework
microblog posts. Such content can be harvested either manually by domain experts,
who indicate the data sources that need to be collected, or automatically via infor-
mation retrieval techniques [140, 63], or via trained focused crawler application to
specific portals. After retrieval, the comments represent the candidates for opinions
on the social article/document/event.
Sociopolitical Opinion Mining: The next task is to apply the opinion mining
techniques to extract and classify the opinions/sentiments from the comments. In
case of social comments, the targets of the opinions are issues and entities. Note that
issues can be hierarchial in nature. For example given the issue, immigration, the
entities can be immigration officers, minister of international affairs etc., and sub-
issues can be security, citizenship, workers, etc., Hierarchial issue extraction is an
interesting direction for fine grained opinion mining. However, this thesis does not
answer this problem and we leave it for future work. The first step in this stage is to
extract these opinion targets using opinion extraction techniques [51, 49]. Once the
opinion targets are known, the sentiment classification or discovery techniques aid
in discovering the sentiments on the issues or entities or sub-issues [49, 52]. How-
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ever, the opinions often suffer with quality problems, as social media users may not
always generate highly useful comments. Filtering of such noisy comments and ex-
tracting useful comments aids in generating high quality summaries during the next
stage. The output of this stage is a low-dimensional human interpretable representa-
tions of the huge corpus of comments in the form of various types of sentiments on
the targets of sociopolitical opinions. Such representations can be combined with
summarization techniques for generating textual or graphical summaries.
Summarization: Based on the output of the above stage, we may not only
capture the citizen’s polarized sentiments, suggestions to entities and stances on
sociopolitical issues/entities, but also be able to measure the influence of the is-
sues/events on the citizens and the society. The abundance of opinions poses chal-
lenges in digesting all the massive information. For example, some controversial
issues or contentious events may get hundreds or even thousands of comments. To
address this problem, we need to summarize the comments in human interpretable
forms [60, 61]. The goal of this stage is to process the output from opinion mining
stage and generate textual summaries or graphical summaries. For example, by ex-
ploiting summarization techniques [88, 84, 46] we can generate issue-based short
textual summaries. However, to generate entity-based and ideological summaries
there is a need for new techniques to produce textual and graphical outputs.
Decision Support Applications: The domain experts use the citizens feedback
to understand the pulse of citizens on sociopolitical issues. For example, the feed-
back can be used for taking decisions on the new policies or amending existing
policies. Traditionally, the telephone surveys were the major feedback channels for
the domain users. However with the growing participation of citizens in the social
media, using this framework the feedback of the citizens from social media can be
analysed by the domain experts through the decision support systems which are fed
with the summaries. Moreover, such opinion analytics is a cyclic process and after
the execution of the decisions (e.g. new/amended policies), the feedback from the
citizens can be extracted and analysed iteratively.
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7.2.2 Challenges
Social Media data sets are very voluminous and hence pose three main challenges;
noise, size and dynamism. The above framework is affected with these three chal-
lenges. In this section, we describe them in detail and present the possible solutions
to tackle these challenges. Note that this thesis has only addressed some of these
challenges to some extent. The purpose of this section is to identify the major chal-
lenges in a broader sense and hence motivate future research in this direction.
Noise: In blogs and forum discussions both issues and entities are not easily rec-
ognized and there are high levels of insignificant data which constitute noise. User
generated contents in social media tend to be less grammatically correct and they
are informally written. These texts often make use of emoticons or abbreviations
or spelling mistakes or unorthodox casing or malformed sentences. Relevant con-
tent on webpages is usually surrounded by irrelevant elements like spams, mutual
discussions and diversions to non-relevant topics [35]. All these forms of noises
make the detection and processing of opinions a complicated task. In this thesis, we
handled some forms of noise such as using topic models to merge informal words
(e.g. ”ft”) into the same topic as formal words (e.g. ”foreign talent”) and using su-
pervised learning to identify high quality comments. However, there are also many
other forms of noise that we have not addressed. Techniques such as normaliza-
tion of text [1] can be incorporated to our methods to further handle noise. Spam
detection techniques [93] can be incorporated into the framework for high quality
comment extraction.
Scalability Social media corpora are very voluminous and require automated
information processing for analysing it within a reasonable time. Many of our
solutions are based on machine learning methods, some of which may be time-
consuming to run on large data sets. While in this thesis we have not addressed the
scalability problem, we would like to point out that scalability can be regarded as an
orthogonal problem to socio-political opinion mining. As many of our underlying
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techniques such as conditional random fields and topic models are fundamental, we
could improve the scalability of our algorithms by tapping into recent advances in
the machine learning and data mining communities that study more efficient and
scalable versions of standard algorithms. Examples include fast semantic analy-
sis [130, 106] and map reduce framework [138]. Models proposed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 6 are capable to tap into these new advances in the machine learning stud-
ies to handle scalability. In addition, for our solutions that are supervised in nature,
training the model can be done offline, and once a model is trained, classification
and prediction generally can be done very efficiently.
Dynamism One of the key challenges with social media is that it is a highly
dynamic platform. For example, every time a new entry is detected on a blog or
forum, a large amount of text mining techniques have to be launched again. The
dynamism in social media corpora causes it to evolve rapidly over time and fortu-
nately data mining techniques are versatile in handling the new (unobserved) issues
or sentiments. Topic models are capable of handling such dynamism when new top-
ics are added to the social media content as there exist techniques for incrementally
training topic models. In the recent advances of machine learning research, some
studies focussed on the new topic generation aspects and online streaming aspects.
Dynamic topic models are designed to handle this dynamism of new topic genera-
tion [19] and extensions to standard LDA model were developed by the researchers
for online streaming [57]. Our models proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 are ca-
pable of tapping into these new advances in the machine learning studies to handle
dynamism in the social media context.
7.2.3 Extendibility
In this thesis, we presented techniques for opinion extraction of issues and entities.
The framework can be further extended with other related opinion mining tasks
for implementing smart decision supporting systems. For example opinions change
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over time and temporal opinion mining [31] can be achieved through this framework
by including one more component, time. Subsequently, to generate the opinion
summaries based on time, temporal summarization techniques [7] can be integrated
into the framework. Sentiment lexicons are valuable resources that are useful for
classification tasks [134] on products or entities. The framework can be extended to
build sentiment lexicons for sociopolitical comments to gain new insights into how
sentiments on issues are expressed lexically.
7.3 Contributions
This thesis made the following contributions to mining users’ sociopolitical com-
ments from social media:
• Issue Extraction: We proposed an unsupervised approach based on latent
variable methods for identifying and extracting the issues in the comments
and linking the comments to the issues in the associated article. Our solution
model extracted issues from the social comments in response to a political
speech, and linked users’ comments to the relevant issues in the speech. Our
experiment results on two data sets show that our proposed model performed
better in terms of precision when compared against state-of-the-art methods.
• Entity-Suggestive Opinion Extraction: We proposed a two-stage approach
based on Conditional Random Fields and clustering method for extracting
and normalizing the entities and the associated suggestive opinions from the
users. Extracting and normalizing entity and suggestive pairs is an opinion
extraction problem. Our comprehensive experiments show that CRF model
has better performance in entity-action extraction. Agglomerative clustering
method for entity-action normalization using complete-link measure performs
well with an average precision of 81.15% for all articles.
• Thoughtful Comment Extraction: Valuable comments are useful for deci-
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sion makers and high quality summarization. The study of extracting attentive
comments that provide some reasoning is highly valuable for understanding
the users’ opinions in sociopolitical opinion mining process. We proposed a
supervised approach based on NLP and linguistics techniques to identify and
extract valuable comments in the sociopolitical domain from social media.
We performed an empirical study using syntactic, vocabulary, discourse, and
relevance features for prediction and combination of all features is substan-
tially better than the baseline surface features.
• Ideological Position and Expression Extraction: We proposed an unsuper-
vised approach based on latent variable methods for identifying and extracting
the positional words/ideological expressions and entities associated with the
issues. We modeled issues, positional words, entities, and the stances of the
users in a principled way using topic models. Using text from Debatepedia,
we inferred topics and position term lexicons in the domain of sociopoliti-
cal debates. Our qualitative and quantitative evaluations show the model’s
strengths and weaknesses.
• Conceptual Sociopolitical Opinion Mining Framework: We proposed an
integrated and extendible framework of sociopolitical opinion mining that not
only shows the possible integration of the four tasks described in this thesis,
but also describes how these tasks work together for a common objective. We
hope that this framework will inspire further research at the intersection of
sociopolitical data and opinion mining, and will produce more applications in
the industry.
• Corpus: Last but not least, as an important outcome of this research, I con-
structed and released the corpus desgined for research on mining sociopolit-
ical comments. This corpus consists of three major datasets: two political
speeches and corresponding comments from the users, five news articles and
corresponding actionable comments, and 1303 debates and corresponding ar-
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guments and linked external articles. Furthermore, the annotations on this
data for all the tasks discussed in this thesis are provided. The details of the
corpus and the annotations can be found in Appendix A.
A key contribution of the thesis is that now, principled techniques can be applied
for mining sociopolitical comments for opinion mining applications, whereas, be-
fore there was little work that uses principled techniques to mine the sociopolitical
comments which are more complex in terms of topics and sentiment expressions
(the existing techniques of opinion mining are dedicated mostly for product reviews
and less attention has been paid for opinion mining of sociopolitical posts).
7.4 Future Directions
In the future, we plan to further optimize the current solutions as well as to study
a few new directions related to opinion mining of sociopolitical content in social
media.
• Generating an ideology phrase lexicon: The words “good”, “long”, “qual-
ity” usually indicate sentiment when describing an electronic device or ser-
vice in restaurant [121]. However, to voice out opinions on the sociopolitical
issues, the citizens mostly rely on ideology specific words. In fact, these
ideology words are specific to the topic of the issue and the ideology of the
user. For example, on abortion, the ideology of the person can be liberal or
conservative. Depending on the ideology, the user uses the opinion phrases
such as, “unethical”,“immoral”, “pro-choice”, “freedom”, “age appropriate”,
“human life” etc., to depict his/her stance/sentiment towards the issue. Such
topical-ideology lexicons can be useful in various applications to the social
or political scientists. Human annotation of such lexicons is very expensive.
One of the future directions one can explore is the an auto-extraction of ideol-
ogy lexicons. Given a collection of ideological debates, the task is to generate
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the ideological phrases.
Some existing approaches aid to solve this tasks such as rule-based and
keyphrase extraction techniques [108]. However, with the popularity of topi-
cal models in extracting topics, we could leverage on graphic models for this
task. For example, one sensible solution is to use the solution model from
Chapter 6 to generate the seed list of the topic specific ideology expressions,
and then apply bootstrap techniques to expand the ideology lexicon. In or-
der to generate the bigram and trigram phrases, the model can be extended to
n-gram topic model.
• Predicting user profile using ideological stances and social networks: Pre-
dicting users’ attributes such as political party from social media has impor-
tant impacts on many real world applications such as targeted advertising,
recommendation and personalization. Another future direction one can ex-
plore is to exploit users’ ideological positions on controversial issues to pre-
dict political party of online users. Studies on American politics demonstrate
the fact that the political parties (Democrats, Republicans etc.,) take positions
towards critical policies and sociopolitical issues, which can ultimately lead
to great differences in philosophies and ideal [119]. Hence users’ political
affiliation is largely dependent on his/her ideological stances on the major
social and political issues [68]. For example, a user who supports abortion
and is against gun rights is more likely a Democrat. His/her other stances
on issues like gay marriage, health care, tax, death penalty, etc. can aid in
detecting his/her party affiliation with high accuracy. The social network also
plays an important role on user’s attribute affiliation. A sensible solution is to
use clustering techniques to group the users with similar ideological beliefs
and friendships, and measure their average proximity to the party beliefs to
predict the party affiliation of each cluster.
• Exploiting ideological texts: Within debates and topics, the model from
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Chapter 6 uses the position variable to distinguish sides well but for external
text/articles, the model performs well on the articles such as blogs and edi-
torials and fails on the articles related to news, wiki and governments. This
suggests that broad-based positions that hold across many topics may require
richer textual representations. Aside from those issues, a stronger theory of
positions may be required. Such a theory could be encoded in a more infor-
mative prior or weaker independence assumptions across debates. Exploiting
explicit ideological texts alongside the moderated arguments of Debatepedia
might help to identify textual associations with general positions.
• Actionable knowledge from microblogs: Actionable content extraction is a
new direction in opinion mining process with many opportunities and chal-
lenges. With the increasing user generated content in micro blogs, detecting
actionable knowledge in such media is an interesting as well as challenging
problem. For example, during Obama’s State of the Union address, apart
from political and news forums, the public was asked to express opinions on
Twitter using specific hashtags such as “#SOTU”1, “#jobs” etc2. This triggers
the need for gathering actionable content in micro blogs. In the same line,
diagnostic opinion detection that talks about what could have happened, who
should be blamed, etc., is another very important problem in social sciences
research.
With the rapid growth of user generated content on the web, there are always
new directions for opinion mining and new challenges that trigger urgent and critical
tasks under its umbrella.
1http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-of-the-union-2012
2https://blog.twitter.com/2012/follow-the-state-of-the-union-on-twitter
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Appendix A
Annotation
In this appendix, we discuss the annotation process for the corpus used in the thesis with
some examples. To encourage comparative work, the complete datasets and the correspond-
ing annotations are released to the public download1.
A.1 Entity and Actions
The objective of this annotation is to label the comments for suggestive opinions on entities.
Table A.1 shows sample annotation for comments news articles. The human judge labels
each cell of the first column with 1 (suggestion) or 0 (not suggestion). Each cell in the sec-
ond column is annotated with “E” - entity and “A” - action. The other words are annotated
automatically as “O” - other. This annotation is used by experiments in Chapter 4.
Labeling task: Annotators should look for the comments which are suggestions or solu-
tions or tactics for the problem. They should read the articles before labeling the comments.
Labeling steps are as follows:
1. First to check if the sentence is a suggestion from the commenter. If No , label as 0.
2. Look for the person or organization who should execute the suggestion and label
the entity as shown in the samples sheet. eg: “government should immediately ban
these” - The entity is “Government”. eg: “He should be arrested by the police” - The
entity is “Police”.
3. Look out for the actions that should be performed by the entity and label it as action.
E[Jack Neo] should A[not have gotten his wife to speak out at the press conference].
4. If either of them are not found then it is a ambiguous suggestion. Hence label as 0.
5. If the suggestion is very general like we, us etc., then it is also ambiguous and hence
label as 0.
A.2 Issues and Quality
The objective of this annotation is to label the comments for linking(relevance) to the issues
in the speech and whether they are insightful or not. Table A.2 shows a sample annotation
1https://sites.google.com/site/swapnagotipati/datasets
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Suggestion? Annotation
1 hope E[government] can A[come our some law to protect owners as well]
1 E[They] should A[just let the art work stay]
1 A[More strict rules should be brought in] by the E[Government]
0 But we must ensure that he DO NOT get away with murder
Table A.1: Annotation sample for comments on news articles used in entity-action
extraction task (Chapter 4).
for comments on PM speech. The human judge labels each cell with relevance and quality.
“Related” indicates whether the comment is related to the article (PM speech) where “1”
indicates “Yes” and “0” indicates no. For each issues, the judge has to label Y/Y (relevant
and thoughtful) or Y/N (relevant and thoughtless) or N/Y (irrelevant and thoughtful) or
N/N (irrelevant and thoughtless). This annotation is used by experiments in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5.
Labeling task: Annotators should look for the comments which are relevant to the
specific issue in the speech. Once they identify it as relevant or not, they should look out
if the comment is attentive. They should read the speech document before labeling the
comments.
A.3 Debates and positions
The objective of this annotation is to categorize the debates into political clusters. Table A.3
shows a sample annotation for debates from Debatepedia.com website. The human judge
labels each cell of the pro and con columns with terms of political philosophies, contempo-
rary political party platforms, or something else. This annotation is used by experiments in
Chapter 6.
Labeling task: We shared a spreadsheet with the annotators that lists 22 URLs to de-
bates in random order. Each debate has two sides, labeled “pro” and “con”. The goal is to
see what the annotators think about how the different sides of different debates can be lined
up. The annotators might find it convenient to think of these in terms of political philoso-
phies, contemporary political party platforms, or something else. Any of these is fine; the
annotators should tell the grouping they find most reasonable. The term “ideologies” is
used very loosely here; a better term might be “political perspectives”. Labeling steps are
as follows:
1. For each instance, go to the URL and read through the debates on both sides.
2. Assign labels to the two sides (using the spreadsheet) such that the labels are reused
as much as possible. It’s okay if some sides don’t match nicely to any group.
3. At the end, annotator produce clustering of 44 items into hopefully fewer than 44
clusters, with hopefully not too many singleton clusters.
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Appendix B
Supplementary notes for Chapter 6
B.1 Model
Our model defines a probability distribution over words. Each word occurs in a context
defined by the tuple 〈d, q, s, a〉 (respectively, a debate, a question within the debate, a side
within the debate, and an argument). The details of model are explained in 6.3. Figure 6.1
illustrates the plate diagram for the graphical model underlying our approach.
B.2 Inference
Exact inference of the posterior distribution of the model is intractable. Instead, we approx-
imate it using Gibbs sampling. As we used conjugate priors for our distributions, we can
easily integrate out the dotted variables in Figure 6.1.
We refer the interested reader to [55] for details of using collapsed Gibbs sampling for
LDA-like topic models.
For positions, we require that two sides of a debate to be associated with different po-
sitions. Hence, we define the joint probability id,1, id,2 for side 1 and side 2 of a debate as
follows:
p(id,1 = k, id,2 = k
′|ι) ∝
{
0 if k = k′
p(k | ι)p(k′ | ι) if k 6= k′ (B.1)
where k and k′ are positions.
To sample id,s for each debate d, side s, we need to consider those position words and
general position words inside. We highlight the associated model parameters that we need
to consider when sampling id,s in Figure B.1.
Figure B.1: Model parameters associated with position id,s.
We jointly sample id,1 and id,2 for two sides in debate d according to the following
equation:
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p(id,1 = k1, id,2 = k2 | z,y,w, i¬{d,s}, β,η) ∝
2∏
s=1
 C(.)ks + β∑K
i=1 C
(.)
i +Kβ
·
∏V
w=1
∏Cd,sw,y=i−1
a=0 (C
¬{d,s}
w,y=i,ks
+ ηiw + a)∏Cd,sy=i−1
b=0 (
∑V
w=1(C
¬{d,s}
w,y=i,ks
+ ηiw) + b)
·
T∏
t=1
∏V
w=1
∏Cd,sw,y=o,t−1
a=0 (C
¬{d,s}
w,y=o,ks,t
+ ηow + a)∏Cd,sy=o,t−1
b=0 (
∑V
w=1(C
¬{d,s}
w,y=o,ks,t
+ ηow) + b)
 . (B.2)
where C(.)i denotes the number of times position i appears in arguments, C
¬{d,s}
w,y=i,id,s
is
the number of times word w is associated with position id,s without considering words in
debated d and side s, and C¬{d,s}w,y=o,id,s,t is the number of times word w is treated as a opinion
word associated with position id,s and topic t without considering words in debated d and
side s.
Let p denotes {d, q, s, a, n}. For a word wp in document d, question q ∈ {1, . . . , Qd},
each side s ∈ {1, 2}, argument a ∈ {1, . . . , Ad,q,s}, and position n ∈ {1, . . . , Nd,q,s,a}, we
sample its corresponding topic zp as follows:
p(zp = t | z¬p ,y,w, i, α,η) ∝
Cd,qt + α
Cd,q(.) + Tα
·
(
C
yp,t
wp + η
yp
wp
C
yp,t
(.) +
∑V
w=1 η
yp
w
)I(yp∈{e,t})
·
(
C
o,t,id,s
wp + η
o
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, (B.3)
where I(·) is the indicator function.
Similarly, we sample yp according to the following equation:
p(yp = y | z,y¬p ,w, i, γ,η) ∝
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We do not consider p(yp = e | · · · ) as we assume all the entities are pre-labeled.
Using Gibbs sampler, new values for id,s, zd,q,s,a,n and yd,q,s,a,n are iteratively sampled
for each token wd,q,s,a,n from the posterior probability conditioned on the previous state of
the sampler.
After sampling the model, we estimate the parameters as follows:
φii,w =
C iw + η
i
w
C i(.) +
∑V
w=1 η
i
w
. general position word distribution (B.5)
φtt,w =
Ct,tw + ηtw
Ct,t(.) +
∑V
w=1 η
t
w
. topical word distribution (B.6)
φot,i,w =
Co,t,iw + ηow
Co,t,i(.) +
∑V
w=1 η
o
w
. topical-position distribution (B.7)
φet,w =
Cew + η
e
w
Ce(.) +
∑V
w=1 η
e
w
. topical-entity distribution (B.8)
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B.3 Qualitative Analysis
As a generative modeling approach, our model was designed for the purpose of reducing
the dimensionality of the sociopolitical debate space, as evidenced by Debatepedia. 37 out
of 40 topics were subjectively judged to be coherent; we manually selected eleven of the
most interpretable topics for further analysis here.
Topic Terms Person entity mentions
“Israel-
Palestine”
israel, gaza, hamas, israeli, pales-
tinian
Benjamin Netanyahu, Al Jazeera, Mavi Mar-
mara, Nicholas Kristoff, Steven R. David
“Death
penalty”
death, crime, punishment, penalty,
justice
Adam Bedau, Thomas R. Eddlem, Jeff Ja-
coby, John Baer, Peter Bronson
“Global
warming”
global, emissions, climate, carbon,
warming
Alan Robock, Al Gore, Ken Caldeira, An-
drew C. Revkin, George Monbiot
“Human
rights”
human, rights, animals, life, animal Tom Regan, Michael Pollan, Peter Singer,
Leonardo Da Vinci, Immanuel Kant
“Healthcare” health, care, insurance, public, pri-
vate
Kent Conrad, Paul Hsieh, Paul Krugman,
Ezra Klein, Jacob Hacker
“Food” food, consumers, products, calorie,
information
Steve Chapman, Jeff Jacoby, David Kiley, Ja-
cob Sullum, Ezra Klein
“Drugs” marijuana, drug, drugs, alcohol, age Four Loko, Evo Morales, Toni Meyer, Sean
Flynn, Robert Hahn
“Abortion” women, religious, abortion, god, life Ronald Reagan, John Paul II, Sara Malkani,
Mother Teresa, Marcella Alsan
“Same-sex
marriage”
marriage, gay, mars, space, moon Buzz Aldrin, Andrew Sullivan, Moon Base,
Scott Bidstrup, Ted Olson
“American
Congress”
president, washington, obama,
american, america
Barack Obama, John McCain, Bill Clinton,
George W. Bush, Ronald Reagan
“Immigration” immigration, cameras, police, im-
migrants, crime
Ken Garcia, Jan Brewer, Kris Kobach, Edwin
S. Rubenstein, Jim Gilchrist
Table B.1: For 11 selected topics (labels assigned manually), top terms
(φt) and person entities (φe).
Table B.2 shows bigrams most strongly associated with general position distributions
φi and selected topic-position distributions φo. Terms are ranked by comparing the log
odds conditioned on the position and topic, e.g., log
φoi1,t,w
φoi2,t,w
. This table is comprehensive
version of Table 6.7 presented in Chapter 6. We assigned labels manually. While these are
somewhat internally coherent, we do not observe consistent alignment across topics, and
the general distributions φi are not suggestive.
The separation of personal name mentions into their own distributions, shown in Ta-
ble B.1, gives a distinctive characterization of topics based on relevant personalities. This
table is comprehensive version of Table 6.8 presented in Chapter 6. Bigrams were included
but did not rank in the top five for these topics. The model has conflated debates relating
to same-sex marriage with the space program. Subjectively, the top individuals are rele-
vant to the subject matter associated with each topic (though the topics are not always pure;
same-sex marriage and the space program are merged, for example). Our model incorrectly
linked some entities (false positives) in the corresponding topic. For example, Ezra Klein is
not related to the food topic as he is a Washington Post journalist specializing in health care
and budget policy.
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Topic i = 1 i = 2
None (φi) vice president, c sections, twenty four, cross
pressures, pre dates, anti ballistic, cost ef-
fectiveness, anti landmine, court appointed,
child poverty
cross examination, under runs, hand outs,
half million, non christians, break down,
counter argument, seventy five, co workers,
run up
“Israel-
Palestine”
pre emptive, israeli palestinian, open and
shut, first time, hamas controlled, demo-
cratically elected, knee jerk
two state, long term, self destructive, secre-
tary general, right wing, all out, near daily,
short term, life threatening
“Death
penalty”
anti death, non violent, african american,
self help, cut and cover, heavy handed, dp
equivalent, law breaking
semi automatic, high profile, hate crime, as-
sault weapons, military style, high dollar,
self protective, state authorized
“Global
warming”
cap and trade, long term, blue ribbon, fos-
sil fuel, sunspot driven, forest based, short
lived, anti nuclear
non profit, large scale, half degree, climate
change, low carbon, non compliance, hu-
man caused, opt in, multi pollutant, inter
glacial
“Human
rights”
self legislative, life saving, non human, self
restricting, auto nomous, self conscious,
god given, one another
cost benefit, non animal, cock fighting, bull
baiting, self centered, peace loving, non
emotional, pan european, state invested,
pleasure pain
“Healthcare” single payer, so called, self sustaining, pub-
lic private, for profit, long run, high cost,
multi payer, government funded
government run, government approved,
high risk, two tier, government appointed,
low cost, set up, one sixth, draft age
“Food” health care, health conscious, low cost,
point of, reduced fat, time consuming, multi
billion, mid range, miracle diet
force fed, trans fat, anti obesity, ill in-
formed, non gm, medium sized, cajun lime,
impossible to ignore, well seasoned, fat free
“Drugs” hands free, performance enhancing, in
depth, hand held, best kept, non pharma-
ceutical, anti marijuana, non toxic, mari-
juana related
long term, high speed, short term, peer re-
viewed, alcohol related, mind altering, in-
ner city, long lasting, needle exchange, anti
drug
“Abortion” pro choice, pro life, non muslim, well ed-
ucated, anti abortion, much needed, church
state, birth control, fully informed
would be, full time, late term, judeo chris-
tian, life style, day to day, non christian,
child bearing, non religious
“Same-sex
marriage”
same sex, long term, second class, blanken-
horn rauch, wrong headed, self denial, left
handed, single parent
opposite sex, well intentioned, day time,
planet wide, day night, child rearing, low
earth, one way, one third, life bearing
“American
Congress”
op ed, state sponsored, fear mongering, on
the job, anti earmark, oil rich, lower level,
sixty seven, ultra conservative
left wing, smoot hawley, party line, self in-
dulgent, un american, off target, republican
controlled, reagan bush
“Immigra-
tion”
law abiding, anti social, high profile, amer-
ican born, one way, hard won, present day,
crime solving, high mast
in state, anti crime, low paid, so called, tax-
payer funded, out of state, anti immigrant,
closed circuit, un american, clear up
Table B.2: General position (first row) and topic-specific position bigrams associ-
ated with eleven selected topics.
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